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Fund tops MLA's list for budget aidl 
Time is right to get 
help for rural B.C. 
By JEFF NAGEL 
ROGER HARRIS is urging top 
government officials to create a 
northwest investment .fund to spur 
business and development here. 
Skeena's Liberal MLA has been 
quietly lobbying to get the govern- 
ment's commitment to such a fund - 
as well as aid for a northwest contai- 
ner port and the Stewart-Omineca re- 
source road -when t~e budget is 
says Victoria can make happen to aid 
this hard-hit region. 
The Feb. 18 budget - at the mid- 
point in the Liberal government's 
term- presents arguably the best shot 
at securing desperately needed help 
for northwest B.C. Troub le  in  250  
A flurry of reports have highlighted 
the urban-rural economic gap and the [] Special report page A5 
exodus of economic refugees from the 
north, the province's uccessful working Op, 
Never before has the crisis crushing portunity Fund. 
the region been so convincingly iden- That's a labour-sponsored venture 
tiffed and thrust int0 the proVincial capital fund that attracts investment 
spotlight. : from people all over B.C. 
or selectively dial down its spending 
cuts, this is likely the moment of truth. 
Enter Harris and his investment That means a 
fund idea. $5,000 invest- 
He says it could be patterned after ment in WOF can 
actually cost the 
investor as little 
handed own next Tuesday. .If this government is willing to con- An investment in the fund triggers a 
Those items top his list of things he sider radical measures to aid the north 30 per cent tax credit from Ottawa and 
WaI-M  
testing 
site he 
GEOTECH DRILLING of Prince George conducted soil tests on the former River Industries proper- 
ty last week next to the river on the south side of Hwy16. The crew was doing the work on behalf 
of First Professional Management, the firm WaI-Mart uses to acquire real estate. JEFF NAGEL PHOTO 
feet in size. 
Chamber. of Commerce presi- 
dent Sheila Love said the city has 
for months been awash in spec- 
ulation about where WaI-Mart to come toTerrace. A majority of 
might Iocatel businesses that responded said 
"I've heard rumours like every- 'Yes. '  
body else and checked some o f  Pelletier saidthe company had 
them out," Love said. "So far already been receiving requests 
none of them are true." from people here to set up a store 
The chamber has also waded in Terrace. 
into the issue by asking its mem- Local supporty for WaI-Mart 
bers in a survey whether a new isn't unusual, he added, because 
big box retailer - presumed to be it's usually an "incredible trigger" 
WaI-Mart - should be encouraged for other economic growth. 
"There's a joke in the develop- 
ment business that a lot Of other 
businesses don't even do their 
own market research; '~ Pelletier 
said. "They just look where a 
WaI-Mart store is and follow us to 
the community." 
By JEFF NAGI~ 
TEST DRILLING on the 
Industries property has 
speculation Terrace is 
getting a Wal-Mart store 
Geoteeh Drilling c 
George was on the river~ 
erty just south of Hv 
week;: condueting soi l  
First Professional Mana[ 
That's the firm Wal-i 
cials 'say they've hired t, 
land in Terrace. 
The giant retailer mal 
cret of its interest in this 
"It is definitely on 
screen," Wal-Mart car t
fairs director Andrew 
said, "Our real estate pe 
been looking at Terrace. 
But so far company 
said they haven't yet 1: 
deal together. 
"Nothing is confirme~ 
ier said. "Our real esta 
have it under considerati 
He said WaI-Mart 
an announcement if it re 
point where a specific 
been confirmed. 
Geotechnical testin~ 
done prior to a purcha., 
condition of an agreem 
sure there's no soil con~ 
or other soil structure pr, 
The old River Indus 
owned by Glen Saund~ 
ready zoned service co 
which means no rezonir 
lie hearing would be req . . . . . .  
Getting highways minist~'y ap- 
proval and a development permit 
from the city would be the next 
steps if a deal comes together. 
Construction of a new store can 
take less than a year if the zoning 
is right, Pelletier said. Getting all 
the approvals in place can take 
six to eight months, he added. 
Wal-Mart stores range in size 
from 57,000 square feet to a high 
of 130,000 square feet in the big- 
gest centres, Pelletier said. 
He said Terrace would likely 
merit a store up to 100,000 square 
Victoria, but RRSP tax deductions can 
push the savings to 60 per cent. 
~}i! i:ili! 
as $2,000" mak- ~ : ! ;~ i  
ing the fund a ~.~.,~.~.?.,~: .:, 4 
powerful draw for ~ ~ ; ~  
British Colum- 
bians at RRSP 
seasonl 
But Harris says Roger  Harris 
WOF i s  another 
example of something that benefits the 
south to the exclusion of the north. 
He says the fund has taken in $147 
million from investors across rural B.C.L 
"The total amount of investment 
that fund has made in rural communi- 
ties is $12 million," Harris saidi i'It' 
has in fact become another vacuum for 
sucking money and ,'apital out of this 
part of the world." 
Virtually all of the companies WOF 
invests in operate in Vancouver or its 
suburbs. 
Harris says northwesterners Should 
be able to invest in their own fund that 
would earn them money while heil~ing 
companies Create jobs in the north- 
west. 
Continued Page A5 
Trustees 
warn of 
deep cuts 
Gov't blamed for school chaos 
By JENNIFER LANG 
TWO WEEKS after meet- 
ing the education minister 
face-to-face, Coast Moun- 
tai'ns seh601 trustees, have 
i issfied a'stern warning to 
Christy Clark. 
Students here will bear 
the brunt of budget cuts 
the board says it's being 
forced to make as a result 
of inadequate funding. 
The board, wrestling 
with $5.3 million in new 
cuts for the coming year, 
told the minister in a Jan. 
30 letter it will be almost 
impossible to sustain'all 
required programs and ser- 
vices to students here. 
Trustees are now poring 
over the reconfiguration 
committee's report analyz- 
ing more than 50 different 
cost-cutting and money- 
saving ideas. 
The various pros, cons, 
community impacts and 
potential cost savings of 
school week may also be 
under serious consideration 
because it could save up 
to $1.4 million"annuauy, 
The board 'will ! discuss 
ti!e:ioptions :at a pH~/atei 
day-long ;session Marc~ I. 
• "Try not to base your 
decisions only on the:bot - 
tom l ine , "  Terrace ~ and 
District Teachers' Union 
president. Richard :Eckert '
urged the board. "Make 
your deeisions: based on 
what i s  the best far'our 
children; what is the best 
for public education." 
Declining enrolment is 
part of  the problem but 
school district officials 
a l so  blame the ffnaneial 
pinch on the government'S 
refusal to pay for:!egisla- 
ted wage inereases:forltea- 
chefs and CUPE workers, 
as well as higher MSP and 
WCB premium s. ~ 
In speaking out ,  the 
board joins a united front; 
each suggestion have been . Teachers and parents 
compiled as separate "fact have begun to protest he 
sheets" inside thick, ye l -  province's decisioi i ' to 
low binders presented to freeze education funding. 
trustees last week. 
But more school clo- 
sures, staff layoffs, and 
bigger secondary class 
sizes remain at the top of 
the list because of the 
sheer size of the cuts nee- 
ded, assistant superinten- 
dent Rob Greenwood said. 
"I'm afraid this school 
district isn't going to have 
much choice but to See 
savings on the ba(:ks of 
students," teacher Frank 
Rowe said, adding support 
for special needs students 
is a particular concern. 
He's alarmed by the' 
Moving to a four-day ContinuedPage A2 
Charities to get 
pot man's cash 
Drinking cutoff splits council UNSUCCESSFUL B.C. Marijuana Party mayoralty can- didate Bob Erb is donating the surplus from his cam
paign war chest o the Terrace Churches Food Bank and 
By JEFF NAGEL 
CITY COUNCILLORS ,are split 
on whether to let bars and restaur- 
ants serve liquor beyond 2 a.m. 
New provincial rules allow 
them to stay open until 4 a.m. as 
long as town councils approve. 
City administration drafted a 
policy that would have lar~ly 
preserved the status qua - 2 a.m. 
closings for bars downtown and 1 
a.m. for those outside the down- 
town core. Bars could request ing problem back an hour,~ :i Barrett predicts the later closing Legion reps don't want to'have electioni" said Erb last week. 
temporary permits to stay open ! '  i !;:i; i i ~ ! i ' e ! ! ! e ~ ! i  i i i i ~ ~ i i i '  ' i ' 
like New Year, s Eve. , i' 
But during debate Ft:iday, half ! :  
of council came out in favour of 
at least trying a one- or two-hour mayor Jack:Talstra were~:undeci~ : long taxi waits and problem house : bee6ming cabarets at pageSBi  and ¢1, . ,i 
I 
' to the Salvation Army. I' ~',a.,mL_ 
extension to the drinking cut-off, ded and Stew Christensen wasab- parties would decrease, he said. Each will get $150, Erb says. "I I ~ ~  
Councillors Mar lin Davies sent They'll take more time to But RCMP Inspector Marlin had heard the food bank didn't have | ~ ~ '  
Y * ' ' ' ' d . . . .  and Carol Leclerc said they• fa- consider the issue before coming Degrand predicted httle gee enough for nts February distribution ['
your alcohol sales up to 3 a.m. back for a vote March. 10. would come of allowing later li- so that's when I decided what to do [ ~ ~  
downtown, and 2 a.m. elsewhere - Reps from the Best Western ' quor sales. More . . . . . . .  problems down- with the surolus.". . he said. u~a~lw~a~,~m~Rll~l~llW'gll] 
at least for a trial period. Terrace Inn, the Coast hm of the town more crime and lugher poll- Erb raised $3,600 for his Novem- | ~ ~  
"It would ~ive us:an opportun- West and the Royal Canandian cing costs 'are a l l  p0ssible !f.n0t bet 2002 bid to unseat Jack Talstra [~: j l ] [ l l~ ,~ 
it.,' ,  to assess g,"" Davies said, Le~ton,, all want to be allowed, to probable, he warned.. . . . and spent just under $3,300. _ _ ~ ~ - _  
David Hull said all establish- . serve patrons until 4 a.m. And the Degrand said tile people who In addition to donating his own. i l l l l k ~  
ments hould be able to stay open Northern Motor Inn is also expec- cause problems are "rite hards" surplus, Erb wants others to do the I k ~ ~ l ~  
until 4 a,m,, saying a 3a,m. ties- t~dto apply in Thornhill, :: :: who will Stay:" at th¢ bar:Until it Same,: I!m*ehaiienging Jack and all' 
ing would merely shift theexist- =-# Inn of the West manager DOug doses -however : la te thatB . : '  : the 6ther : ~andidates in the Bob  l=l'b 
k.  
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Trustees eye booze 
to solve cash crisis 
By JENNIFER LANG 
FIVE MONTHS after telling the Mounties 
to hold their regimental ball somewhere 
else, trustees ay they may consider ent- 
ing out schools for events where alcohol 
will be sold. 
The school district is already looking 
at dozens of ways to increase revenue as 
trustees grapple with $5.3 million in bud- 
get cuts for the coming year. 
On Feb. 5, trustee Lorrie Gowen said 
the district should look at changing is po- 
licy prohibiting the use of alcohol on 
school premises. 
Gowen said renting out school facili- 
ties for events where alcohol will be 
served could bring in as much as $500 a 
night to the cash-strapped district, 
The board agreed to add the suggestion 
to a list they'll be discussing in further 
detail at a day-long session on March 1, 
Back in September, the RCMP asked 
the board to waive its policy so a May 17 
regimental bali celebrating Terrace's 75th 
anniversary could be held at Caledonia 
Senior Secondary. The request was de- 
nied. Trustees aid the sight of RCMP of- 
ricers in red serge uniforms and dignitar- 
ies in formal dress drinking and smoking 
on school property would send the wrong 
message to students. 
The school district even held its 
Christmas party at Veritas School, a pri- 
vate school, after plans to use the Kit- 
sumkalum Community Hall for the sec- 
ond year in a row fell through. 
It turns out the hall is now an alcohol- 
free venue, too. : 
Bari'y Pankhurst, the only trustee to 
support he RCMP's request, sounded sur- 
prised. 
"We're..." he began. "Being hypo- 
crites?" added Hal Stedham, who had 
spoken against waiving the policy in Sep- 
tember. 
"From a decency point of view, do we 
want kids to go into school on Monday 
with the smell of stale alcohol? I think 
no," wondered Kitimat trustee Dorothy 
Leutz. 
Liquor offences increased 
last year, newest stats say 
CRIMINAL OFFENCES • 
were down in 2002 com- 
pared to previous years, 
but liquor-related offences 
increased. 
Statistics how criminal 
code offences in 2002 
were nine per cent lower 
than the previous two-year 
average. 
The biggest drop came 
in the area of Criminal 
Code driving offences 
which dropped 26 per cent 
over the previous two 
years. 
Provincial  traffic of- 
fences dropped from 1,528 
in 2001 to 1,398 in 2002. 
That compares to 1,614 in 
2000. 
Terrace RCMP Inspec- 
tor Marlin Degrand says 
that's consistent with a 
decline in population. 
But roadside suspen- 
sions, liquor related of- 
fences and provincial of- 
fences rose last year. 
The increase in liquor- 
related offences may be 
attributed to a depressed 
economy and increased 
unemployment in the Ter- 
race area, Degrand says. 
"When you have tough 
times in an area you find 
there's an increase in al- 
cohol and substance 
abuse," he told Terrace 
council Jan. 27. 
In 2002 there were 980 
reports of intoxicated per- 
sons over just 737 in 2001. 
Liquor Act offences 
jumped from 856 in 2000 
to 1055 in 2001 and 1225 
last year. 
From front . . . . .  
Tax cuts not worth it:parents 
government's insistence on 
rigidly limit funding while 
simultaneously demanding 
accountability "in a way 
that's never been seen be- 
fore in this province." 
An enrolment audit 
w~here the ministry per- 
formed spot cheeks m 
s0mq classes iS a.n exam.. 
pte. Some fear the ministry 
now intends to claw back 
$250,000 that's targeted 
for First Nation education. 
Sue Spalding, a coun- 
sellor at Caledonia Senior 
Secondary said she felt 
like she was under scrutiny 
because she's employed 
under those funds. 
"I was just beginning to 
feel part of the public edu- 
cation system. Now I feel 
this is being taking away," 
Spalding said. "I thought I 
could make a difference in 
the public education sys- 
tem being a First Nations 
teacher." 
And for the first time, 
the district is  to submit a 
second enrolment count 
, ,this, month, in~ addition to 
the Sept. 30 snaps.h0tAhat!i 
,~l~tc([ni.ogs (tm~i0g,. e ,! 
Enrolment in the Coast 
Mountains district has 
dropped by 111 students 
since then. 
Parent Anne Marie Stiff 
said it's time to present 
the minister with a list Of 
what parents in the district 
agree is an acceptable 
level of public education. 
She said the Liberal's 
tax cuts aren't worth it. 
"We need to put educa- 
tion in the forefront," she 
says. "I for one would be 
willing to give back the 
money they gave me and 
put it in the right spot." 
Correct ion  
A recommendation that 
council eliminate the 
city's superintendent of 
parks and recreation posi- 
tib'n' w~i~ madd solely by 
chief administrative officer 
Ron Poole. He says other 
city managers were not in- 
volved, as reported last 
week. 
II I I  II 
And Edna Cooper was 
not chair of the 1967 Cen- 
tennial campaign to build 
the library here, as was re- 
ported last week. She was, 
however, chair of the 
city's overall Centennial 
celebrations committee. 
with a 
ift Certificate 
mages by i(arlene. 
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HAIRSTYLING & DAYSPA 
Monarch 
CABLESYsTEMS LTD.  
Char l ie  has  30  se izures  a day  
~>_. ~t~ Research  may he lp  change h is  l i fe  
x¢2~._ ~. . . . . . . . . .  ~,t.~j,:.:, 
SAVE 50% 
OH REGULAR PRICE 
INSTORE STOCK ONLY (WHILE SUPPLIES LAST) 
II 
MacKay's Funeral Service Ltd. 
Serving Terrace, Kitimat, Smithers & Prince Rupert 
Monuments Concerned personal 
Bronze Plaques service m the Northwest 
Terrace Crematorium since 1946 
4626 Davis Street 
... Terrace, B.C. V8G 1 X7 
' /A '  ~ /~d ..$~K~. Phone 635-2444 * Fax 635-635-216024 hour "pager
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The 75th Anniversary Comrainee wnuhl like to 
extend thanks to the following businesses attd indi- 
., viduals for their contributions toour Opening Cere- 
monies, Free Skate and Swhn, and Family Dance: 
Oneninll Ceremonies 
Roger Ilarris, MLA 
Mayor Herb Pond, Prince Rupert 
Mayor Rick Wozney, Kitimat 
Vesta Douglas, City Freeman 
Bill McRae, City Freeman 
George Clark, Master of Ceremonies 
Cst. Natasha Stultz . . . .  
Edna Cooper, Pioneer Faro I es' Representative 
Girl Guides 
Ed Kenney 
Lorraine Johnstone 
Norton Morrison 
Terrace Community Band ' " 
Vicki Parviainen Dancers 
Free Swim and Skate 
Recreation Staff- Arena and Aquatic Centre 
Terrace Elks 
Fam Iy Dance 
I tigh School Students 
Laurie Koch - - 
Nalasha Partel 
Nicole Boivin 
Shane Parker 
Tierra Baker 
Vanessa Urbantke 
Annalee Davis 
Brenda Ramsay 
Candace Weller 
Citizens on Patrol 
City of Terrace Staff 
CFNR 
CFrK/CJFW 
Classic Hot Dogs/Wedges 
Coca Cola 
Copperside Foods 
Denny's Restaurant 
ICBC - Terrace Autoplan Brokers 
Krystal Piper 
McDonald's 
Melissa Davies 
Mitch Adams 
Northwest Weekly 
Old Dutch 
-L 
~ "" ( o"ffY OF " ! T~;,,ACE i 
Pete Moss and the Fun Guys 
Pizza Hut /3  Roger Carling-Kelly 
Sandy Norman ANNIVERSARY 
Skeena Mall Administration 
Skeena Mall Security Staff 2003 
Terrace Bowling Alley 
Terrace Standard 
Valley Oxygen 
A heartfelt thank you to all the volunteers and those who at- 
tended the events and helped make this day sneh a huge success. 
We look forward to a year ofeelcbrations ahead. 
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Job cuts result in a flood 
of surplus equnpment 
PROVINCIAL JOB cuts 
have spawned an unexpec- 
ted side effect in the 
northwest - a flood of of- 
flee furniture and other 
equipment that's no longer 
needed. 
There's been so many 
surplus desks put up for 
auction lately they're 
going for as little as $5 
and $10, says John Hilde- 
brandt of Marion Auctions 
who is handling the bulk of 
the provincial disposal 
work in the northwest. 
He's had auctions in 
Prince Rupert, at his home 
base in Terrace, up north 
and in Smithers to sell off 
provincial supplies and 
equipment since it began 
shedding employees just 
over a year ago. 
"They told us in auction 
school that this is the type 
of business that can do 
well if the economy is bad 
or good," said Hildebrandt 
last week. 
"We've been super 
busy." 
Hildebrandt's contract 
with the provincial govern- 
ment disposal people has 
him Selling everything and 
anything. 
. . . . .  The  only item he can't 
sell is computer equipment 
because of  the data that 
might be stored or re- 
trieved on hard drives• 
Computers are sent 
south to be dealt with 
there, said Hildebrandt. 
Dawson Smith is the re- 
IT'S NOT quite a kitchen sink, but this windmill 
shown with Marion auctioneer John Hildebrandt is a 
symbol of how busy he is disposing of surplus pro- 
vincial government equipment. Provincial job cuts 
have resulted in numerous items being auctioned 
off throughout the northwest. 
gional disposal agent for 
the government manage- 
ment services ministry and 
works closely with Hilde- 
brandt. 
It's normal business for 
ihe provincial government 
to dispose of unneeded as- 
sets by auction but Smith 
is busier than usual in the 
northwest and north in 
general because of the job 
CUTS.  
"When you consider the 
downsizing, if you have 
1,000 employees and 
that's being reduced by 33 
per cent, that's a lot of 
desks you don't need 
anymore," said Smith. 
First call on surplus 
equipment rests with the 
ministry affected. 
Anything not transferred 
to other operations i then 
turned over to Smith for 
disposal who then arranges 
for auctions. 
"We sell anything and 
everything the government 
no longer needs," said 
Smith. 
There are no reserve 
bids placed on the equip-' 
ment and revenue realized 
ends up in the general pro- 
vincial government coffers. 
In Terrace, for example, 
surplus desks and other 
equipment from the legal 
aid office have already 
been sold and items from 
the transportation ministry 
• are next. 
C ly council plans more trips this year 
CITY COUNCIL is plan- said spending needs to be conventions. And in 2001, mayor creased to $28,139 this 
ning to spend more money 
travelling this year. 
It's tentatively put 
$40,000 in the city budget 
for council travel. 
That's up from the 
$16,000 that was ultimate- 
ly Spent in 2002. Council 
had originally budgeted 
$26,000 for travel spending 
lfist~year, but chopp~l that~ 
figure back. 
Councillor David Hull 
Such gatherings allow 
councillors to work with 
other mayors and councils 
on mutual goals, lobby 
provincial government of- 
ficials and partake in in- 
formation workshops. 
boosted to advance Ter- 
race's issues. 
"If we don't stay in 
touch with our colleagues 
and our peers in terms of 
local government we're 
going to fall behind," Hull 
says. Council also sometimes 
Council~,travel :is d0mi -~ ~embarks on emergency 
nated by:i~eonferendeS~;~d~l{ lobbying trips to Victoria 
aslthe Utii0n ofB.C. MUhi- 2'anoiher is  now beifig 
cipalities and North Cen-Contemplated by ' councils 
tral Municipal Association from around this region. 
Jack Talstra repeatedly 
travelled to Vancouver to 
monitor court proceedings 
related to Skeena Cellu- 
lose. 
Hull said .the city is 
also boosting its travel 
budget for city administra- 
tors so ~they can continue, 
to attend-thetr own:confer-: 
e~ces.?':::Tlie ~;~,.+,,a ...... . . . . .  clos9 ' ~ tol 
$18,000 spent last year on 
staff travel is to be in- 
year. 
"At some point you do 
yourself a disservice if you 
cut too low," Hull said. 
He said city travel is no 
frills - efforts are made to 
book two people to a 
room, pursue discount air- 
line tickets and share 
rides. 
~'We're bemg very, very 
cost-conscious,  very 
frugal," he said. 
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News In Brief 
TERRACE RCMP officials say a letter writing 
campaign targeting two families in the local East 
Indian community has stopped. 
The letters contained accusations involving 
members of two local families, police said. The 
letters were lengthy, hand written in Punjabi script 
and sent to friends, coworkers and neighbours of 
the people targeted. 
Police say since the case was publicized no 
more letters have appeared. 
"The people haven't received any further letters 
at this time," says RCMP sergeant Jas Basi. 
"Nothing in the past three weeks." 
Last one closes 
WHAT WAS the last department s ore restaurant 
in Terrace closed two weeks ago when the kitchen 
equipment and seats were taken out of the location 
at the Bargain Shop. 
It first went into operation in 1968 when Wool- 
worth, the predecessor to the Bargain Shop, 
opened its doors there. 
At one time there were three large-store eateries 
in Terrace. But the one at the Terrace Co-op retail 
complex on Greig Ave. Shut down in 1997 when 
that store closed and the one at KMart closed 
shortly thereafter when that store was converted to 
a Zellers. 
Bargain Shop manager George Demedeiros said 
the closure of the restaurant there isn't tied to the 
planned expansion of the Safeway store. 
"We were going to close it regardless," he said. 
Safeway officials say they are still working on a 
real estate deal that, if successful, would see their 
store expand eastward into the section of the Bar- 
gain Shop that also contained its restaurant. 
The project would'be accompanied bya renova- 
tion of the inside of the current Safeway store and 
a revamping of the exterior. At the same time, 
Safeway wants to build a gas bar in one corner of 
its parking lot. 
Book thief sought 
TERRACE Crimestoppers i asking for help in 
nailing down a book burglar. 
Police say a young man stole two large books 
from the Terrace Public Library at about 10:30 a.m. 
Dec. 31, 2002. 
The young man reportedly removed the dust 
cover of a Random House dictionary valued at 
$150, took it and another book from a table at the 
library and made off. 
Police said he dodged security devices and left 
the building. 
The young man is described as being between 
16-20 years old. He was wearing a light coloured 
hooded sweatshirt, baseball cap and a dark 
coloured backpack, police said. 
The suspect•may, also havebeen wearing, head- 
phon6s,~:,: '.- , , - i  .:., • . . . . . . . .  :. , . .~ ...... 
If y0'ff'h~i% 'h~"iflf0i*fiaati6fi' hbdflt thiS~in61dent '' 
contact Terrace Crimestoppers at635-8477. ' 
Splashdown Lounge 2 for I Sweetheart Dinner 
Honey glazed Half Cornish Game Hen served on a ~ ,  
rice pilaf with sauteed garlic vegetables and f'mish ~1 OI~LY t 
with a Velentine's Day Dessert. ~~~~L~2"+ ~o~2"~ i ! 
Make your reservat ions now! 7qR.99t4 :o !iiiiiiiiiii! !ili ' Ba  
• POB°x550°Hwy37°Ter race"BC~ mv'=m'"~ . . . .  Ed 
• | 
• ~- "~P.d l  
,!We don't have winter weekends 
• • 99 like this on the pralrnes. 
From $69 to $79, double occupancy, including 
continental bre~Jd'ast, Welgome to our winter 
weekend specials. Tour Victoria- Shop Vancouver- 
Ski and Wine Tour the interior - then 
relax in a clean comfortable room with 
great beds, Perfect. 
* Valid Friday, Saturday, Sunday to March 
31103, Subject to taxes and availability. 
Accent 
Inns. 
1-800-663-0298 
www.accentinns.com 
Canadian owned and operated. 
I picturesof 
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Get it over with 
"TELL ME about the buses again, grandpa. 
Were they really big and yellow ?" 
"Well, they were also a bit of an orange 
col.our, grandson. And each morning they car- 
ried classes of students to school and home 
again in the afternoon. Now go set your alarm 
clock. 5 a.m. comes pretty early for the new 
one-day-a-week school day. You've got a five- 
mile walk to get to school and you'll want to be 
rested if you want to get home before 
midnight. "'
Sound drastic? Perhaps, but not totally out of 
line given the brutal decision-making awaiting 
the Coast Mountains chool board over the next 
few weeks. 
Faced with a budget freeze and the need to cut 
upwards of $5 million from an already- 
squeezed annual spending plan of $47 million, 
the news over the next while won't be pretty. 
Indeed, the polite word "reconfiguration" being 
used as the school district prepares to cut costs 
might easily translate into "smoking ruin of a 
public education system." 
Aside from the ugly reality of more job losses 
in teaching and support worker ranks, bigger 
classes and fewer schools, a wholesale shift is 
about to happen. In effect, parents will be asked 
to become volunteer administrators, teachers, 
teaching assistants and the like to fill the gaps. 
Students already relegated to the role of 
worker bees in having to raise money for re- 
creation and equipment, will be sent out with 
more chocolates, more cookie dough, more 
Christmas decorations and more empty bags to 
forage for place cans and b0tt!es.~ .... 
Above all else, :the possibility:of:a four-day 
school week raises the most problems. To be 
sure, it will reduce school district costs - esti- 
mates range up to $1.2 million a year 
But this is a society tuned and geared to a fi- 
ve-day week. Working hours and school hours 
are meshed closely together in this rhythm. A 
four-day week will place more onus on parents 
to provide for care. Employers will face more 
requests for time off. Parents will have to shell 
out more money for care or put together patch- 
work care arrangements. 
And because women remain the primary care 
givers, the burden of coping will fall to them to 
a larger degree than it is already. It'll be off- 
loading of the most extreme kind. 
The school district should take up the provin- 
cial government offer of experts to help out, 
even to the extent of turning over the keys. Cut- 
ting out the middleman would remove the shield 
the province has erected between itself and par- 
ents. 
If the province says it can do better than by 
all means, let them have at it. It's probably 
something it wants to do anyway. 
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Big money  mec ns big trouble 
VICTORIA - Canada's mass 
media are so very predictable: 
When Prime Minister Jean 
ChrGtien unveiled his proposed 
campaign finance reform 
package last week, editorial 
writers and columnists went 
into their usual righteously in- 
dignant finger-wagging mode. 
"Don't give taxes to politi- 
cal parties," blared one editor- 
ial. "One step forward, one 
step back," said another. 
All agreed that the proposal 
was the worst thing to come 
along since Bismarck intro- 
duced social programs uch as 
health care and welfare in 
Germany. 
To refresh your memory, 
here is what the prime mini- 
ster wants to enshrine in legis- 
lation aimed at making cam- 
paign funding more transpar- 
ent: 
[] Donations by trade un- 
ions and corporations to politi- 
cal parties and leadership 
campaigns would be banned. 
HUBERT BEYER 
are to be replaced by federal 
funding, a.k.a, taxpayers, 
money. Heaven forbid that a 
fairer, more transparent and 
democratic election system 
should actually cost individual 
Canadians a few dollars. 
Much better to have unions 
and big business lug it out by 
proxy through their often ob- 
scenely large contributions to 
parties and candidates, regard- 
[] A ceiling of $1,000 a less of whether or not their 
year would be imposed on do- members, employees or 
nations oy unions ana corpora- cuents agree. . ,, 
tion to riding associations, . . . .  ChrGtien's pian Would boost 
public financing of election 
campaigns to 89 per cent from 
the present 59 per cent. The 
present share consists of donor 
tax-credits. 
Major parties would receive 
a combined total of about $33 
million in public funding in 
non-election years and roughly 
$80 million in an election 
candidates and those seeking 
nominations. 
[] Personal contributions to 
politicians and their parties 
would be limited to $10,000. 
So far so good. The part 
that has mainstream media, 
big corporations one and all, 
in such a state of anxiety is 
that lost private contributions 
year. 
The share individual parties 
receive, based on the results of 
the previous election, would 
be about $1.50 cents for each 
vote they obtained. 
One of the typically Cana- 
dian aspects of the proposal is 
that the 'B loc  Quebecois, 
whose sole aim is to break up 
the country, would also re- 
ceive its fair share. 
Aside from that, I see little 
wrong with the plan. As long 
as I have cast my ballots in 
federal and provincial elec- 
tions, the feeling that both un- 
ions and corporations do their 
best to buy elections has never 
left me. 
I have worked for newspa- 
pers whose unions contributed 
to the NDP coffers during 
election campaigns. I was 
never asked if that was OK by 
me.  
Memories of the 1975 elec- 
tion campaign in British Co- 
lumbia are still vivid. The 
Dave Barrett NDP ~overnment 
: ~'"urln" , lt~'x[rL Y :~|l:;ll3tl~(l¢~'~Jt na 1:, ,J,te '~ 
i}" , i t ,  :.~i.~b L-. ~,11.~,,¢ fl(??~lI.YI .,iT] 1~ 
had introduced the Insurance 
Corporahon of B.C., the pro- 
vincially-run auto insurance 
Crown corporation. 
In the course of the cam- 
paign, private insurance com- 
panies poured vast sums into 
the Social Credit Party's cof- 
fers. 
Mind you, the payoff never 
came. The Socreds won, al- 
right, but Bill Bennett, the 
t 
9 
new premier, never scrapped 
ICBC. 
The Prime Minister's plan 
would put an end to such bla- 
tant election-buying practices 
once and for all. 
The individual voters, 
casting their ballots for the par- 
ties or candidates of their 
choice would be the real win- 
ners. Their votes would no be 
rendered ineffective by inordi- 
nately large contributions from 
unions and corporations, the ef- 
fects of which cannot be under- 
estimated. 
The way we shape our de- 
mocratic institutions, the way 
we govern ourselves i  an ever- 
evolving process. We add a lit- 
tle here, we fix something 
there. 
When women were given 
the vote, many an editorial 
writer warned darkly that 
women were simply not suffici- 
ently informed to make intelli- 
gent political choices. 
When native Indians and 
Canadians of oriental origin 
; ,Ecre.,givcn the right to vote as 
late as 1948, there was much 
opposmon from newspapers. 
I am therefore not surprised 
that, once again, our media 
line up against what can only 
be an improvement toour elec- 
tion process. 
Good thing Izzy Asper isn't 
the prime minister. 
Beyer can be reached at: 
E-maih hubert@coolcom.com; 
Tel (250) 381-6900 
.' ' . . ,  , . i  .. 
te¢, It worked for canning lids 
CLAUDETTE SANDECKI 
Office Box 9045, Station Pro- 
vincial Government, Victoria, 
B.C. V8W 9E2. Fax 250-387- 
3200.  Emai l  
minister.educ@gems7.gov.bc.c 
a .  
If you think your personal 
note won't count in Victoria, 
remember what homecanners 
did last year to Bernardin, 
manufacturer of Gem canning 
jars. 
Hundreds of homecanners 
couldn't find lids to buy for 
their home canning jars. One 
farmer's wife, mother of eight 
kids, had 3,000 jars she could 
not fill for lack of lids. She 
was not happy. 
The Muncie, Indiana man- 
ufacturer quit making 78ram. 
lids claiming sales were too 
low to be profitable. Never 
mind homecanners across Ca- 
nada had shelves full of empty 
Gem jars; they wanted to can 
full of their garden produce. 
Did housewives ettle for 
the manufacturer's excuse? 
Not likely, They set up a web 
site for homecanners across 
the country to add their names. 
About 9000 angry people 
signed a petition which was 
eventually delivered to Bernar- 
din. 
They bombarded the media, 
doing interviews, writing letters 
to editors. CBC radio and tele- 
vision ran news stories. 
Finally, January 21, 2003 
The Wall St'. Journal ran a front 
page story. Imagine, house- 
wives on the front page of New 
York's money newspaper?l 
The next day Bernardin 
phoned the Saskatchewan rin- 
gleader, Maria Rauser, promis- 
ing to produce this summer a 
one-time volume of millions of 
lids. 
Bernardin urged Rauser to 
get the word out to homecan- 
hers they should buy a lifetime 
supply of lids this summer; 
they doesn't plan to make 
more. 
Bernardin's finality didn't sit 
well with many homecanners. 
But in the meantime, a Toronto 
factory promises to produce a 
steady supply of facsimile lids 
beginning in April• 
So write to Collins and 
Clark• Be brief, but firm. Either 
cuts have to stop or Campbell 
has to go. Start writing. 
bellyaching to each other over 
coffee about Gordon Campbell 
refusing to fund the pay raise 
he gave teachers, each one of 
us needs to write, fax or email 
(or do all three) both the pro- 
vincial finance minister and 
education minister• 
Finance minister Gary Col- 
lins' mailing address is Post 
Office Box 9048, Station Pro- 
vincial Government. Victoria, 
B.C. V8W 9E2. Fax 250-387- 
5594.  Emai l  
gary.collinsmla@ieg.bc.ca. 
Education minister Christy 
"ARTIFICIAL HEARTS are 
nothing new• Politicians have 
had them for years." Mark Mc- 
Ginnis 
Governments are elected 
one vote at a time. They can 
also be kicked out one vote at 
a time. Petitions, demonstra- 
tions, griping on call-in shows 
- while they indicate voters' 
unhappiness, don't deter poli- 
ticians. 
Personal letters are some- 
thing else. 
For the average voter to ga- 
ther a clean sheet of paper, an 
envelope, and a pen with ink 
is not easy. 
To marshal his thoughts and 
write a coherent message may 
be a foreign task. To buy a 48 
cent stamp and drop the letter 
into the mail before he loses 
the commitment, the voter has 
to be riled. 
Every riled letter-writer 
could be a lost vote come next 
election. Politicians know this. 
They also believe for every 
upset letter writer, 50 more 
feel the same way but couldn't 
find paper or pen. 
Plenty of us are angry with 
the Liberals for their ill treat- 
meat of education• Instead of Clark's mailing address is Post 
tJ' 'F ue-- 
v(e You?j. /
<~ z),ueevc-~T 
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YOUR PAVouRffe ?. 
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From front 
Victoria 
Urged to 
halt rural 
job cuts 
Such a fund might be able to 
lend money for projects like the 
Kemess road construction, port 
containerization and other needed 
northwest infrastructure, he said. 
"This is a vehicle we can use 
that can hopeful ly achieve 
something," he said, adding a THE FOREST industry remains a basket case - a major factor in the malaise afflicting rural B.C. 
number of such regional invest- 
ment funds may be in place in 
time for the 2004 RRSP season. 
Hers also optimistic the budget 
will deliver a commitment on the 
Kemess road. "It creates another 
east-west connector across this 
province," Harris noted. 
And he hopes there will be 
more aid for containerization - 
Victoria has already announced 
$50,000 for a study. 
Harris also continues to pursue 
his idea of making Aican pay 
property tax on its generating fa- 
cilities, but admits that's a slower 
process. 
Mayor, Jack Talstra has also 
pushed hard for the Kemess road, 
for forestry reforms in this region, 
and Harris' ideas like the Alcan 
tax plan. 
But' he says the government 
should.start by shielding the rural 
regions from further government 
job Cuts. 
"Stop:downloading, stop trans- 
ferring jobs out of smaller com- 
munities and stop regionalizing or 
centralizing in what they consider 
to be the dominant community in 
a regi0n,"'Talstra said. 
Gm)ernment jobs here have 
been transferred to Prince George, 
he said, and significant cuts have 
been tria'de to forestry and high- 
ways offices in this region. 
Troulole 
I 
in 
"It's no longer realis- 
tic to balance the bud- 
get in the time frame 
they proposed." 
-~ ~6 s'fop 'that f/efid ~)~u ~6uld 
"~*b  vT , .~  ,¢  • ' t  , , i ,  • ' .A  " " ~ -11 / i}  fiiamtam' wfiat departments are 
left here and maybe get them 
back t6: what they were," he said. 
Talstra said there also has to 
be enb'ugh money for health and 
education in each region, m order 
to ward off further cuts to the 
school 'system or new ones to the 
hospital here. 
It' all means an acceptance that 
the province won't eliminate the 
deficit by the time the Liberals go 
to the polls in 2005. 
"It's no longer realistic to bal- 
ance the budget in the time frame 
they p¢oposed," Talstra said~ 
"Tlaey should extend that time 
frame otherwise the cuts to com- 
munities like ours, which' are too 
deep already, will be even 
deepler." 
Harris, who sits on the provin- 
cial treasury board that controls 
the purse, says balancing the bud- 
get is necessary and rejects sug- 
gestions the province is moving 
too fast. 
"We have a bigger deficit than 
anyone's ever• had before," he 
said. "So when people say you're 
not spending money, I don't know 
how you can speqd much more." 
"We've actually done a lot of 
good things t'or the north," Harris 
adds. 
Whatever strategy the Liberals 
seize on, time ;is of the essence. 
Two years rote their mandate, 
pressure on them is intensifying to 
aeliver more 
lngible re- 
alts - which 
oters invari- 
biy measure 
y jobs and 
rosper i ty  
not just 
deas or 
lane with 
ancy names. 
,lany of the 
Jack Talstra government's 
initiatives to 
date ' -  such 
as the gradual move toward off- 
~' shore oil drilling - will not pay di- 
vidends for years, if at all. 
The same applies to spinoffs 
i from.the 2010 Winter Olympic bid 
: -  if ;it's a success and if signif- 
: leant benefiis somehow flow be-, 
i yond Whistler-Vancouver, 
! .!n ioiher areas, like the soft- 
:"wbbd lumber dispute, there's been 
virtually, no prdgress, 
: Forestry reforms, h0wever, are 
A stack of reports say a prosperous urban south 
leaving rural B.C. behind. What should be done? 
.:o 
NO FEWER than four reports 
have come out in recent months 
warning that rural B.C. is in deep 
trouble. 
One, from demographer David 
Baxter's Urban Futures Institute, 
highlights what he calls the 250- 
604 split• 
Prosperity and job creation in 
Vancouver and the lower main- 
land where the telephone area 
code is 604 is a stark contrast o 
the resource industry recession 
and depopulation trend hammer- 
ing the rural '250' region. 
The institute's paper on re- 
source dependency is a call for 
'~ii~ ~l~/~ht'g~uth :to Wake upto  its 
~t i is"~s :~i"' paraslte' 'ih~it ~''feeds 
on the rural hinterland but takes 
little interest in the health of its 
host. 
Bleedhtg the Hinterland, a re- 
port by the left-leaning Canadian 
Centre for Policy Alternatives 
(CCPA), compares the effects of 
the Liberal tax cuts and spending 
reductions on the rural areas ver- 
sus the lower mainland. 
It concludes the richest parts of 
greater Vancouver benefit most 
from the tax cuts -because they 
deliver proportionately more sav- 
ings for the wealthy - while less 
prosperous rural areas get the 
short end of the stick• 
In Terrace, the provincial in- 
come tax cut works out to $695 
per person each year, based on 
the average income here of 
$39,404. And in Hazelton the 
average tax cut is $558. 
Both are below the provincial 
average tax cut of $714 and far 
less than West Van- 
couver  - where 
mansions feature 
heated driveways to 
melt the snow a 
couple days a year. 
There the average 
taxpayer  earning 
$76,644 is $2,085 
richer each year 
thanks to the tax 
CUIS .  
Kitimat is an anomaly, how- 
ever. With an average income of 
• just under $50,000, the average 
tax break in the aluminum city is 
$1,012 - the highest of any com- 
munity outside Vancouver or Vic- 
toria. 
The result: tax and spending 
cuts have worked to exacerbate 
the inequities of B.C.'s two eco- 
nomies. 
"To the limited extent that tax 
cuts have stimulated the econ- 
omy, they've done so more in the 
A special report by Jeff Nagel 
Lower Mainland than outside it," 
says CCPA economist Marc Lee. 
"But spending cuts have dis- 
proportionately hurt smaller com- 
munities as services have been 
cut, lost altogether or centralized 
in regional hubs." 
Medical premium increases -
which cost a single person $216 
more each year -  coupled with a 
half-point provincial sales tax in- 
crease and other fee increases eat 
up much of the tax cut for modest 
income earners, the report says. 
Just last week the Liberals an- 
nounced a new round of fee hikes• 
A driver's licenee will set you 
back $75 instead of $40:  
Bleeding the Hinterland goes" 
on to attack the Olympic bid and 
warn that the worst government 
service cuts are yet to 
come if Victoria sticks to 
its timetable to balance 
the budget by 2005. 
But if the government 
gets the message of rural 
pain, it will likely come 
from one of the reports 
prepared by its own 
MLAs and appointees. 
The finance commit- 
tee, dominated by urban 
Liberal MLAs, urged fi- 
nance minister Gary Collins to 
look for ways to extend special 
assistance to rural areas. 
"The committee thinks the 
growing gap between rural British 
Columbia and the large urban 
rural centres has to be addressed 
now," their pre-budget advice re- 
port said. 
They didn't go so far as to sug- 
gest altering course 
"To the limited in balancing the bud- 
get or shielding the 
extant  that  tax region from further 
cuts have stimula- government cuts. 
ted the economy, But the MLAs did 
they've done so acknowledge the pain 
more in the Lower of those cuts, 
"The situation is be- 
Mainland than coming critical for 
outside it." resource-dependent 
communities hit hard 
by the combined impact of the 
government's restraint program 
and the current economic uncer- 
tainty in forestry and the mining 
centre," the report said. 
The MLAs repeated but did not 
endorse calls for Victoria to de- 
centralize some ministries to the 
regions and return a share of re- 
source revenues to where they 
were generated. 
They did say the budget should 
provide more money to rural 
school districts because financial 
Emerson 
is 
pressures are reaching a "critical 
stage." 
Then there's Restoring B.C.'s 
Econonfic Heartland. 
It's a report prepared by the 
B.C. Progress Board - a group of 
business and academic leaders 
named by the premier to chart the 
rebound of the provincial econ- 
omy expected from the tax cuts 
and other business-friendly re- 
forms. 
To the board's credit, rather 
than simply afix rose-coloured 
glasses, it recognizes the rural- 
urban split is a boat anchor drag- 
ging down the rest of the provin- 
'cial econmny. . . . . . .  
""Generating economic activity 
in these communities is of para- 
mount importance," the report of 
the board's Project 250 
panel says. 
Many of its solutions - 
more cutting of red tape, 
tenure reform to quasi- 
privatize forests - are 
near and dear to Progress 
Board boss and Canfor 
CEO David Emerson. 
But it also makes a 
strong call for a 
"resource dividend" to be 
handed back to rural 
areas. 
The report suggests 10 per cent 
of the forestry, mining and energy 
revenue now deposited into gen- 
eral revenue. 
That would have been a re- 
source dividend of $285 million 
last year, it says, had the province 
used that formula to share the 
more than $2.8 billion it skimmed 
from the wealth generated in the 
heartland. 
The money would go into a 
fund for infrastructure and re- 
search and development to revive 
the rural economy. 
The Progress Board also em- 
phasizes land-use certainty and 
the need for aboriginal treaties, 
and the need to maintain and im- 
prove transportation, communiica- 
tion and education. 
A better educated workforce is 
better armed to turn around its 
own fortunes, it notes, keying on 
regional disparities in student 
achievement. 
Will the government listen and 
act? Or will it wait and bank on 
an eventual rebound in commod- 
ity prices to ease the rural crisis 
and replenish ihe provincial trea- 
sury7 
Budget day is Tuesday, Feb. 
18. 
Working Opportunity Fund fuels jobs- in south 
A GLANCE at the Working Op- 
portunity Fund portfolio quickly 
proves MLA Roger Harris' point 
that the fund overwhelmingly in- 
vests in the south. 
Out of 60 B.C. companies 
WOF has a stake in, 56 are based 
in Vancouver or its suburbs. Three 
are in Victoria and one recipient 
of WOF money is in Nanaimo. 
Resource industries are no- 
where on the fund's $300 million 
list of investments. 
Instead it's dominated by life 
sciences firms like Vancouver's 
Xenon Genetics lnc, and Angio- 
tech Pharmaceuticals, information 
technology ventures like Burna- 
by's Chancery Software Ltd., ad- 
vanced manufacturers like Cellex 
Power Products Inc., plus a couple 
of film studios. 
The top five investments of $7 
to $9 million rest in NxtPhase 
Corp., Peace Arch Entertainment 
Group, CellFor Inc. and Kinetek 
Pharmaceuticals Inc. - all of Van- 
couver - plus Avcorp Industries 
Inc, of Delta. 
The Work ing Opportunity 
Fund, an NDP creation steered by 
prominent New Democrats, has 
recently lost its monopoly on la- 
bour-sponsored tax credits. 
The Liberal  government 
brought in legislation last year 
that reduces the amount of tax 
credits - lowering the cap on new 
investment in WOF each year - 
and opening the door for compet- 
ing venture capital funds to use 
the tax credits. 
WOF last year invested nearly 
$50 million in small and mid- 
sized B.C, firms. 
CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
The Mail Bag 
Dear Sl Dark side of Harry 
In response to the removal of the Harry Potter 
books from Centennial Christian School, I want to 
commend the principal for this action. 
A book series that has sold in excess of 12 million 
copies and achieved the bestseller list for over two 
years should arouse our curiosity, especially when its 
readership is mostly children. 
What draws children to read these books, and in 
many eases to re-read them? Is it because the story 
centers around school and the child can relate? 
But the school in the Harry Potter books is for 
witches, a magical boarding school where Harry 
finally finds acceptance, xcitement and adventure. 
He even learns to east spells and becomes an 
expert broom rider. No longer does he feel like a 
miserable, unaccepted nerd. 
So why am I uneasy? Because as a Christian 
grandparent, I feel that the average child does not 
know how to discern good fantasy from bad" fantasy, 
unless taught. 
Is there a blurring of the lines into reality.? Am I 
seeing behaviours in my child that are more than 
fairy-tale imaginations? 
Are they harmful or helpful? Do these imaginations 
carry on into reality after the book is closed? Is the 
child left with a clear moral implication of the story? 
Real witchcraft is becoming more popular. Wicca 
chapters are springing up all over, even on university 
campuses, making it look so acceptable. 
But when the layers are peeled off, we will find 
the practice of the occult at its source; the dark side, 
with all of its associations - sorcery, divination, 
levitation, Tarot cards, astrology altered states of 
consciousness, Ouija .boards, etc. 
The trappings of the occult world are made to look 
harmless, but on the contrary, they can be subtly 
harmful because of the hidden force, which controls 
them. 
Good and evil must be clearly defined, and if the 
child is not getting this teaching at home, then the 
school has a wonderful opportunity to provide a 
balance look at the outcomes of these influences. 
Because of its mission statement, Centennial 
Christian School has a responsibility to provide its 
children an opportunity to have a solid base in the 
Word of God. It can then provide its children with a 
smorgasbord of exciting, adventurous, well written 
literature, including good fantasy. 
In the terms of C.S. Lewis, "a child who knows 
about dragons - and witches - from the 'right books', 
will know to stay away from them and will know that 
he or she doesn't want to become one." 
Elizabeth Browne, Terrace, B.C. 
School defended 
Dear Sir: 
Once again I am back to the defence of Centennial 
Christian School and parents• I went  to:Centefifiial 
when I was younger. I understand that it.is :a~p~:ivate 
school. 
And I understand that if these parents wantto give 
input on what their child is learning, when they are 
paying for their children to go to this school, they are 
allowed that right. 
And that is exactly what it is. It is their right to 
stand up for what they believe in. Who are we to 
judge them and say that taking one simple series of 
books out of their school is wrong. 
I must say that I was quite shocked at what Mr. 
David Heinimann said in his Feb. 5, 2003 letter to the 
editor, "When it comes to the magic that concerns 
Kennedy and others, they might compare the Bible 
itself for incredible stories. A yabbering snake? A 
burning bush that pontificates? Noah and all those 
animals? And Jesus and those miracles!" 
How can you compare the miracles that came 
straight from God himself to fairy tales of a young boy 
going to Hogwart's School of Witchcraft and 
Wizardry? It is completely ludicrous and ignorant. 
I hope you, David, will think twice next time 
before you publicly judge a group of people who are 
doing what they believe is right. 
Denise Halfyard, Terrace, B.C. 
Premier's peccadillo 
Dear Sir: 
Contributors to your newspaper are to be 
commended for their many letters of indignation 
against the recent peccadillo of Premier Gordon 
Campbell in Hawaii, 
But they all miss one essential point: nothing in 
the Premier's behaviour that night in Hawaii was in 
any way inconsistent with the conduct he has 
exhibited ever since his election as Premier of B.C. 
For Mr, Campbell evidently drove his car that 
night with the same megalomaniac self-absorbed and 
the same cynical indifference to the welfare and 
safety of other people as he has governed the people 
,of B.C. with throughout his tenure as premier. 
The people of this province should not forget that 
Mr, Campbell was able to discover logic in his award 
of a substantial wage increase to himself and his 
colleagues, while he inflicted massive cuts on 
programs involving other people. 
In the same spirit, he has been able to demand the 
resignation of other politicians for alleged 
irregularities, while tearfully justifying his own crime 
as a "personal" indiscretion, What a remarkable 
piece of casuistry. 
In assessing Mr. Campbell's role as premier, one is 
reminded of Aristotle's observation that if a character 
in a play is to be presented as inconsistent, it should 
be consistently inconsistent. 
Mr. Campbell plays the part with consummate 
consistency, 
lan Jordan, Terrace, B.C, 
About the Mail Bag 
The Terrace  S tandard  welcomes letters. Our 
address is 3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C. V8G 
5R2. You can fax us at 250-638-8432 or e-mail 
us at newsroom @ter racestandard .com.  No 
attachments, please. We need your name, 
address and phone number for verification. Our 
• deadline is noon Friday or noon Thursday if it's a 
long weekend. 
i i i i i l l  
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Super dump not the answer 
Dear Sir: 
I was disappointed to read 
the Ministry of Water, Land CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
and Air Protection's notice of 
Intent'to Issue an Operational 
Permit for the proposed Force- 
man Ridge Landfill. Landfil- 
ling is an antiquated method of 
handling waste. Instead of 
burying garbage many other communities employ recyc- 
ling and educational programs in an effort to reduce 
garbage. 
The recycling facilities we have in the Terrace area 
are minimal and underdeveloped. Instead of moving for- 
ward with a reasonable and progressive approach to 
waste, the regional district plans to build a mammoth 
dump 30km south of Terrace which is expected to col- 
lect garbage for the next 50 years. This will further com- 
mit our community to our current method of waste hand- 
ling, with no real incentive to reduce the volume of 
garbage we produce. 
Instead of promoting recycling and waste reduction, 
the regional district's plan will mean those who wish to 
recycle will be penalised with tipping fees. They plan to 
open the Thornhill landfill only on the weekends to 
allow residents to access the mini-transfer station. 
The transfer station is a method of reducing waste by 
organising reusable and recyclable materials for future 
use. If a resident wishes to access this transfer station, 
they will have to pay for it. But if they put the items to 
be recycled into their garbage cans they will be taken 
away no charge (but not recycled). 
The location of the proposed Forceman Ridge land- 
fill, at 30km south of Terrace means garbage trucks will 
have to drive that distance and back to dump garbage. 
As gas supplies dwindle over the next 50 years, tim price 
of gas will increase accordingly and so will the cost of 
transporting garbage such a distance. 
The Forceman Ridge Landfill is to be located in an 
area with high grizzly bear habitat values, yet to my 
knowledge, a grizzly bear impact assessment has not 
been undertaken at this time. 
I am concerned about the proximity of this landfill to 
the Lakelse Lake community and recreational sites such 
as Chist Creek, Onion Lake and the Lakelse camp- 
grounds. The dump will push grizzly bears out of their 
current habitat and these bears will go somewhere. As 
well, the risk of illegal dumping will increase due to the 
remote location of this dump and because it will be 
closed to the public. 
The proposed electric fence at the dump will not pre- 
vent bears from becoming habituated to illegally 
dumped garbage, nor the sounds and smells associated 
The Mail Bag 
with humans. The risk of increased human-grizzly bear 
interactions i a serious one. 
The Thornhill landfill could continue to be used while 
recycling and other waste reduction programs are imple- 
mented. The regional district and the City of Terrace 
could promote recycling and expand what •materials we 
have an alternative to opening this landfill. While the 
proposed Forceman Ridge dump would be operational 
for 50 years, the garbage will be there for much, much 
longer. Let's take responsibility for our waste and leave 
gr.izzly bear habitat and the Kitimat watershed alone. 
Alisa Thompson, Terrace, B.C. 
Hey Terrace, listen up 
Dear Sir: 
As a former, Iongtime resident of Kitimat, l too, 
would like to applaud the position that both the mayor 
and council of Kitimat have taken in respect o the sell- 
ing of power by Alcan. 
As we are all aware by now, Alcan was given rights 
to our watershed in 1950 to produce a hydro electric 
generating plant in Kemano to facilitate the production 
of aluhainum. The agreement did not anticipate or give 
Alcan the right to exploit their water licence to generate 
power for sale. 
Concerns as to what would happen if Alcan were to 
be given the green light to sell power were raised by 
both myself and others at both the Terrace and Kitimat 
all candidates forums held prior to the last municipal 
elections. Further meetings have been held between Ter- 
race and Kitimat councils and mayors where the full im- 
pacts of Alcan selling power were fully discussed. 
It is a well known fact that between 200-250 Alcan 
workers and their families live in the Terrace-Thornhill 
region. This, coupled with the fact that the Terrace mer- 
chants depend extensively on sales generated through 
Alcan employees residing in Kitimat, speaks for itself. 
Terrace council's lack of public support of the posi- 
tion the Kitimat council has taken on this issue, shows 
either an ignorance by council members as to the de- 
vastating impacts prevailing if Alcan were allowed to go 
ahead, or personal motivation which would not be in the 
best interests of the community as a whole. 
Roger Harris, our MLA, continues to remain suspi- 
ciously silent on this issue, even though he professes to 
understand and agree as to the severe negative impacts 
that would be entailed by allowing Alcan to become an 
independent power producer within the terms and man- 
date of the provincial government. 
Kitimat cannot fight this issue alone. It is imperative 
that Terrace council and our MLA publicly come out in 
support of the Kitimat position of keeping power gener- 
ated to the production of aluminum. 
Mean must be forced to commit and expand their 
aluminum production in Kitimat. Power generated is not 
for Alcan to sell. An expansion of the Kitimat smelter 
would give long term viability and prosperity for every- 
one residing in the Kitimat/Terrace corridor. 
Ross Slezak, Terrace, B.C. 
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ina and Tibet evening 
day, February 25 at 7:00 p.m. 
Skeena Valley Golf Course 
1 more about this fascinating destination 
ur 23 day tour departing Oct. 17, 2003. 
rm includes: a video, information talk on China, 
and our tour, refreshments and Chinese food. 
#3&225L or emaih g.¢lark@elan.travel.eom 
~rrace  K J t imat  
Lakelse Ave.  231 C i tyCent re  
15-2281 632-21  35  
1-800-772-6394 
www.elantravel.ca 
Winning Points is a plan you can 
stick with till you reach your goal. 
You can eat the foods you love, 
stay satisfied, and still ose weight. 
Now at Weight Watcher=- 
get "In the Groove'- 
your cool guide to getting 
started, f ree  
when you join. 
JO IN  NOW FOR 1/2  PR ICE  AND SAVE $22 
CA,-1 800  682 8011 WEIGHTWATCHERS.COM 
Knox United Church (Terrace) 4907 Lazelle 
Tuesday 9:30 am • Tuesday 5:30 pro, 7:00 pm 
( Weig htWatchers" 
real food. real life. real results.' 
VllidroClllimitedtimlllt irti©ip=5 mletin Ioellionl, 
- 0200.1 WeTghl Walchert Inteml~ionlL InC. OWM; orlhe wE IGn~ WATCHERS tradem=rk, All right| rel~rved, 
less... 
¢'ln-Rype 
pie Juice 
bel, 1 Litre, First 6 
.~nviro levies where applicable. 
rdholders price 327s.s 
ea  
Asparagus 
No.1 Grade, Mexican or 
U.S. Grown, 4.17/kg 
cardholders price 40t u.s 
Bounty 
Pa per Towel 
(5 Rolls cardholders price 1711.t 
99 
ea 
brightlife" 
Allodated 
product 
General Mills 
Cheerios 
300g 
cardholders price 13791-9 
19..9 
 foods   
so   uc. , .  
Prices effective from Wednesday to Saturday, February 12 to 15,2003. 
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Lt. Gay. asked to take action 
and withdraw legislation 
An open letter to: 
Iona Campagnola 
Lieutenant Governor 
that as a woman 
in a position of 
leadership, you CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
have, in giving 
Bill 29 royal as- 
sent, set back I am writing to you on behalf of my Hospi- 
tal Employees' Union membership With regard for decades,  
to Bill 29. Approximately one yearago, at 4 health care and 
a,m., you were dragged out of bed to sign into women workers, 
law legislation that had been introduced at and especially 
only 1:1 p.m. the previous night. Governments targets those in the Hospital Employees' 
are:seldom proud of initiatives taken in the Union. 
- riiiddle of  the night. At that time you gave As a union that is 87 per cent female we 
royal assent to the Liberals' contract.busting have struggled for 50 years for pay equity. The 
act, Bill 29. intent of Bill 29 is to privatize our work. The 
: As~you are well aware, as northerners, we contracts now being forced on the workers m 
,-ire always supportive of individuals particular- the private companies have taken women back 
ly women, who succeed in achieving their to the wage rates of the mid 1960s. Contract- 
goals. However, we are terribly disappointed, ing out is the largest firing of women in this 
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Schools need help 
An Open Letter To: 
Hen. Christy Clark 
Minister of Education 
Victoria, B.C. 
Dear Ms. Clark: 
The Board of School Trustees for Coast Mountains 
School District 82 would like to express toyou its very 
seribus concern about the adverse impaciS of your gov- 
ernment's funding decisions on the students and employ- 
ees: The school district had to clDse schools, layoff  staff 
and increase class sizes. There was no joy in doing this. 
We met with our stakeholders and found ourselves 
- having to engage in wrenching discussions with our part- 
ner groups because schools - as a reminder - are more 
than bricks and mortar to a community. 
Attempting to balance our 2003-2004 budget will re- 
quire measures that will adversely impact our students. 
• Once more the district is faced with a very difficult and 
heart wrenching process. Further cuts will make it al- 
most impossible to sustain programs and services. 
It is imperative that your government fully fund the 
cost of the legislated salary increases and recognize and 
fund ongoing inflationary costs. 
Our students, who happen to be also your students, 
deserve better. You cannot expect our employees to do 
more and more with fewer and fewer learning resources. 
We would like you to revisit your funding formula for 
. public schools in rural area. You need to assure equity of 
treatment in the rural communities of our province. 
We are committed in this district to not letting our 
tradition of excellence and responsibility fade away. We 
want our current and future students to experience a 
sense of honour and decency, a pride in academic profi- 
" ciency a feeling of joy and pleasure in both work and 
play, a love.of growing and learning together and the ac- 
ceptance of our community. 
These •qualities, although partially intangi~,[g, can be 
to our public school system• We urge you to help us 
meet the needs of our students. 
Marcel Georges, Secretary Treasurer, 
School District 82, (for Peter King, chair) 
a proud sponsor of 
CIII|VII-." 
Terrace Crime Stoppers are asking for 
help to invest igate an assault  al legation 
from King Avenue. 
On January  1st, 2003 at approximately 
02:00 a.m., a male was located in a 
dr iveway on King Avenue in Thornhill 
(Terrace),  B.C. Th is  male had been 
assaulted, and had several teetti smashed • 
out. He alleged that he had been assaulted 
by three unidentif ied males at 3509 King 
Avenue. 
The  male was treated for his injuries. 
Police are interested in speaking with any 
witnesses to .this assault. 
Terrace Cr imestoppers  wants  your  
information, not your name. Any information 
is .valuable and may lead to the arrest and 
conviction, of the offenders, 
Crime Stoppers offers e cash reward of up to $1,000.00 for 
Information leading to an arrest and charges being laid against 
an Individual In this or other unsolved crime. If you have any 
Information call Crime Stopp0rs at 635-TIPS that's 635-8477. 
Callers will not be required to reveal their Idonnty nor testify In 
court. Crime Stoppers does not subscribe to call display. 
Call 635-TIPS 
- "  '/ ~,~,I,(,~( 0' " T~ m1.e=~r , ,~  
.. Sez ices . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
" 1 -800-335-8088 
250-635-5232 
Fax: 250 .635-3288 
4635 Gralg Avenue, Terrace, B.C. (Next To SAAN) 
province. 
We strongly suggest that a representative of 
the people of British Columbia and if indeed 
you are in favour of the workers of our pro- 
vince having a fair and just work place you 
will demand that the premier withdraw Bill 29. 
We request your immediate attention and 
response. 
Andrea LeBlanc, Terrace, B.C. 
Hot House 
Large Tomatoes 
• i~":;iN~,~.!~ .~, mp.~ LB/.,K~ 
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Pork Roa 
Shoulder Butt, 
Whole, Bone In, 
Fresh, 2.18/kg_, 
Royal LePage Terrace 
congratulates 
ERIKA 
LANGER 
on obtaining the 
National Royal LePage 
"President's 
Gold Award" 
for January 2003. 
All Realtors at Royal LePage contribute to the RIP Shelter foundation. 
(250) 635-2404 
ROYALI.~PAGE #102-4644 Lazelle Avenue,  Ter race  
- -  ~'~av.roFallep,~ge.t~l Enuil: inlo@r0yallepageterrace.com 
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Offshore rivalry brews 
THE NORTH coast must lobby for 
offshore oil drilling or else it may 
i lose a race with Vancouver Island to 
: become the centre for that activity, 
:i a Prince Rupert-based group says. 
Dave MeGuigan, who heads the 
B.C. Offshore Oil and Gas Associa- 
tion (BCOOGA), urged business lea- 
ders here last week to put up posters 
in their storefronts backing oil and 
gas exploration and to write letters 
to top government officials. 
He said a Nanaimo-based rival 
group is trying to ensure Vancouver 
Island becomes the drilling centre, 
capturing many of the spinoff bene- 
fits. 
"The resource is all up here," 
McGuigan said. "This is what the in- 
dustry is interested in." 
"We want support," he added. 
"We want the communities to sign 
on. "  
He said pressure needs to be ex- 
erted on federal officials, particular- 
ly natural resources minister Herb 
Dhaliwal. "He's facing some opposi- 
tion from [environment minister 
David] Anderson," McGuigan said. 
"He's the big problem on the issue." 
Bob Payne, also with BCOOGA, 
called offshore oil the biggest single 
r,+,t ( , . 'a ~ 
DAVE MCGUIGAN holds a poster 
aimed at boosting local support. 
industrial opportunity ever to come 
to B.C. "There are huge opportuni- 
ties for everybody," he said. 
Some speakers at the busmess 
luncheon were skeptical, however. 
Isaac Sobol, the region's medical 
health officer, asked how drilling 
will proceed in the face of aboriginal 
land claims. 
McGuigan said people must re- 
spect that First Nations have a posi- 
Out& 
About 
Truck buy ", 
i! draws f,re 
::lyzing its purchasing po- Your Dec 
!:licy after outrage there 
that the town bought five 
vehicles from a Terrace 
car dealer. 
McEwan GM sold the 
two vans and three half- 
tonne pickups last May but 
the issue boiled over last 
month when the owners of 
• Snow Valley Ford in Kiti- 
mat protested. 
i The Kitimat dealers 
said they couldn't bid be- 
cause their 2003 price list 
hadn't  come out yet, The 
town instead got bids from 
McEwan GM here and, 
Metro Ford in Coquitlam. 
"This is a disgrace," 
said Kitimat councillor 
Joanne Monaghan, who 
led the push to review the 
policy. 
"How much money 
does Terrace spend in our 
i community?" councillor 
• Graham Anderson asked. 
"I suspect highly the flow 
is only in one direction." 
II 
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Jobless up 
UNEMPLOYMENT edged 
up again in the northwest 
to 11.7 per cent in January. 
That's up a tenth o f  a 
point from December. 
The jobless rate is high- 
est in the Cariboo region, 
at 13.9 per cent. 
Unemployment i s  6.5 
per cent in Victora and 7.6 
per cent in the lower 
mainland. 
Grounded 
A REVISED city sign 
bylaw makes way for more 
use of "ground signs." 
Those signs - like the 
Park Ave. Medical  
Centre's - are built into 
landscaping at ground 
level. 
Northwest Smile 
Design Center 
* Serving ~ Northwest for 10 years 
* Full Fm 0rtl~l~d¢ ~n'o 
* Invknflgn. t5o hdsn51o b~e$ 
o T, MJ. li'luhaent 
* Porcelain Crowns and Veneers r 
* Teeth Whitening (Bleaching) 
* tar F~e~lice 
Dr. Peter. A.  Okimi 
200-4619 Park Avenue, 
. Terrace, B.C. VSG 1V5 
(250) 635-7611 
Oid you know ~t  o r.hitd ~d be ~ ~ 
the;r [ittt o¢'lhodontlc Icreen/ng bc~e og# 7~ 
tion, but also predicted they will 
sign on through some sort of resour- 
ce-sharing agreement coupled with 
jobs and education. 
Sobol also feared few local 
people would get specialized jobs, 
while the area's cost of living rises. 
"Housing prices go up, the cost of 
food goes tip," he said. "People 
can't compete." 
McGuigan said local employment 
at Hibernia in Newfoundland has 
risen to 85 per cent. 
He said plans are being laid by 
the college and university to train 
people who are already here. 
"We can't be afraid of these eco-. 
notate impacts," McGuigan said. 
Questioner Jeannine Knox said 
NAFTA trade rules may mean that 
requirements that companies hire 
locally may only be valid if the gov- 
ernment subsidizes those costs. 
"Is the B.C. government ready to 
pay these companies a subsidy to 
enforce local employment given that 
the B.C. government is opposed to 
business ubsidies?" she asked. 
McGuigan said such regulations 
might not be enforced, or else non- 
U.S. companies could be courted 
that wouldn't be subject o NAFTA. 
eurrEe cKll SEWING FABRICS 
PATTERHS HOTIOHS ,.,0,,.. Quilting Prints & Home Oecor 
All packaged stock including Hew Spring P.fdvals 
Allinstore stockl'Members valuedto $12,98 ea,'Hemhels 'M6mbGIS 
s28  511% oFF ur j, pnce 
Olt  
i 
TH 
When the doors close at 2 p.m., our 
11TM ANNU =L 7 HOUR SALE 
will be over just like these ONE TIME MONEY SAVING PRICES...  
Closed Friday, February 14th to prepare for this sale! 
i 3202 Munroe Street, Terrace, 635-2976 
i " . , :  
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But chamber poll uncovers support for Olympic bid 
It's thumbs down :to:holiday shopping 
A SURVEY of local busi- 
nesses has found most op- 
pose any move to allow 
shoppitig on statutory holi- 
days. 
But Chamber of Com- 
merce president Sheila 
Love  said that was the 
only one of four questions 
that got a majority 'No' re- 
sponse. 
The bid to host the 2010 
Winter Olympics and the 
prospect of a new big box 
retailer coming here both 
got the support of most 
members, he said. 
A majority also said 
'Yes' when asked whether 
power sales by Alcan 
should be allowed. 
Although the wording of 
the question was unclear, 
Love said many respon- 
dents wrote in additional 
opinions. 
"Many said it's okay to 
go ahead and sell power 
but not if it means hutting 
down the whole smelter," 
she sa id .  
! Alcan already sells 
some power to B.C. Hydro. 
Sheila Love 
Workers 
head to 
court 
fo(  ay 
SAWMILL WORKERS 
here say they will seek a 
court order forcing New 
Skeena to turn over their 
withheld vacation pay. 
The $309,000 in ac- 
crued holiday pay was to 
be distributed to Terrace 
mill workers by Jan. 15 
under the terms of a La- 
bour Relations Board-bro- 
kered agreement. 
But the company mis- 
sed that deadline, citing 
delays in securing its fi- 
nancing. 
"We are registering it 
with the court," IWA busi- 
ness agent Surinder Mal- 
hotra says. "We'll get a 
court order to recover the 
money." 
"The employer has 
failed to pay the moneys 
as agreed upon by the 
union and the company." 
The payouts are sup- 
posed to vary from zero to 
$7,000 depending on how 
much each worker is owed. 
Company president Dan 
Veniez has always main- 
tained the vacation pay 
obligation will be hon- 
oured  
"I'm sure he has the 
money," Malhotra said, 
noting the company has 
been taking in cash from 
logging contractors as it 
sells logs. 
Malhotra said there's 
"no prospect of further 
talks" right now to revive 
negotiations toward a la- 
bour agreement for the re- 
start of the sawmill here. 
He says the province is 
partly responsible for the 
impasse because it has al- 
lowed Skeena to export 
raw logs without any con- 
dition that it run its mills. 
Members continue to 
draw strike pay here, since 
the union opened its strike 
fund in October. 
But most controversy has 
originated from Kitimat 
council's fear that a smel- 
ter modernization would 
would increase power 
sales and ultimately em- 
ploy fewer workers. In an 
extreme scenario Alcan 
would sell all the power 
and shut down the smelter. 
Love said the results 
were all by wide margins. 
"It wasn't close like 51- 
50," Love said. 
But she said the cham- 
ber board has decided not 
to release the exact num- 
bers on each question or 
the total number of people 
who responded. 
Love said the chamber 
isn't taking any immediate 
action as a result of the 
poll findings. 
She said no one has yet 
asked the business asso- 
ciation for letters of sup- 
port on issues like the 
2010 Olympics, but added 
they're now prepared if 
that happens. 
"We have them on 
file," Love said. "If we're 
approached we'll write let- 
ters according to what the 
members have chosen." 
THE NO EXTRA-CHARGE MOONROOF. 
NOW YOU'LL SEE EVERYTHING COMING YOUR WAY. 
'03 1 
-?-L 
Ca,h ,uro,aso ,or $38  799*,.o,udes *~ a'r 'a.",o'9"' 
~P~nl  11 
, , , - ( i i~¢,  
EJrplorer is the World's Best.Selling $UV" ~ ~ .... 
'03 ESCAPE XLS 4X2 
I] 
Lease for , : 
$2,995 down payme L: : : 'i:: 
Or cash purchase for  ;!. " 
s25,699 ~ ::i: 
Includes $970 air tax/fre 9ht, ~ • 
• 3,OL OuratecV6 • 4-speed automatic " . ~ I~ 
• 15" cast aluminum wheels • NC • Remote keyless entry~ . . 
• Power windows/mirrors/door l cks • AM/FM with CD player. - i . '  
' 03  EXPLORER Lease for = A J  - -  " : . . . .  " 
SPORT TRAC 4X4 =4zl /mo.~ 
'~"~:" Orcashpurchasafor . " ; 
. " P'I" 5"  down payment ) 
. . . . .  • air tax/freight ~ ,: 
• 4.0L V6 • 5-speed automatic ° No extra-charge moon,Off= " 
• 16" cost aluminum wheels • Tonneau cover • Cargo cage 
• Remote keyless entry w/keypad AM/FM w~ CD player 
Cash purchase for ~; '03 EXPLORER SPORT 
XLT 4X4 =31,699  
!ii  ,oou,..- air tax/freight 
"Lo . 
• 4.0L V6 • 5.speed automatic • No extra-charge moonroof. • 
• 16"cast aluminum wheels • NC • Power windows/mirrors/door l cks 
• AM/FM w/cassette & CD player • Fog lamps ,' 
; :  '03 ESCAPE XLT 4X4 Cash purchase for 
includes $970 
• 3,0L OuratecV6 •4-speed automatla * 4-wheel ABS : 
• 16" cast aluminum wheels • ControlTrac I1" 4-wheel drive * A/C • Side step bars 
• AM/FM with 6 disc CD player • Perimeter alarm system ~, Fog tamps 
PAY NOTHING UNTIL 20041 ! 
~IM IQidl~T Mk ' IA / IM .~T i~.g  9M~ Ul:HId~.l Ig~"  
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G;ving ourbest. 
WEEKEND 
Use Your Safeway Club Car 
and You're Automatically 
Entered For A Chance To 
WIN 
A CARNIVAL ° 
CRUISE PACKAGE 
FOR TWO* 
........... :(includes.Air Travel) 
ij! t~ 
-UH-  
Wl 
One Of A Million More Prizes 
This Weekend Including... 
A Spa Treatment* 
($100 VALUE)* 
T] 
A Romantic Video Pack* 
a lli i i ~ 
• ~i~.~,,  ;;:,:r.,~ ,~  i~:: 
A Free Product* 
ii ,[C[? ~: ~" '": " ~ .  
Romantic Getaway Weekend 
Feb. 14.16, 2003 
@ 
Dozen 
Roses  
"Wow" Your Valentine with 
these beauties. 
SAFEWAY CLUB PRICE 
Z ~¸ , • 
L:: .:":,.. . . . . .  , :  i ,  .::i. 
"NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. SEE STORE FOR DETAILS. 
) 8a|mon Ann Observer, 'li,rrace Sland;tr(I, Willams l~ake Tribune, Smithers Interir, t rinee Rupert Daily News, Nelson Daily times, Alberni Valley Times, Trail times Week 07 FINAl, P|IOOI~ 11" x 2 I" 33257.15  : 
School district is undecided 
on official spokesman issue 
By JENNIFER LANG 
DO TRUSTEES speak for 
themselves when they 
speak to reporters? 
Or should the Coast 
Mountains school board 
appoint an official spokes- 
man? 
Trustees moved a wide- 
ranging discussion on who 
'should• speak on behalf of 
the board behind closed 
'- . doors last week 
~ - The debate began when. 
newly elected Thornhill 
trustee Lorrie Gowen sug- 
gested the board appoint 
an official spokesman. 
Gowen pointed to the 
fact that Terrace trustee 
Hal Stedham had made a 
recent appearance on a 
local radio talk show. 
She said one trustee 
should be appointed as an 
Official spokesperson who 
shares the views of the 
board as a whole. 
But when Kitimat 
trustee Barry Pankhurst 
made a motion to appoint 
board chair Peter King as 
the spokesman, the motion 
died on the floor without a 
seconder. 
Pankhurst said while in- 
dividual trustees don't al- 
ways share the same 
views, it's common prac- 
tice in school districts 
across B.C. to have the 
chair speak on behalf of 
the board. 
"This is quite restric- 
tive," said King, who said 
the chair normally acts as 
the board's official spokes- 
man on issues like labour 
negotiations. 
"Other than that, 
trustees are free to talk to 
the media," King said. "If 
you set up a spokesman, 
then other trustees can't 
speak out." 
The board chair has 
acted as the main spokes- 
person in other circum- 
stances, too. Last spring, 
then-board chair Linda 
Campbell was the main 
media contact on the con- 
troversial decision to  el0~e/~,~: 
, ,  ' Gowen,  meanwhile, 
"•-sounded surprised to:learn 
the board doesn't formally 
appoint  an off ic ia l  
spokesman for all issues. 
"I don't want to limit 
freedom of speech," she 
added. 
F i rst - t ime Terrace 
trustee Nicole Bingham 
said she'd prefer appoint- 
ing a media liaison person 
with relevant experience 
so reporters would know 
who to contact for infor- 
mation. 
Bingham said she is 
so it could be discussed 
privately at the m-camera 
session of the Feb. 5 board 
meeting. 
The debate over who 
speaks on behalf of the 
school board comes just as 
the board takes steps to 
reach out to parents. 
Earlier that night, 
trustees gave the green 
light to a new board news- 
letter for parents that 
sometimes uncomfortable -
with comments other 
trustees make in news re- 
ports. 
She says people assume 
she shares those opinions 
as a member of the same 
board. 
The dialogue ended 
after Hazelton trustee Jes- 
sica Mikolayczyk made a 
motion to table the issue 
Gowen has offered to edit 
at no cost. 
And last month, the dis- 
trict held a series of public 
.working committee ses- 
sions in Thornhill aimed at 
seeking public help on a 
set of cost-cutting and 
money generating ideas. 
School district officials 
also held community 
meetings in Kitimat, Ste- 
Lorrie Gowen 
wart, Hazelton and Kii- 
wanga in January as a way 
to consult the public over 
$5.3 million in potential 
budget cuts. 
• •!•: ~ '4• 
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Getting out 
school news 
CHECK THOSE back-  
packs.  Students  w i l l  soon 
be coming  home wi th  a 
school  board  newsletter .  
They ' re  are go ing  to be 
edited by Thornhill trustee 
Lorrie Gowen at no cost 
the board. 
Gowen, a Thornhill 
trustee, wants to give par- 
ents a way to find out what 
decisions the school board 
has made. 
A synopsis of board de- 
cisions is already distribu- 
ted to Parent Advisory 
• Councils after the meet- 
ings, but Gowen said the 
information doesn't always 
filter down to other par- 
ents. 
The first edition should 
be available shortly. It will 
: contain a questionnaire 
asking parents if they're 
planning to move out of 
the districL 
Officials expect enrol- 
ment to drop by 350 stu- 
dents next year. an esti- 
mate Gowen fears could 
;. be too high. That could 
mean trustees, faced with 
i! an anticipated $5.3 million 
.: deficit will have tO cut 
i: more than they actually 
~' need to to balance the 
_• budget. 
ii T After each issue has 
been approved by trustees, 
the newsletter will be sent 
to, school principals, who 
will then decide how bes.t 
to distribute them. 
It looks like schools 
will be expected to pick 
up photocopying costs, but 
trustees said that could 
change. 
II 
wwwlenaceslandardc0m 
Dodge Ram Quad Cab SLT 4x4 
This Package Includes: 
• Next Generation 47L Magnum V8 engine • S speed automatic transmission 
• AntiSpin differential • Front and rear heavy duty shock absorbers 
• Air conditioning = Power windows, locks and heated foldaway mirrors 
CHOOSE OR LEASE FOR 
wml l l l a lmw.~• , -  . . . . .  
Dodge Dakota Club Cab SportPlus 4x2 
This Package Includes: ~ ~: 
• Magnum 47L V8 engine. 5 speed automatic transmission. Cruise c o n t r o l . ,  , 
• Air conditioning • A~FM CO player with changer control, Keyless entry ' ' 
• Power windows, locks and mirrors• 16" Aluminum wheels• Fog lights '! ?: 
ORCASHPURCHASSFOR " CHOOSE ORLEASEFOR ORCASHPURCHASEFOR " " " " • ! 
- -  "~0~0•:  " 36 ,,nancing mo ths urc ate for S47  0 f f  aownpaymen,"-- _ , o O,,o .o s35,08T - ~ 0  . " . . 'O  e financing pu r c ,,o..e S332 equivalent downp yment Plus &8 months,a mont  for $2.200 t ade, or s26,588 
. t lW 48 months ' . . ,  ' :i'"!'.,: 
NO SECURITY DEPOSIT. ,o SECO,,  O,'OS,T. i  iil :: 
PLUS! WE PAY you, F,.ST PURCHASE FINANCING OR LEASE PAYMENT UP TO $500"  i ,  !: ::: 
• . '  } ~ ' t , ~ l l ~ .  Roed~zluAz,ist,nca., 
• ~ ~ , ~ ;  , 
VISITYOUR NEIGHBOURHOOD CHRYSLER, JEEE, DODGE DEALER OR DODGE.CA 
Wise customers read the fine pflnt: 1", "1"1", ' ", O, e•  These are limited time offers which may not be comb ned w th any other offers except Graduate Rebate and ~f=:~-~ ....... .: ~i 
apply to retail deliveries on most new in-stock 2003 vehicles. Dealer order/trade may be necessary. Lesse/financ(ng subjectto approval by Chrysler F nancta Canada ]J ~ OA I~ I I R [ 
See dealer for complete details and conditions. * 0% pumhase financing on all 2003 Dodge Dakota models up to 48 months Example' $25 000/$35 000 @ 0% APR/48-month ~li,~ , t ,  k '~v  i 
term; monthly payment is $520.83/5729.17. Cost of borrowing is $0. Total obligation s $25,0001535,000. f the 0% f nanc ng is chosen', the eff~tive interest rate and the "~;;;~-"~-~= 
effective cost of borrowingis as follows for the following amounts: $25,000/$35,000: 4.29%/4.02%; and $2250/$2950. Examples are based on 0% purchase financing R,e.~:~t.'¢ 
for48 months. *' 0% purchase financing for 36 months on all 2003 Dodge Ram 1500 models. Example: $35,000/$45,000 @ 0% APR/36 month term; monthly payment t m ~ :~|/111/1 
Is $972.22/$1250.00. Cost of borrowing is $0 Tots ob gat on s $35,000/$45,000. t Based on a 48 month lease for the 2003 Dodge Dakota Cub Cab 4x2. 26C. Total ",r , - , vvv  
lease obligation/lease finance interest rate is: $17 804/4.3%. Kilometres limited to 81,600; charge of $0.tS/km for excess kilomotres 1"1" Based on a 24 month ease for the 2003 Dodge 
Ram 1500 Quad Cab 4x4 24G. Total lease obtigation/taasa finance interest rata is: $14,810/4.3%. Kilometres limited to 40,800; charge of $0 15/kin for excess ki Ometros. ¢•  Cash 
purchase price Is applicable only to cash purchase of the Dodge Ram 4x4 24G, and the Dakota Club Cab 4x2 26C f customer chooses 0% purchase financing the negotiated price may 
be higher. *, % 1" 1"1", O¢ Cash purchase price/flnancin#eases Include freight and exclude licance, nsurance, taxes, rag strat on, security deposit, and dealer adm n strut on charges. 
• Da[mlerChryster will pay your first payment up to a maximum of $500 on all 2003 eases and a 2003 purchase f nanclng contracts up to 6Omonths. Offer does not apply to Dodge V~per 
models, h See dealer for complete details and conditions. :1: Warranty valid for all new 2003 vehicles to 7 years or 115,000km, wh chewer comes first Some cond tons apply. See dealer 
for details. ® Jasp is a registered trademark of Dam erChrysler Corporation used under license by Dalmle~hrysler Canada Inc., a wholly owned subsidiary of DaimlerChlysler Corporation. 
=l [i 
4916 Hwy. 16 West, Terrace, B,C. 
TERi  r " r :  635-7187 
1-800-313-7187 
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ri;:i!:/~;~::i:~!:: , : ~""'~ 1 ~Annual General Meeting 1 
+.1+++ ........ •. . . .  +.+, + | Ter race  Pub l i c  Library Assoc ia t ion  ! :~+~++-= :' ~+.:+i~ ~0; e+ery i i  I'~'~ ,~L'.'"+;+" auest ion  Ii~'+~,,~;':'::'+ .;;. there is an / wil l  be held at 7 :00  p.m.  On 0 
[~+?p¢+~+,+r+'.',+: answer, /Thursday, February 20' 2 03 ! 
l#;~ ¢,'::; ~'; : ,.,L,__ here 11;  ','+;r.., ' v . . . . .  / in the Wil ly Schne ider  Meet ing  Room n 
/ Elections to the Board of Trustees wtll take place and i 
the goor.J ~nornlnatlons forthese positions will be accepted from 
STILL EMPTY and still for sale is the now-closed regional correctional centre. 
Various groups, including •the Terrace Nisga'a Society, have looked at the 
complex but to date, there have been no offers. Asking price is $1.69 million. 
Jail buyer still sought 
THE PROVINCIAL gov- 
ernment has so far been 
unable to find a buyer for 
the Terrace 6orrectional 
centre. 
The jail was shut down 
last spring as part of gov- 
ernment spending cuts. 
"It's still on the  
market," said B.C. Build- 
ings Corporation commu- 
nications director Kathleen 
Elliot. "Anybody interested 
who has the the money is 
of course going to be wel- 
come to submit a bid." 
The asking price for the 
former jail site is $1.69 
million, she said. 
Environmental remedia- 
tion of the property has 
been finished, she said, 
adding it was offered first 
to aboriginal groups, B.C. 
Housing. and i the City of 
Terrace. None of those 
agencies were interested, 
however. 
The single story build- 
ing is nearly 1,000 square 
metres in size, with a 140 
square metre workshop. 
The Terrace Nisga'a 
Society, which serves 
Nisga'a people living in 
Terrace, had expressed in- 
terest in the former jail 
last year. 
The society indicated in 
envisioned turning the 
centre into a youth trans- 
ition and development 
centre. 
But Elliot said the 
Nisga'a society did not bid 
iin the end, and there are 
no bidders Presently. 
The Terrace Nisga'a 
Society had also been 
~lose to a deal to pay 
15262,000 tobuy a one-acre 
property at 4625 Davis 
Ave~ 
;+ But realtor Viv Steele 
,'says that deal has col- 
lapsed and no further ne- 
gotiations are expected. 
The society had sug- 
gested it would build a 
four-storey building with 
commercial and commun- 
ity uses on the ground floor 
and three floors of apart- 
ments above. 
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Terrace Totem Ford's Car Smart Seminar 
The seminars are designed to give women the relevant information they need to make 
informed automotive decisions. The seminars will cover how to change your tire and many 
other interesting areas of your vehicle. The seminars are interactive, fun and FREE. Lots 
of prizes and one lucky lady will walk away with a big surprise. 
The number of participants will be limited, the mf , ' , r ,~  ~ " - - - ' ~  
women are required to register. For more 
information, call Cathy or Connie. 
*ownership of a Ford vehicle is not required. 
• :  ~++~ 
f Date: Thursday, Feb. 20th 
Time: 7pro" 9pm 
(register at 6:30) 
Cail Now To Register 
Cat~y or Connie 635-498, 
1-800-463-1128 
,, FastLane ++TERRACE TEM FORD tee  YEARS 
Colonist- Primed White- Doorpak - 4 %+ Jamb, Hinges Included 
- Lockset Sold Seperate 
2'0"" 3'0"- s77 '93  
Colonist- Primed White- Complete With Track & Hardware 
1'6"-s56,23 / 2'0"-s56.23 / 2'6"-s59.93 / 3'0"-s64.93 
Inquest 
date set 
for May 
A CORONER'S inquest 
into the death of a man 
who hung himself in cells 
at the Terrace RCMP de- 
tachment in the summer of 
2001 has been resche- 
duled. 
The inquest into the 
death of Richard William 
Allen, 29, starts May 12 in 
Terrace Supreme Court 
chambers and could last 
several days. 
It was originally set for 
Oct. 21-24, 2002 but was 
postponed at the request of 
Allen's family, said regio- 
nal coroner David Cover- 
dale. 
A coroner's inquest is a 
public hearing of the facts 
surrounding a sudden 
death. 
Inquests are rare but the 
B.C. Coroner's Act re- 
quires they happen any 
time a person dies in po- 
lice custody. 
Allen died shortly be- 
fore 10 p.m. July 4, 2001 
after being arrested for im- 
paired driving, refusing to 
provide a breath sample, 
theft over $5,000 and pos- 
session of stolen property. 
Police said Allen was 
driving a stolen vehicle 
when he was arrested. 
He was then housed in 
a cell - also known as the 
drunk tank - at the Terrace 
RCMP detachment. 
Inspector Doug Wheler+ 
the commanding officer at 
the Terrace detachment 
when Allen died, said the 
man hung himself fly ~ 
threading his underwear 
through the cell bars, 
The last death in cells .~ 
in Terrace prior to Allen's . 
occurred in 1983. 
$1]ab Doors 
2'0"- s57.93 
2'8"- s59.93 
Colonist- Primed White 
2'6"- $57.93 
3'0"- s61.93 
.... woo, ii Kno ,ine 
. + Mouldings Panelling 
~:+ .: ~" Primed Pine, Hemlock, MDF & Oak Cottage Grade. 25~/les 
+30/o 0FFNI 
Pr imed Pine #356 33¢ L.F. n 
M,D.F. Uhra #356 - 23¢ L.F. Covers 14 sq. ft. 
StiCk ,DoWn 48"  
~ Vinyl Floor Fluorescent 
++'~ + Tnles Light Fixture 
;~  Seff Stick - 12~ x12" Tubes Extra 
s19.93 
: 24  Patterns 
59"  - 5 pc .  Whi te  
++|b~l~ I~ l~t~n 
R12x15x47 - Cover 88 sq. ft. - s21 .33  
R2Oxl 5x47 - Cover 49 sq. ft. - s19 .63  
All Purpr ose Filler I Gyproc Y~'x4"x8' 
s19.9  s9.63 + 
~i  on all 
" Black & Decker 
CORDLESS DRILL +~ Tools as well as 
9.6V, 2 Batteries, "q i  ~i,, Select Brand 
Charger & Carry Case '~g~ ~ Name Power 
~, "79 .63  ~:~il~ .  Tools ~~ 
All 
iCEURO-RITE 
Cabinets 
Instock only 
15% OFF 
Al l  Tab le  lamps  _ 
~ l~¢t  ~r l lo r  L ight  
F ~ m  
50° /~ O FF  
SUPER SPECIAL ON SELECTED 
IIJ!111 NIIWB NBBIUI I l l  
Limited Quantities 
48" Vanity Set BOWEN Raised Oak, 
Reg. $518.00 SALE $388.53 
39" Vanity Set BOWEN Raised Oak, 
Includes 24" Sink Base & 15" Bank of Drawe~ 
Reg. $329.00 SALE $246,73 ' 
36" Vanity Set San Juan While Raised Panel. 
Reg. $364.00 SALE $273.53 
LAMINATE VANITY  TOPS 
21 Colours to Choose from - 22 '½ Deep by __  Length 
(Allow 10 days for delivery) 
s2 Per " Lineal Foot . +:) i!,% 
2~4 STUDS" s2.23 ca. / 2x4 EC0N0 STUDS" Sl.33 ea. 
2~4x14' COHSTRUCTIONLuMBER- s4.13 ca. / 2x6 STUDS-$4.33 ca. 
:'~(t'/.,md 'l'9'l CARDS ACCEPTED 
terracebullders@telus.net 
• 3207 Munroe Street, Terrace, 635-6273 • 1 -800-470-DO- IT  
t / 
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Toy demand soared 
but hampers dipped 
By JENNIFER LANG 
THE NUMBER of Terrace children who 
received Christmas gifts through the Sal- 
vation Army jumped by nearly 40 per 
cent ~this past holiday season, even 
though the number of food hampers given 
out was d0wn. 
Oi'~anizers handed out 1,353 gifts to 
indivi~dual children as part of Salvation 
Army food hampers. 
That's an astonishing number com- 
pared to the previous December, says Iso- 
bel Lippers, director of family and com- 
munity services for the Salvation Army in 
Terrace. In December 2002, the Army and 
its v~lunteers distributed gifts to 834 
children. The Salvation Army purchases 
some of the toys but many of the gifts for 
children are donated. 
Th~tt startling statistic is even more 
Surprising considering the number of ham- 
pers tl~e Salvation Army distributed local- 
ly ovef~ the holidays is down. Lippers said 
53") fobd hampers were given out this 
• year, which is 50 fewer than in 2001. 
"I thought we would have more, but 
we think that a lot of people did move.out 
of town. Just look around and see the 
empfy houses," she said. "A lot of people 
have moved." 
Lippers said some people are reluctant 
to accept charity, which may help ex- 
plain why the number of hampers distri- 
buted this Christmas was down, even 
though the local economy has yet to show 
signs of improvement. 
Lippers said a number of the families 
who turned to the Salvation Army for help 
have. large families with as manY asfive 
or six children: 
Individuals, businesses•and community 
organization s responded to the Salvation 
Arm~,'s anni~al Christmas campaign by 
donating moneyi food, and:their time. 
'Oil~er groups assisting needy people iii 
~Terrace are seeing dramatic increases. 
The.Bread• of Life soUp Kitchen, 
operaied by  the Seventh Day Adventist 
church, hosted Christmas dinner for 300 
in two separate sittings in order to ac- 
commodate so many people. That's dou- 
ble the previous year. 
But surprisingly very few people turned 
out to the Terrace Emergency Shelter and 
Hostel dinner, operated by Ksan House 
Society. Shelter coordinator Roy Atrill 
• said about 30 people showed up for din- 
ner, but so did a large number of volun- 
teers, a fact he viewed as a positive sign 
that people in the community are taking 
the hunger issue seriously. 
He said Ksan House may look at orga- 
nizing a winter dinner after the holiday 
season instead. 
Atrill isn't surprised hamper numbers 
are down at the Salvation Army. He 
thinks a growing number of people in 
town have nowhere to cook Christmas 
meal fixings in the hampers. 
He says things 'are getting worse for 
the poorest of the poor and that the num- 
ber of Terrace residents who are homeless 
is growing. 
Many can't afford to pay their utility 
bills and simply go without lights or heat 
- or they are homeless, living with one 
friend after another, ending up at the 
shelter, Atrill continued. 
Atrill blames kyrocketing utility costs 
and changes t° eligibility rules for wel- 
fare recipients ushered in last year. 
He says the Salvation Army's numbers 
suggest some of the:people who might 
normally rely on Christmas hampers may 
have moved out of town or the province 
in search of work. 
That option is more easily in reach for 
people who own a vehicle and have en- 
ough money or credit o move. 
Numbers are up at the Terrace Chur- 
ches Food Bank. Treasurer Dennis Brewer 
said the food bank distributed 758 bags of 
groceries in January. 
That's about 200 more bags than were 
handed outJn November. ' 
He'saidihore o(;the recipients are sin- 
gle people, which may suggest people 
whose incom.e.s, have been effected by the 
Skeena C~i iUi~hhfd0wn have reached 
the limit of the financial resources that 
have seen them through the past 18 
months. 
O Totem Furniture & Appliances : . . . . .  . 
4501 Lakelse Ave. . ' ~: : " "  
Terrace, B.C 
VSG 1 P3 
Dear Totem Furniture & Appliancesl, 
TERRACE CHURCHES Food Bank official Kathy received thanks to a federal fisheries bust on the 
Miller displays just a few of the many tins of salmon lower mainland. The tins are going out this week. 
Food bank  is ab le  to share  ..... . ,  
salmon" bounty of tinn . . . .  " a . r ....... ~ .  ,., . 
FOOD BANK recipients are receiving something a little A number of other grocery items arrived along:with 
different his week - nearly 700 tins of canned salmon the tins of salmon, Brewer said. The Terrace cliurehes 
that were part of a huge federal fisheries bust on the Food Bank is a member of the Canadian Associaiion of 
lower mainland. Food Banks, an rumbrella organization that als0 i~uns :a 
The salmon, caught under an aboriginal communal food sharing program with corporate donors. : : 
fishing licenee four years ago, was sold illegally. Afsue- Brewer said the food bank received a wide variety of 
cessful conviction last summer paved the way for its dis- donated goods through the foo d Sharing program, includ- 
tribution around the province. Officials seized 100,000 ingabox of brand'new toothbrushes, tinned food in den- 
cans of contraband salmon as evidence. ' ted cans, and Cookie tins. ' ' i :  ' . 
. The Terrace Churches Food Bank received about he The fo0d ba~<k.distributed 758 bags of groceries to 
' :' tins : 01~ c:afined "saimdn in: 14 sbxes~: trEfisuier Denh:[~' -~:~dy"~pl'c-:in ~ Tei'i'aee~ i i~":.iahu~ry: That,:s abbu[: ~20d 
Brewer Said. The shipment was distributed thrOugh the in6r6~"bags than .were handed otlt in November: Rq'epre- 
• sents~:a significant .increase,. Brewer: said:.morel single Surrey Food Bank and was delivered: to ,Terrace :by people are turning to the food batik. : *:' . . . . .  : /  , 
Bandstra Transportation Systems. . . . . .  
We like to have fun as much as the next person but thls is a no:joke or 
gimmick event. Mistakes have happened which could result in the ;~ 
renting of additional warehouse space which we Would like to avoid i f  
at all possible. Due to printing deadline, we apologize forthe lack of • 
descriptions with the La,Z-Boy furniture on sale shownin this ad~ bUt  
we would be more than happy to answer all your questions in store. 
~ql , '  I _ ~, ' 
I wish to apo=ogize for the shipping error regarding your recent Toronto Furniture Show order. I 
know you placed a very large order that was arranged tobe shipped in stages, I realize you do not 
have the available showroom and warehouse space to accommodate the volume of ~our order all at 
one time. Due to our error, the entire order has been set up to ship immediately and cannot be 
cancelled or delayed. We are prepared to authorize up to 50% discounts on in store furniture that 
needs to be cleared to make room for the new arrivals. We are also authorizing up to 25% discounts 
on the new stock that was just ordered and due to arrive at your store shortty. We hope this will enable 
you to move as much furniture as needed to make room for all your new 2003 arrivals. 
Good Luck 
Nail Mcgill 
La-Z-Boy Sales & Marketing B.C. 
,f~-'-~ ~ 
1 
• f,,, 
e'if; ;i~l, 
TOTEM FURNITURE & APPLIANCES 
4501 Lake lse  Avenue,  Ter race ,  B.C. • 638-1158 • 1 -800-813-1158 
I I I I 
PLUS Don1 Pay Fir Six 
OLL Mon~slnterestFreel OnAll 
O 
Furn i turo l  
IIIII I 
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Jazz on the block 
AIR CANADA has announced it will sell its regio- 
nal Jazz carrier amid news of more losses for the 
country's largest airline company. 
Air Canada president Robert Milton said low 
volumes have hurt revenues as have rising fuel 
prices in reaction to a possible war in Iraq. 
Air Canada registered a loss of $360 million in 
,.its last reported quarter. It will also seek more 
wage and other concessions from its workers. 
Jazz serves the northwest with daily flights from 
Vancouver to Smithers,:Terrace and Prince Rupert. 
On Jan. 6, Jazz pulled its Bae'146 jet from the 
Vancouver to Terrace run, in part because of skim- 
py passenger loads, 
It also seemed to be a ripple effect as the Bae- 
146 was then put into service on the Vancouver to 
Whitehorse run. Jazz used a Boeing 737 on that 
route but brought in the smaller 146 when passen- 
ger loads into and out of Whitehorse weren't en- 
ough to fill the 737. 
With the Bae-146 gone from here, Jazz is now 
using Dash-8 versions that carry either 37 or 57 
passengers. The departure of the Bae-146, at least 
for the moment, marks an end to more than two 
decades of jet service into Terrace. 
Long serving workers 
receive recognition 
EIGHT CURRENT or recently retired pro- 
vincial civil servants from Terrace were 
recognized late last year for long service 
with the provincial government. 
One, Dave St. Thomas, was recog- 
nized for 35 years of service with the 
transportation ministry. 
He retired last spring. 
Recognized for 25 years of employ- 
ment were Clint Bindon with the ambu- 
ie. 
He reached 35 years in 2001 but was 
unable to attend the ceremony that year. 
The long service awards program has 
been running since 1956. The annual 
event honours public service employees 
for 25, 35 and 40 years of service. 
The ceremony includes award presen- 
tations followed by a buffet dinner and 
dance held at the Government House in 
lance service, Barb Barker with the liquor Victoria. 
distribution branch; Frederick=D0wner Award recipienis receiVe: 
with the transportation ministry, Robert 
Penner with the transportation ministry, 
Teresa Hughes with the transportation 
ministry, Randy Fowler with the transpor- 
tation ministry and Ronald Tetreau with 
the water, land and air protection mini- 
stry. 
In attendance last year for the long 
service awards ceremony was Kalum dis- 
trict forest service manager Brian Down- 
* For 25 years of service a framed cer- 
tificate and a silver lapel pin; 
* F0r35 years of service a gold watch; 
and 
* For 40 years of service a crystal de- 
canter. 
starting in 2004, ministries will recog- 
nize employees with 5, 10, 15 and 20 
years of provincial government service. 
Some ministries already do this. 
~ ........ GLASSES and  CONTACTS 
• Gucci . YOUR ,, 
• Ralph Lauren ONE STOP SHOP 
J *Harry Po.er on nv "~E PAIR 
I .Flexon ' ~ue  ~.,'e~ n 
I .Silhouette GET A SPARE 
] ,Easy C!i,p .......... f:r,.,?,:,fri:nd:Lr ~aml':,: member 
A LL ,SEA SONS 
t:orsports.. . . . . . .  
c~ '~A C ~iT i!~n:~,- ne I .::.. 
~ :. ~iii!i!i~!ii!ii?i~,:~ ........ i ,i~ii!!iiZ~!iiii!!ii~!~ii !~:~;~,,,~, ': ' , •: ,~,~,,~i~:,i~il, ? . . . . .  :~ 
WE WILL SELL MORE SPORTING GOODS IN THESE 
HOURS THAN EVER BEFORE IN OUR HISTORY! 
~ NOTHING HAS BEEN SPARED! 
_A  _ THE AISLES ARE JAMMED! ~ - 
HOCKEY SKATES GOLF FOOTVVEAR 
BAUER SKATES & ~' NIKE SHOES 20~, OFF ALL 2002 STOCK 
NIKE GOLF BAGS 30% OFF ~ 20-50% OFF 
:'~ upto 30~o'NIKE S ATESoFF ...........  SINGLE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  CLUBS ]/2PRINCE'/~~ *i:iFusu SH--~S i~PRICE  ' 
HOCKEY 
REPLACEMENT BLADES 
BUY 1 - GET 
ONE 1/2 PRICE 
WOOD HOCKE' STICKS i!| ~ SKI CLOTHING 
SENIOR • INTERMEDIATE 
JUNIOR & GOAL 
2 FOR 1 
MENS,  WOMENS & KIDS PANTS 
30% OFF 
SKI UNDERWEAR 1 /2  PRICE 
(MISTY-SIERRA DESIGNS- SOLAR SILK) 
SKi JACKETS20"50% OFF i 
(MENS - WOMENS - KIDS) 
ALL HOCKEY GLOVES 
30% OFF 
CCM HOCKEY BAGS 
30% OFF 
SPORTS CLOTHING 
20-50% OFF 
ALL CLOTHING 
SELECT POLAR FLEECE 
60% OFF 
~SNOW DEPARTMENT 
3 DAY IMPACT SALE 
SKIS, BOOTS, BINDINGS 
40% OFF 
POLES, HELMETS, GOGGLES 
BAGS, WAXE~5, ACCESSORIES 
30% OFF 
SNOWBOARDS, BOOTS BINDINGS 
40% OFF 
CROSS COUNTRY SKIS, 
BOOTS, BINDINGS, POLES 
30% OFF 
TURTLENECKS ~ii 
BUY 1-GET ONE 1/2 PRICE '~ 
. . . . . . . . . .  ~ ; : : : : : : :~ : .~: . : : . : . : , , . :  : . , .  : ~:.:.:: : : : : : : : : :  ; : :~.. . . . . . , : : :  . , : : . ; :  : : . , .=x : . ; : .>  ¸ : , : . : . . . . , . . , . .=_ : : , :  : , . .  : . . . .  
EXERCISE EQUIPMENT! 
DUMBELLS / BARBELL PLATES 
BUY 1-GET ONE 1/2 PRICE 
! i  SKIPPING ROPES & YOGA MATs i 
1/2 PRICE ~, 
CAMPING 
SLEEPING BAGS & MATS 20% OFF 
OAYPACKS 20% OFF ' 
ACCESSORIES 1/2 PRICE ii! 
SORRY -AT AN EVENT OF THISNATURE- LAYAWAYS ARE NOT POSSIBLE! ALL ITEMs ON A FIRST COME FIRST SERVED BASIS 
~ ALL SEASONS 
,Sou J / '¢~ 4555 LAKELSE A~ENUE 
forsports. TERRACE, B.( ,V8G 1P7 
i i 1 '  
k 
. ,   25o] 63 ,$ '2882 
V/S4" 
College faces :cash crunch 
NORTHWEST COM- 
MUNITY College faces 
anolher tough budget year 
as it copes with spending 
restraints. 
While it will end its fi- 
nancial year March 31 
with a balanced budget, it 
could face a $1,3 million 
deficit which means more 
cuts for the next year, says 
college president Stepha- 
nie Forsyth. 
Approx imate ly  
$500,000 of the potential 
deficit comes from infla- 
tionary and other pressures 
such as wage increases, 
but the bulk - $800,000 -
rests with a provincial 
government decision to 
end ;support for part time 
vocational training pro- 
grams. 
"That's a huge chunk of 
money for us," said For- 
syth in noting that as it is, 
the money it gets now for 
part time vocational pro- 
grams isn't enough. 
"It doesn't even begin 
to address our multi-cam- 
pus:situation. It helps, but 
not in supporting our 10 lo- 
cations." 
The provincial decision 
to end its support of the 
part time programs is part 
of its general three-year 
plan to balance the provin- 
cial budget overall. 
But the decision has re- 
suited in an intensive lob- 
bying effort on the part of 
Northwest Community 
Co!lege and other colleges 
thr0ughout the province. 
" It  looks like they 
might be beginning to 
change their minds," said 
Forsyth of the proyincial 
Nursing 
program 
wanted 
A MEETING here tomor- 
row will determine the in- 
terest level in having a 
nursing degree program 
here. 
The plan is to.offer th~....: .~: 
first'two years of a Bache- 
lor of Science in Nursing 
degree program at North- . 
west Community College 
with the University of 
Northern British Columbia 
providing the third and 
fot~rth years, also in Ter- 
race. 
Successful degree com- 
pletion then paves the way 
toward registered nursing 
status. 
A co-operative venture 
of this type isn't new as 
UNBC has a similar arran- 
gement with the College 
of New Caledonia (CNC) 
in Prince George. 
Bbth Davies, who runs 
university credit programs 
for NWCC, says the col- 
lege • already offers all but 
two of the required first 
and second year courses 
needed to move onward. 
"They would provide 
those and the final two 
years," said Davies of the 
potential partnership with 
UNBC. 
The meeting takes 
place 6 p.m. tomorrow at 
the UNBC offices on Park. 
UNBC's Rob van Adri- 
chem said the arrangement 
between his school and 
CNC has worked well. 
"The bottom line is that 
by training people in the 
north, they tend to stay in 
the north," he said. 
Surveys of the UNBC- 
CNC program early on 
have proven that out., van 
i Adrichem added. 
That program has now 
grown to the point where 
32 students moved up to 
UNBC from CNC last 
year, 41 did so this year 
and as many as 60 are due 
to finish at CNC and enrol 
at UNBC next year, 
"When they graduate, 
they come out with a Ba- 
chelor of Science in Nur- 
sing degree from UNBC," 
van Adrichem continued. 
A successful nursing 
degree program would in 
some ways return NWCC 
to where it was in the 
early 1990s. 
It used to offer a diplo- 
ma program leading to re- 
gmtere~l nursing status but 
It was cancelled.iwhen 
budget and other probJem~ 
hit in the 1990s. 
response to the lobbying, 
Last year the college 
cut jobs, reduced services 
and raised tuition rates to 
fend off a deficit. 
',Those awful kinds of 
things have paid off," For- 
syth, 
But it continues to have 
a challenge in meeting 
prOvincia! guidelines re- 
quiring a set amount of 
students for the money i t  
gets from the province. 
By March of 2005, the 
college needs to have re- 
gistei'ed 1,825 full time 
equivalent ,students. 
It now has 1,570 full 
time equivalent students 
which is 92 per cent of its 
goal this year of 1,700. 
"Last year we had 82 
per cent, so we are show- 
ing a steady increase," 
said Forsyth. 
A failure to reach the 
mandated student level 
could result in the pro- 
vince cutting the college's 
budget even further and 
transferring that money 
elsewhere. 
"But we're not going to 
• let that happen. Our man- 
date is to increase the 
number of: students and 
meet the demand that's 
out there," said Forsyth. 
It means new programs 
to fit requests and more 
partnerships with commun- 
ity organizations. 
In the works, for exam- 
ple, is a criminology pro- 
gram and more late spring 
and summer courses ,  
which took place for the 
first time last year. 
The college board does 
have the option of raising 
tuition fees to trim any po- 
tential deficit but the more 
they go up, the less likely 
people will be able to af- 
ford them, said Forsyth. 
Its tuition fees - $1,410 
for a full time course load 
Stephanie Fersyth 
- are the lowest in the pro- 
vince. The College of the 
Rockies in the Kootenays, 
for example, has tuition 
fees of $1,737. 
In any event, raising 
tuition wouldn't come 
close to solving any defi- 
cit, said Forsyth. 
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Pair receives 
Jubilee medal 
SCOUTS CANADA has 
recognized two of its Ter- 
race volunteers with the 
Queen's Jubilee medal for 
lengthy service to the 
scouting movement. 
Chris Iennings, an offi- 
cial with Human Re- 
sources Development Ca- 
'nada here, and Charles 
Johnstone, with the B.C. 
Assessment Authority, re- 
ceived the medals at a 
Jan. 18 ceremony with 
other Scouting recipients 
in Vancouver. 
Jennings first became 
involved in Scouting in 
Terrace with the 6th Ter- 
race Cubs as an assistant 
leader in 1979. 
Other local positions 
followed and in 1989, Jan- 
missioner in 1995 and a 
troop scouter and served 
two years as district presi- 
• dent beginning in 1997. 
Also in 1997, Johnstone 
became an assistant cub 
leader for three years. 
In 1999, he also served 
::as an assistant regional 
commissioner for training 
and for two years, begin- 
ning in 2000, was the re- 
gional commissioner. 
At the moment, John- 
stone is the assistant pro- 
vincial commissioner for 
the B.C. and Yukon pro- 
vincial council. 
The Scouting move- 
ment recognized the ef- 
forts of 51 people with the 
Jubilee medal, struck in 
honour of Queen Elizabeth 
nings took a district posi- ' II's 50 years on the throne. 
tion responsible for hon- Former Lieutenant-Gov- 
ours and awards, crnor Garde Gardom, Se- 
Also in 1989, Jennings :nator Mobina Jaffer, Q.C. 
became district president and David Searle, Q.C., 
for two years, presided over the Jan. 18 
In 1994, he became an ceremony. 
assistant cub leader with " The Scouting move- 
the 8th Terrace and in ment is one of 200 organi- 
1997, did a two year stint zations across the country 
as president of the northern given Jubilee medals for 
region. :,'allocation. 
At the moment, Jen-,. 
nings is the vice president '
of operations for the B.C.- 
Yukon provincial Scouting 
council. 
Johnstone began his 
Scouting work in Terrace 
,in 1992 as a group com- 
mittee vice chair for the 
1st Terrace and as a cub 
leader. 
He was district corn- 
Anti-racism 
group meets  
next week 
A GROUP publishing a 
manual on how to respond 
to racism has an important 
session Feb. 18. 
The Skeena Diversity 
Project is inviting a num- 
ber of people to a two-hour 
meeting intended to further 
refine the manual's con- 
tent and rationale. 
"It is most important for 
everyone to have adequate 
and clear information 
which will enable us to 
begin developing expertise 
in dealing with racist inci- 
dents in a positive and 
• proactive manner," says a 
letter from co-ordinator 
Sasa Leggin. 
C: , > ~ : ;~  ,~> ]" ..." :' 
~" ,  ",.; ~. .~.~. .+<~, 
TWO LOCAL Scouting officials have received the 
Queen's Jubilee medal for community service. Chris 
Jennings (top) and Charles Johnstone (below) had 
their medals presented to them by former Lieute- 
nant-Governor Garde Gardom in Vancouver. 
: t : ~ ~ ~ ~ ~:'li ~~: ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
'= : ~:'~'i ';;~ ~ ~.. . . :.- :~. ..', :., 
~.:. . "': : ,~; : ~T~:: 
In total, 46,000 Cana- for their community ser- 
dians are being recognized vice. 
drugs, over-the-counter medicines, herbal remedies and vitamins, certain 
medical condlllom, and even food. So next time when you are in, book an 
appointment with our pharmadst and have your medications reviewed.This Is 
one interaction we Insist onl 
Our pharmacy is committed to providing you with a complement of 
professional health services: 
• On-line Pharmacist & Certified Diabetes Educator 
• F ree  B lood  Pressure  Mon i to r ing  
• On-line Nutdtlonist 
• Free Video Lending Ubrary 
• brlghfllfe TM Health Program 
• Shop Smarte Tours 
• Hea l th  & Wellness Clinics 
• In-store Healthtouch ® Computer Kiosk 
• Medication Disposal Program 
• Body  Fat Kiosk ..... - : 
• Breast Pump Rental Program ~- - ' - ,  
For a limited time, receive an additional SO save-on]More' blnuS points for 
each prescription filled at our pharmacy. Some restrictions may apply. 
Hours of operation: 
Monday to Friday 9 am to S pm 
Terrace Save-On-Foods 
4731 Lakelse Ave. 
(250)635-4021 
save( foods 
Co mrnu_  _ni  ..,,..,o., Communi ty  Classif ied call th i s  newspaper  or  
• C lass i f ieds  .,, ,r. ,--.--.= c lass i f ieds@bccomrnu n i tynews .com wwvv.comrn  unityclassi f leds.ca 
REACH 2.3 MILL ION BC & YUKON READERS FOR $309 OR 11 MILL ION READERS NATION-WIDE FOR $1.443 
r 
AUTO FINANCING BUSINESS 
BUYS OF THE WEEK . . . . . . . .  OP---P-QFII -uN-J.'r/-E-S- -- 
2002 Intrepid $295; 2002 " NEW AGRICULTURE 
Grand  AM $289;  2002 FRANCHISE sells rapidly 
Cavalier $198; 19gg Ford [n Saskstchswanll  "New" 
4x4  $325;  2000 Chev .  agr i cu l tu ra l  f ranch ise  
rated #1. We prov ide  a 
Blazer $375; 2000 Char.  very unique service to the 
Van  $299;  Payments  agr i cu l tu ra l  Industry .  
month ly  plus tax. Mar ly  F ranch isee /Dea lers  
6..0_4. -464.-.394.1. . . . . . . .  requ i red .  Inveetment  
NEED A CAR?  You ' re  $3OK-$70K.  Earn ing  
capac i ty  1st year  
a p p r o v e d - -e  Io  w .  $75 ,000-$120,000 ,  plus 
repayment, rape, divorce, re -occur r ing  revenue 
We can he lp -need  a thereafter .  Can prov ide  
v ies?  Randy  804-8t7 -  many  re ferences .  
5.33Z~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Agricultural or Marketing 
BUSINESS FOR SALE background e de f in i te  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  asset, For Inlet Call Gary 
CLASSIFIED ADS WORK at 1-866-821-3464.  cell: 
EDUCATION FOR SALE MISC. 
A NEW CAREER? Train NEED A COMPUTER?  
to be an Apar tment /  Don ' t  have  cash?  IBM, 
Condomlniurn Manager ,  
Many Jobel Job placement Gateway & Compaq as 
ass i s tance•  A l l -A reas .  low as $1 a Day[ No 
Government  Registered money downl Call Brands 
P rogram,  In fo rmat ion /  
brochure (604) 681-5456, NOWI 1 -866-250-1171.  
1 - 8 O 0 - 6 6 5 - 8 3 3 g ,  ~_w_w_._do_!l.~/._ad..aY._C.O_~ .......  
www.rmtl.ca. ROBERT BAREFOOT'S  
BECOME A Coral  Ca lc ium Supreme 
COUNSELOR by 
cor respondence  or  on for sale in Canada .  
campus through Canada's Staggering results from all 
l ead ing  accred i ted  degenerat ive  d i seases .  
Institute for the counseling 
pro less lon ,  V ic to r ia  to Home based  bus iness  
Halifax, Free catalogue,  opportuni ty ,  Call  today 
1 -800-665-7044.  Visit': 1-866-319-0706. Calgary; 
SERVICES 
LAWYER REFERRAL  
SERVICE.  Do you need 
he lp  to f ind  the r ight 
lawyer  In your  a rea?  If 
you think you might have 
a legal p rob lem but are 
not  sure,  a lawyer  
registered with the Lawyer 
Refer ra l  Serv ice  wi l l  
~ rovlde you with up to a all hour consultation for 
$10 Including tax. Lower 
Ma in land  cal l  604-687-  
3221, SC toll-free 1-800- 
663-191 g. "DIAL-A-LAW" 
Do you need general legal 
Information? Access pre- 
recorded messages on a 
wide variety of legal topics 
by phone,  or by visit ing 
www.bceba .org .  Lower  
Main land cal l  604-687-  - you ' re  read ing  them 1-204-228-7488 or smell: 
newt  P leas  a 26-word  agnes@rots.net, webslle: 
c lasa ined  in 9g  B.C. & www.dlglzeel.com/ataglng 
Yukon  newspapers  for  la~connexlons 
on ly  $309.  Cal l  CAREER TRAINING 
this  newspaper  for  BE AN INTERIOR 
deta i l s ,  or phone  DECORATOR wi th  our 
1 -866-66g-9222 ext. 3. un ique  home-s tudy  
_w~,~N~¢om_mun..~yclassllleds.ca course. Call for your free 
brochure .  1 -800-267-  
BUSINESS 1829, Sheffield School of 
OPPORTUNITIES 
wwW.counselortralnlng.eom 
EMPLOYMENT 
...... O P__P O~FI_ ~U_N IT..IE--S_.. 
TEACH ENGL ISH 
OVERSEAS-TESL  -The  
Best program to "Open 
the Door"  to Jobs in 
this  g rowing  f ie ld -  
www.sngllshbaycollege.com 
www,on l lnetee l .aom,  
Inlo @ engl lshbayco l leg e
Inter ior  Design 1535-38 (free brochure). 604-639- 
LOVE CLOTHES?  Our  McArlhur Ave. Ottawa ON 9076 . . . . . . . . . . .  
Fashion advisors are Just .K.I_L__6~RL . . . . . . . . . . . . .  F -R E ' - -G 'H 'T  I~ IN  E F~ 
like you women who love P H A R M A G Y KELOWNA has 
the Ba lance  Fash ion  T E C H N I G I A N immediate  open ings  [or 
Co l lec t ion .  Ba lance ,  a PROGRAM,  Thompson cer t i f i ed  techn ic ians .  
home-based business, is Career  Co l lege ,  P re ference  g iven  to 
tailored to you, Full-Time, Kamloope ,  BC. engine experience, Class 
Par t -T ime or Fun-T ime accred i ted  - S tudents  1 l i cense  & MVI 
onerlng relaxed career & graduate  Job ready l  cer t l f l ca le .  Compent lve  
Maroh  and September  wage & benefits package, 
casual wear, sizes XS to s tar ts .  Gal l  tol l  f ree Fax resume:  
3Xl  Start for  as little ae 1 .877-640-0888.  260 .76g  3032,  Phone:  
$150.00, no quotasl Toll- Reg is ter  on l ine :  260,769.7256 
F ree  1 -877-685-6646,  www.tce,kemloops,net. ACCESS TO A PC? Work 
www.balsncefashlone,com . . . . . . . . .  CAR.S. . . . . . .  et home.  $100-$700 per 
SEEKING "QUALITY OF 
L IFE"  or  "Lower  Cost"  
of do ing  bus iness?  
Exp lo re  south  centra l  
Saskatchewan 'a  rural  
oommunlUoa  of 
Asslnlbola, Coronach and 
Orave lbourg .  V is i t  the 
unique offerings of these 
progressive communit ies 
el :  Aee ln lbo le :  
www,ass ln tbo la .net  or  
telephone 306-642-5553.  
C o r o n a = h : 
www.coronach .ea  or  
te lephone  306-267-  
2 1SO.G rave lbou  re :  
www,atouchofeuropa.nel  
or  te lephone  306-646-  
3525.  
INVENTORS - PRODUCT 
IDEAS wantad l  Free 
in fo rmat ion  package ,  
Develop & professionally 
present your new product 
Idea to menufaoturars  
th rough Dav leon ,  an 
award  w inn ing  f i rm,  
Patent  ees le lanoa  
ava l lab la t  1 -800-544-3327 
(24  hm) .  
CREDIT  GUARANTEED week  PIT, Complete  
TODAY.  We o f fe r  ell f ree Info et 
makes  No hass le ,  www. fraedom88,com/28. ,
F inance  or leas ing  at 
6 .5% OAC for  cars,  EQUIPMENT 
t rucks ,  vans  inc lud ing  WANTED:  BACKHOE,  2 
4x4  d iese ls .  Se l f -  or 4 wheel drive or Hitachi 
employed ,  bankrupt ,  EXlO0, 150, 200, or small 
divorced, or credit issues, dozer  or t rac tor  wi th 
No big deal .  We have loader .  Any  shape  or 
the money .  Cal l  condition, Call collect 250- 
1 -800-650-4829.  54.7.m8._gg. 3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
www.credn-k lng ,oom for ._.F ! N A_N.. C.I. _A L. S E. R V_I.C E S 
Invento~ listings PAY  $0 TAX IN 2002,  
COMING EVENTS Get  It al l  back .  
2 GREAT SHOWS for the www.UnusedRRSPIoane,  
r ice of ana l  The  Advl l  ca. 1-800-480-0012. 4,0% 
utdoor Adventure Show - 7,S%, 1-10 yre, de fer  
& The  Vancouver Gall & up to 180 days ,  
Travel  Show- the  heel In Persona l i zed  RRSP 
outdoor sports & lelsurei Sav ings  Spreadsheet  
BC Place. Pebruery 14- Upon Request. 
16. Frl 11-9 Set  10-7 
Sun tO-5 Admission ~10 , FOR SALE MISC, 
IS YOUR CHILD 'S  SAWMILL  $4695.00  All  
invisible friend a guardian new Super Lumbermate  
angel? Take time to listen 2000,  larger oapaoit ies,  
with open mind and heart, more  opt ions,  Norwood 
Eokankar  offers enolent Industries, manufacturer  
wisdom for today's family, of sawml l l -~  edgers  
For free book, call 1-800- and sk ldders .  F ree  
Informat ion,  1 .800-566-  
68gg, ext. 400.aT 
www.curecanada.com. 
4650. BC toll-Ires 1-800- 
H_ EL_P_W_ANT_E_D ........ 865-5297. 
WEEKLY PAYCHEQUESI  STEEL BUILDINGS 
S imply  process ing  
grocery  coupons  f rom 
home part-t ime/ful l -t ime, 
NO exper ience required, 
Ca l l  to i l - f ree  
1 -800-27g-oo1g or visit  
www.supe r markelkln g.¢oml~7 
PERSONALS 
EXPERT PSYCHICS...Try 
Us Firstt Your  Future 
Revea led  by  Your  
Personal Psychic; Sincere 
& Genuine Readings, Call 
24 hours, 1-900-561-2100 
$2.gS/mln. 18+ 
D IVORCE SURVIVAL  
STRATEGIES , , .Be lo re  
spending large sums on 
legal fees. call The Family 
Law Centre to understand 
your rights & obligations, 
Our  lawyers will present 
you with your opt ions & 
o f fe r  smar t  & proven  
strategies to help reduce 
your legal fees, safeguard 
your assets & defend your 
ohl ld custody  & access 
rights. Don't be a victim1 
~Sepsrate  Smart" . ,To l l  ° 
Free1-8B8-87g-352g. 
RECREATIONAL 
VEHIcLEB.  ' 
OVER 200  NEW and 
used  motorhomes ,  5th 
whee ls ,  t ra i le rs ,  van-  
convers ions ,  t ruck 
campers. Total RV Centre 
RV Listing Service. Free 
FUTURE STEEL  
BU LDINGS.  Durab le .  
Dependab le .  Pre-  
Eng ineered ,  AH-Stee l  
Structures. Custom-made 
to suit  your  needs  end 
requ i rements .  Factory -  
Direot affordable prices. 
Ca l  1-600-668-8653 ext. 
538 for free brochure, 
BUILDING SALE.,.,"Rock 
Bottom Pricesl" Beat Next 
Pr ice Increase.  25 x 40 
$7 ,200 .00  30 x 40 
$8 .800 ,00 ,  35 x 50 
$13 ,200 ,00 .  40 x 80 
$17 ,700 .00 .  60 x 120 
$36,000.00. Many Others. 
1 -800-8S8o5422.  
Pioneer,.slnce 1980. 
TRAVEL  
• T IMEsHARE RESALES.  
Worldwide Selection• ni l  
Stroman Since 1979. Call 
howl  Buyers  call 1-800- 
613-7987.  Se l le rs  cal l  
1 -800-20  1 -0884.  
wwW,tlmeeharellnk.com ., 
TRUCKS 
0 DOWN O.A ,C . "  
Guaranteed  ored l t  
approvals. Trucks, 4x4'a, 
crew cabs, diesels, sport 
ut i l i t ies ,  oars  & vans .  
Repo 'e  broken  leases,  
heavy  duty  equ ipment .  
Take over payments• Free 
del ivery,  Cal l  Lawrence  
S lco ia ,  BC'e  la rgest  
f lnanc~ broker .  1 -800-  
gg3-3B 73, Vancouver  
604..,327-8377, 
CREUIT  GUARANTEED 
TODAY.  We o f fe r  al l  
makes .  No hass le .  
F inance  or  leas ing  at 
6 .6% OAC for  ears,  
t rucks  vans  Ino lud ing  
4x4  d iese ls .  Se l f -  
" On  Valentine s?Day, 
• ).SENDA',MESSAGE O::THECAMPBELI' :LI ERALS 
r e !,o.r,e ,fundin  
 0 e,'l lerv!(el 
¢ ~ ~) ~ 
~-~ ;~ ~ ~ ~ :/~,~ B.C. Government  and • . . . .  ~ .... 
. . . . . . . . . . .  ~ .~. .  Service Employees Un,on , ,  
~: :~'~:~A +:~:;~ : www bcgeu.ca CEP 467 : ' ' " 
",fl I 
HAWKAIR  
:Sweetheart Seat Sale 
i r i!~ : 
. . . . . . . .  ..... BUY ONE LEG AT REGULAR FARE 
! / ;  i ~ "~GETTHE RETURN FOR ONLY 
CO 
ON SELECTED FLIGHTS 
New bookings only, 3 day advance required, limited seating, restrictions apply 
Book February 5 through February 16 for 
travel between February 12 and March 12, 2003. 
Sorry, $99 fares not available on-line. Your Hawkair fares include taxes and fees:: 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CALL YOUR TRAVEL AGENT OR HAWKAIR 
635-4295 1-866-HAWKAIR (429-5247)  
i 
LOVE-GOD. Ask for book 
#F18. www, eckenkar.org 
pick-up Western Canada, the money .  Cal l  
Voyager  RV, Hwy ST, .  1 -800-360-4829.  
www aredn-k lng.eom for  .... 
Winfield, B,C. 1-800-868- _nven.tory.j!.stJngs ~.~_= 
1447~ www.voyagerRV,cs 
Choose from Denny s awesome 10 Minute Menu between 
11 am and 2 pm weekdays, and we II serve your order within 
10 minutes or its absolutely free! What more can we say? 
employed ,  bankrupt ,  d,voroed or credit ,eeues DennyJs. More than  jus t  g reat  b reak fas t  
No big dea~ We have  
• 4828 Hwy 16 West, Terrace, BC 
Available at partk:lpallng restaurants, Llmtecl time offer. © 2002, DF0, Inc, 
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Strong chamber works hard 
By LINDA BELL, MANAGER 
TERRACE AND DISTRICT 
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 
THE TERRACE and District Chamber of Commerce 
board is comprised of 15 volunteer directors and four 
liaisons - City of Terrace, Terrace Economic Develop- 
ment  Authority, the regional district and Northwest 
Community College. 
We meet twice a month on the first and third Thurs- 
day at 7 a.m. With economic onditions as tough as they 
are, it is more important than ever to all work together to 
move our community forward. 
Here's a snapshot of our year. 
January  
- Second stage of Trade Show participants begins. 
: Letter of support was sent to 16/37 Community Fu- 
tures for funding the Self Employment Program. 
:- Randy Murray of Northcoast Anglers was made the 
new chamber rep for the sports fishing advisory council 
- Letter of concern sent to PNG about their request for 
a rate increase as it would bring hardship to many of our 
members and community residents. 
- Joint meeting at Mount Layton Hot Springs with 
Terrace and District Chamber of Commerce and the Ki- 
timat Chamber of Commerce. 
The most important point was to start speaking as one 
voice on issues that are of concern to both communities. 
Luncheon with John Hunter to discuss the oil and 
gas industry. 
- Several calls from Peace Air to discuss their coming 
into service this area. 
: Linda Bell went to the Nechako Watershed Council 
meeting being held in Smithers. 
- Membership was polled to see how they felt about a 
casino starting in Terrace. 
- Tony Reddy became the new Northwest Community 
College liaison for the board. 
:Andy Burton our MP was making us very aware of 
how devastating Bill C-10 could be on British Columbia 
and stopping any economic develoPment on the west- 
coast. 
AI letter is sent voicing our concerns and how it 
should be handled as there has been no consultation with 
the communities that are affected. 
February 
- February 2 dinner meeting with the Minister of Sus- 
tainability and Resource Development, Star Hagen. 
During the afternoon we were asked to sit in a round 
table discussion talking about diversification of the 
northwest economy and listen to:presentations on the op- 
portunities, The Kemess Mine Road Was one 
- Peace Air luncheon with the company talking about 
itself and what it could do. 
- Letter of support was sent for the building of the 
Grand Trunk Railway Walkway. 
- Letter of concern sent to federal cabinet Minister 
Herb Dhaliwal expressing our concerns about the pro- 
blems arising with the movement of 
goodslpeoplelservices a ross the border. 
- Dinner meeting with John Winters, the president and 
CEO of the B,C. Chamber of Commerce. 
- Terrace Tourism Society had their first AGM. As a 
society they are not part of the Chamber but we work 
closely on a variety of issues. 
- Trade show preparation moves along. 
March 
- Linda Bell attends the Nechako Watershed Meeting 
in Smithers. 
- Chamber meeting held at the Coast Inn of the West 
with Dan Veniez to discuss changes. 
- Trade chow committee meet. 
- Letter sent to the federal Minister of Finance with 
our concerns about he new aviation security charges. 
- Moved the office (switched sides with the office) to 
give more space to the tourist information section. 
- Luncheon with Colin Hansen, Minister of Health 
Apri l  
- Thank you letter arrived from Bob Lingwood, presi- 
dent and CEO of the BC Ferries Corporation for writing 
them about our •concerns with the cuts in the end- 
of-summer service runs and the effect it will have on 
tourism in the area. 
- B.C Chamber Executives meeting, TEDA meeting. 
- ICBC meeting re: Buckle Up campaign. - Meeting 
with Roger Harris, MLA. 
C o n t ' d  Page B6 
Proud member 
of the 
Chamber of 
Your Decor Commerce 
Terrace Carpet Centre Lid. for 6 years. 
STORE FOR YOUR FLOOR 
3202 Munroe Street. Terrace 
6 3 5 - 2 9 7 6  
) '~ : :W, : ; :  
r The 
Cookie Jar E 
Bakery 
t l  1~) .\ Proud member of the 1 
~GIc |~ JOf  ~ Chamber of Commerce 1 
%. ~L"L*=~t; ) for5years, l 
~f i - -~ ,~/"  4647 Lazelle Ave,, Terrace i 
THE CHAMBER'S Business Excellence Awards banquet in October drew more 
than 200 people. McBike owner Mike Christensen, above, was .one of the 
award winners. He was chosen retailer of the year. 
Proud member of the 
Chamber of Commerce for 7 years. 
104-4716 Lazelle Ave., Terrace 
635-3696 
• ~:i~i;!i•i ¸I/• 
:: k~//: 7:1 e t/:• i¸ 
Best Weste~ ::/: 
Terrace Inn 
AND CONFERENCE CENTER 
Proud member ofthe 
Chamber of Commerce 
for 13 years. 
For Reservations Call 
(250) 635-0083 
• !¸(¸7 i ¸: 
% : i'!:?::ii ~ 
• • -!: !i/:i(: i;'~:~i• ¸:::
:;/'~IL :~!i?~>i!~ ~ , 
I ,  
TERRACE 
INTERIORS 
Proud member of the 
lber of Commerce for 16 years. 
4610 Lazelle Ave., Terrace 
635-6600 
ACADIA NORTHWESI MECHANICAL INC A ~ '  
I~ESIOENTIAL & COMMERCIAL 
IHE ~UMBING • HEA11NG * REFrdGERATION PROfI:SSION~S 
635-71581635.4770 FA~(6~S-61G6 1-800.566.7158 
24 HOUR SER~C£ • BONDED 
,wcoovoea .He J~ 
Proud member ofthe 
Chamber of Commerce for 19 years. 
~ CanadaTrust 
Derrick CresswelI.Clougb, Brancb Manager 
Banking can be this comfortable 
TD Canada Tnlst 
4633 Lakelse Avenue, 
Terrace, British Columbia V8G IR3 
TeL' (250) 635.8900 ExL 250 Fax: (250) 635.8908 
cressd@tdbank.ca 
Proud member of the 
Chamber of Commerce/'or 2,5 years. 
D A |lAiL~rn A 
n~uElwm m-1  • J l~  &Ul 
TRANSPORTA TION 
~SYSTEMS LTD~ - - '~  
Since 1955 
Proud member of the 
Chamber of Commerce for 25 years. 
3111 Blakebur;~ Terrace 
! i  
TOYOTA 
Proud member of the 
i Chamber of Commerce for 13 years. 
i:< 635-6558 
:/ 
L~ 5kHna Sawmills 
A Division ol 
uJe rr s rmnL 
Proud member of the 
Chamber of Commerce for 19 years. 
5330Highway 16, Terrace 
635-6336 
PURIFIED BOTTLED WATER DELIvERED 
TO YOUR DOOR 
Proud member ofthe 
Chamber of Commerce for 11 years 
4456 Gretg Avenue, Terrace 
635-2341 
:L  : W; :¸¸ ,
.~ " ~.!/iii : ( • 
/!L ) i~i/ii~iiiii!i!ii:/!i~i ~ 
:i i:i!:i (i 
OMINECA 
MEDICAL LABS 
Proud member of the 
Chamber of Commerce for 15 years. 
105 - 4634 Park  Ave., Terrace 
615-5120 
$ 
I 
I 
t + 
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Strong voice needed for the region's future 
- April 25 - 27 Trade Show. Over -Trade Show windup meeting. 
5000 residents visited the booths. 
- Video conference with the Senate June 
members in Ottawa about Bill C-10, - Training new:Visitor Information 
the gun registry act. Counsellors and a familiarization tour 
August 
Over 
this month 
we are 
very busy 
with visit- 
ors. 
- Started 
gearing up 
for the Bu- 
siness Ex- 
ce l lence  
Awards  
evening 
September L inda  Bel l  
- Alcan 
luncheon held at Skeena Valley Golf 
Course. 
, Linda Bell went to a Nechako 
Watershed Council meeting. 
Rotary/Chamber luncheon with 
2010 Olympic Bid presentation 
- Business Excellence Awards No- 
minee luncheon 
Board Member Diana Wood 
moved to the Island; new member is 
Lael McKeown. 
October 
- Letter of support for Terrace Eco- 
nomic Development Authority moving 
the George Little house for use as a 
train station and museum. 
- Letter of support for the Terrace 
Tourism Society utilizing Heritage 
Park on a full time basis. 
Business after Hours at 16/37 
Community Futures. 
- Best of the Best workshop held in 
Kitimat for all chamber boards in the 
region. 
- Letter sent to the federal Depart- 
ment of Finance with our concerns 
about the airport security charge and 
the effect it will have on the smaller 
airlines. It was copied to seven other 
ministers. 
- Big Box Retail seminar with Kiti- 
mat and Terrace chambers at Mount 
Layton Hotsprings. 
Roy Prevost was the facilitator. 
Thank you to the sponsors - 16/37 
Community Futures, Business Deve- 
lopment Bank and Alcan. 
- Health Support Workers Confer- 
ence. President Sheila Love spoke on 
the panel. 
- Business Excellence Awards Din- 
ner Gala Event 
- Small Business Week workshops 
with Toastmasters, Counterfeiting 
(Bank of Canada), Shoplifting 
(RCMP). 
- Business Development Bank open 
house. 
- Kyoto survey sent to membership. 
November 
- Helped with the all candidates 
forum sponsored by The Terrace Stan- 
dard. 
- Board to send a letter to Prime 
Minister Chretien against he bill as 
written. It needs more consultation and 
make it a "made in Canada solution." 
- Luncheon with Shaun Stevenson 
speaking about cruise ships and the 
ripple effect on other communities. 
- A one-day chamber board retreat 
at Skeena Valley Golf Course with 
other community leaders also in- 
volved. 
- Seven items were recognized as 
being needed to move our 
community/region forward. 
i 
L 
May 
- Ministry of Natural Resources 
thank you for letter re: cross boarder 
movement of good/services and 
people. 
Ministry of Sustainable Resources 
thank you for Tahtsa Narrows upport. 
- Letter of support sent to 'the pre- 
mier for lifting the moratorium on oil 
and gas. 
- Rotary/Chamber luncheon with 
Andy Burton, MP, and Northern For- 
est Products Association official Jim 
Shaw. 
- Pres. Betty Barton spoke to stu- 
dents at Skeena School re: opportuni- 
ties for summer employment. 
- Meeting with Michael Kerr from 
Industry Canada 
- Terrace Tourism Business after 
Hours at the Canoe Museum opening 
- Lunch meeting with the Provincial 
Corporate Private sector. 
- Breakfast Meeting with the Coun- 
cil for Canadian Unity. 
- President and Manager were in 
Fort St. John for the B.C. Chamber 
.AGM along with Justin Rigsby (B.C. 
Chamber District 13-14 rep) and Gerry 
Martin (BC Chamber 2rid Vice Presi- 
dent). 
We also sent along a summer 
fishing/golf package for the silent auc- 
tion. Thank you to the businesses that 
contributed. The gentleman that 
bought it had a fabulous time with his 
son and is coming back. 
to Kitimat. We are gearing up for the 
tourist season. 
Linda Bell attended a Nechako 
Watershed Council meeting. 
- Chamber AGM featuring Mayor 
Jack Talstra giving his state of the city 
address. 
- Support letter sent for Northwest 
Counselling regarding the "Moving 
Toward Quality" conference. 
- Chamber swearing in of the new 
board members 
July 
- First meeting for the new board  
members. 
- The visitor info centre is very busy 
and much of the time chamber staff 
focus on that during the summer 
months. 
- We did have many ministers wan- 
ting to speak to the chamber member- 
ship. 
- Discussion about a new sign for 
the chamber building to indicate that 
we are not only the Visitor Information 
Centre but also the Chamber of Com- 
merce. 
- Luncheon with District of Kitimat 
discussing the power sales issue with 
Alcan. 
- VIA train meeting with TEDA. 
- Federal Minister Herb Dhaliwal 
and provincial transportation minister 
Judith Reid Luncheon. 
- Luncheon with Minister of Labour, 
Graham Bruce. 
- McHappy Day at McDonald's and 
seven board members helped out. 
- ILS opening was.very important 
part in developing economic diversity. 
-First letter going out to trade show 
participants from this year to reserve 
spots for 2003. 
December 
three Business After  Hours 
throughout the month. 
- Chamber closed on December 23, 
2002 and reopened January 6, 2003. 
It has been a busy year for the 
chamber. We always talk positively 
about the tremendous possibilities that 
are in our region. 
We are not the only community 
that has realized the importance of 
speaking out with a stronger message. 
For too long the north has waited to 
be recognized for the vital role it 
plays. 
Chamber president Sheila Love and 
myself met very recently with a re- 
searcher for a strong, federal Liberal 
party member. 
She was gathering information and 
was amazed after visiting across the 
north, through to the Alberta border, 
everyone said the same thing - the 
number one issue that needed to be 
addressed to get things •started was 
containerization. Help us get it. 
This is a critical part in growing the 
north and we will not remain silent. 
Let's see what happens. 
To the 11 businesses that showed 
support by joining the chamber in De- 
cember and January, thank you. 
Together, we can bring about 
change. 
Gill & Just in  
Your Guides to Tight Unes 
Proud member ofthe Chamber of 
Commerce for 4 years. 
Phone (250) 635-5005 or (250) 638-0021 
Visit our Web Site: www.westcoastfishing.ca 
m m  m s , s i n  "m' ,  
HA RSTYLING & DAY:SPA 
Proud member of the 
Chamber of Commerce for 9 years. 
4718-B Lazelle Avenue, Terrace 
635-4997 (1-800-251-4997) 
• ~.~i~  "!~i 
~/ '~H EALTH SERVICE  
Proud member of the 
Chamber of Commerce for 12 years. 
12.4736 Lakelse A re., Terrace 
~0 
i!)i i i:•i ¸ • 
ii :i i '~I ii !i;i ~ 
. . . . .  . . . . .  :¢  • , 
• , • ) 
CLOSE UP 
BUSINESS SERVICES 
Printer & Publisher Home oF Close Up Magazine 
Proud member of the 
Chamber of Commerce for 16 years. 
4535 Greig Ave., Terrace 
635-7840 
Proud member of the 
Chamber of Commerce for 19 years. 
Hwy. 16 East, P.O. Box 1088, Terrace 
635-9676 
Proud member of the 
Chamber of Commerce for 17years. 
4562B QUEENSWAY DR., TERRACE, B.C. 
638"8137 
Business Development Bank of Canada 
~Jness Loa~s & P~fmsk~l Management Co~ur~9 " 
ISO 9000 & 14000 
Rich Toomey 
BDC*  Account Manager 
am 
3233 Emerson Sheet Phone (250)615.5311 
Terrace, B,C, Fax (250) 6t 5.5320 
51.2 1 (SQO)663.50~ 
rk :h , to~ vMw.lxl c.ca 
Proud member of the Chamber of Commerce for 25 years 
i • 
Carlson 
Wagonlit .. 
Travel 
Proud member of the 
Chamber of Commerce for 19 years. 
2.4736 Lakelse ave., Terrace 
635-2277 
Proud member of the 
Chamber of Commerce for 14 years. 
16/37  C o m m u n i t y  Futures  Deve lopment  Corp .  
1204-4630 Laxelle Avenue, Ter race ,  B .C .  VSG IS6  
Emaib 1637¢fdc@kermode.net  Webs i te l  www.1637erdc .be .c~ 
Phone;  (260)  G,~5.6449 Fax: (~0) 635-2698 
kiton is * BC based consulting mmpagy prg~ing clients with Innovetlre 
envlro~entd sz;)utlons end services, 
TRI T@N: . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
| NVl RON I~ [NIAL COH|ULYANY$ LTD. 
300- 4546 Fc~ Avonue, T~rao,, BC VSG 1V4 
t~: (250)635-1494 Fax., (250) 635-1495 
www.t~ton-env.com 
Chamb~ of Comm~ce M ~  for 7yeats 
No6th 
Store Yd l ,~  G i~ Hou~ 
÷,qz~ K.elthA,~ue 4620B I,Illellle Ave, 
To-~-~, I~.C.VJG IK,~ (CemlmmofmWosO 
td,z:m4,)o.lamm 638-1892 
Proud member of the 
Chamber  of Commerce for 14 years. 
chambers  in BC.. .  
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Trade show keys on 
city's 75th birthday 
THE TERRACE and Dis- 
trict Chamber of Com- 
merce has seized on the 
eity,s 75th anniversary of 
, its incorporation as the 
theme this year for its 
trade show. 
"The theme is celebra- 
ting our history and we're 
. encouraging participants to 
keep that in mind," said 
chamber executive assis- 
tant Claire Irwin who is or- 
ganizing the April 25-26 
event. 
"It 's also our 75th birth- 
day and that fits well," she 
added. 
~There are 82 booth 
spaces available at the 
arena where the trade 
show is held and, as of last 
week, just six were left. 
"It's going great," said 
Irwin of the demand. We 
have a waiting list of 17 
and we're in the process of 
contacting them." 
As  in past years, the 
chamber has hired a pro- 
fessional show company to 
do the set up. 
It means less work for 
volunteers and gives the 
show a unified look, said 
Irwin. 
Local entertainment is 
a key for the trade show 
and Irwin is looking for a 
volunteer co-ordinator to 
organize musicians and 
others. 
"Last year we had a 
karaoke, for instance, and 
there was a traditional 
East Indian wedding 
dance," said Irwin. 
"A variety of entertain- 
ment just adds so much to 
the trade show." 
As in past years, the 
Skeena Valley Rotary 
Club is taking care of ad- 
missions. 
Money raised through 
admissions is returned to 
the community through 
various Rotary projects, 
Irwin noted. 
This is the l lth annual 
trade show to come under 
the wing of the chamber of 
commerce. 
There were trade shows 
before, but they were 
sponsored b.y other groups. 
For more information, 
contact the chamber at 
635-2063. 
Here come the cnair 
THE CHAIR of the B.C. Chamber of Commerce is com- 
ing to town for a Feb. 17 dinner. 
Brenda Plowman is originally from Fraser Lake and is 
the owner of SynapTuit Group, a firm that helps clients 
achieve their business objectives. She sits on many 
boards and" i's valued as a motivational speaker. 
" 1 --Gifts by Design-- 
CHERYL PELLETIER - OWNER/DESIGNER 
"An impeccable statement of good 
taste- a great reflection on you?" 
Proud  member  o f  the 
2hamber  o f  Commerce  for I year. 
TERRACE AND District Chamber of Commerce trade shows have featured many different types of exhibi- 
tors. At a recent one, city animal shelter worker Tammy McLean - and this cat - occupied one of the 
booths. Nearly all of the booth's are spoken for this year's event which takes place in April. 
Qu~0~ Service W/~A Rate You Can A.~rd 
Unit 305 - 3221 Munme St,, Terrace B,C., VSG-3B4 
O N SITE SERVICE 
Comlmt~ ~ & Soflwttm Salm, lmmlhtion. 
~t i~ TrouU=i~ooti~ =xit.~o~td=$ 
Tel: (2~01 638-8127, IOPEN 7 DAYSA WEEK I 
Fe=: (250) 6,18-01(19 
E-rnMk,dkm compul~rs@tek~,nel Pmeen I2Mt 615-4276 
Proud member of the Chamber of Commerce for 4 years, . 
Z 
Barton ~ =  
Construction Ltd. 
m 
3682 Hawthorn Avenue, Terrace, B.C, 
email:bjbarton@kermode.net 
l!ii:i~ii 
m 
Sa lon  & Tann ing  
Proud member of the 
Chamber of Commerce for 9 years. 
4660A Lakelse Avenue, Terrace 
635-5727 
CANADIAN 
FREIGHTWAYS 
LIMITED 
Proud member of the 
Chamber of Commerce for 25 years. 
2816 Kalum St., Terrace 
685-6114 
i " i ',• "• ' • 
Everything we do j -~  
we do for yo~ 
Proud member of the 
Chamber of Commerce for 17 years. 
4650 Laze l le  Avenue ,  Ter race ,  B.C. VSG 186 
(250) 635-7282 (P)  (250) 635.2713 (F) 
,] ~. # 
• ( ,~ i~,~. - -~~I~ . . . . . . . . . . .  
...... I~'~'~!~': ..... ~ . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Proud member of the 
Chamber of Commerce for 6 years. 
4635 Greig Avenue, Terrace 
635-5232 Fax  635-3288 
Dr. Harry 
Murphy 
OPTOMEI"RIST 
Dr. Stephanie 
Mortimer 
OPTOMETRIST 
4609 PARK AVE. 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 1V. ~ 
(250) 635-5620 
354 CITY CENTRE 
KITIMAT, B.C. V8C 1 T6 
(250) 632-2821 
Proud member of the 
Chamber of Commerce for 14 years. 
• Paragon Insurance is an Independent Broker. We place 
:'::insurance with several companies based on the needs of 
our clients. Our objective is to get you the best possible 
protection for a competitive premium. We have access to 
• some of the largest, most stable insurers in the world - this 
is your guarantee that your coverage will be there when 
you need it. We've been an Independent Broker for a long 
t ime - we know the bus iness!  
!~;~:~i~ • 
PARAGON INSURANCE AGENCIES LTD. 
SKEENA M.ALL, TERRACE 
PH.: 635-6371 (1,888-549-5552)  
A Div is ion o f  Terrace & Distr ict  Credit  Un ion 
• • i ¸ ~ 
........ , THE EtlJ 
 TeaFoR. 
NORTH COAST DIVISION 
#206-4716 Lazelle Ave. 
Terrace, BC 
V86 2V9 
Phone: (250) 635-0635 
Fax: (250) 635-0636 
www.interfor.com, 
Growing with the Northwest 
Communities 
[ 
t 
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Society key 
part of growth 
MOVING THE George Lit- "What we know is that 
tie house downtown. 
Attracting cruise ship 
passengers from Prince 
Rupert to Terrace on day 
trips. 
Lighting up Terrace 
each Christmas. 
It's all part of creating a
thriving tourism industry in" 
Terrace and the Terrace 
Tourism Society is part of 
the effort. 
It has just celebrated its 
first anniversary as a stand 
alone society and conti- 
nues its close connections 
with the city, the chamber 
of commerce and the Ter- 
race Economic Develop- 
ment Authority. 
"There is a lot very 
creative thinking going on' 
out there. It's all a matter 
of putting it together," 
says Krystal Piper, its new 
executive director. 
As is the case with the 
other agencies, the tourism 
society has seized on the 
cruise ship potential. 
The overall goal is to 
develop a system whereby 
passengers alighting in 
Prince Rupert for a day; 
can journey to Terrace, 
see the sights and then re- 
tum.  
"Whether it be some- 
thing centred around the 
George Little house or at' 
Heritage Park, for in- 
stance, remains to be 
seen," said Piper. 
this is our shot," she added 
of the cruise ship passen- 
ger potential." 
Aside from the cruise 
passenger potential, Piper 
said the society is happy 
with the Christmas light up 
last December at Heritage 
Park. 
Combined with its 
Christmas parade down- 
town, the goal is to pro- 
vide a local and regional 
tourism draw. 
"I know the businesses 
who took part in the light 
up at Heritage Park were 
happy," said Piper. 
Businesses sponsored 
and decorated the build- 
ings at the park. 
"It's a good idea we 
hope it can continue," 
Piper said. 
"And the parade is very 
popular. It's a bit unusual 
to have a parade at night. 
People love the lights." 
Also planned for a re- 
peat is a Hallowe'en event 
at Heritage Park. 
Using Heritage Park in 
co-operation with the Ter- 
race Regional Museum 
Society is the kind of part- 
nership viewed essential to 
promote the city and area. 
"It has a lot of outside 
space," said Piper of the 
park's grounds. And there's 
good parking. 
In addition to the 
above, the society fulfils a 
CINDY HANSEN, Reyann MacDonnell and Darryl Tucker were among those 
who helped decorate Heritage Park for Christmas as the museum society and 
Terrace Tourism Society brought a new event to the city last year. 
reguiar and on-going func- 
tion by responding to re- 
quests for information from 
people Planning visits to 
the area, promotes the 
area by attending trade 
shows or having material 
displayed at trade shows 
on its behalf. 
"A lot of times we get 
people who want to come 
for a specific purpose -
fishing, camping or to take 
the ferry [from Prince 
Rupert]," said Pyper. 
Most of the requests for 
information the soc ie ty  
gets come from within the 
province. 
• ~ [i ~ :  > • ,  
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Progressive 
Ventures Ltd. 
Proud member of the 
Chamber of Commerce for 19 years. 
#4 - 5008 Pohle Ave., Terrace 
635-7459 
( SAFEWAY FOOD & DRUG 
Proud member of the 
Chamber of Commerce for 16 years. 
4655 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace 
1-800-723-3929 
NECHAK_O  
NORTHCOAST 
Proud member of the 
Chamber of Commerce for I0 years. 
4548 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace 
638-1881 
24 HR. SERVICE 1-800-665-5051 
/ 
/ 
/ 
SPOTLESS 
CLEANING CENTRE & 
EMBROIDERY 
*High Quality Service Expected* 
In Business for over 35 years 
Proud member of the 
Chamber of Commerce for 14 years, 
3223 Emerson St.. 635.5119 
TERRACE 
EM FORD 
Proud member of the 
Chamber of Commerce for 25 years. 
4631 Keith Avenue, Terrace 
635-4984 
SpeeDee Printers 
& Office Products 
Proud member of the 
Chamber of Commerce for 18 years. 
4554 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace 
635-7151 
Watch for it 
A NEW web site, firstbusiness.ca, is due to launch 
next month, providing intdractive business infor- 
mation and services to a growing number of abori- 
ginal entrepreneurs in British Columbia. 
The start-up rate for B.C. aboriginal business is 
more than twice the national average, and while 
aboriginal entrepreneurs can be found in every part 
of Canada, two out of three are operating in this 
province. 
B.C.'s aboriginal youth are leading the way. 
They are two and one-half times more likely to 
start their own businesses than Canadian youth in 
general. 
Aboriginal business is often small business. Ac- 
cording to Industry Canada, 54 per cent of private- 
ly owned aboriginal businesses have no full-time 
employees, while 38 per cent have one to four em- 
ployees and seven per cent have between five and 
19 employees. 
The new web site will use a series of "story- 
based 'narratives" to provide information and invite 
participation i an entrepreneurial process that can 
change people's lives. 
The site will exploit the power of the Internet o 
reach out to aboriginal business people living in 
every part of the province - -  on the back roads, in 
coastal inlets and in the inner city. 
Featuring workshops, templated business plans, 
financing tips and plain 
language how-to guides, firstbusiness.ca will be 
organized in a logical, easy-to-access tyle that 
encourages interactive l arning and exploration. 
People will be able to click on an email Help 
Section, as well as go to a series of Links specific- 
ally designed to help aboriginal entrepreneurs start 
their own businesses. 
Key words and phrases will link to a Glossary, 
written in plain language without accounting jar- 
gon. 
Sound and video clips will illustrate the dra- 
matic story of B.C.'s aboriginal entrepreneurial 
spirit. In "Success Stories" aboriginal entrepre- 
neurs will describe, in their own words, how they 
were able to transform their business dreams into 
reality. 
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Twin River Electric 
& Heating Ltd. 
m.,, CLASS'A" ELECTRICAL CONTRACTOR 
Proud member of the 
~ Chamber ofCommerce 
for 19 years. 
~:  3992C Dr., Lakelse Lake 
Terrace ° 635-5054 
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Proud member of the 
Chamber of Commerce for 18 years. 
4459 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace 
638-8352 
 :ili 
• /~ ; i i  :/ i I 
COPPER 
MOTEL 
• 14 Units • R.V. Parking .Barbecues • Picnic Tables 
Proud member ofthe 
Chamber of Commerce for 18 years, 
4113 Highway 16 West 
Ph:  635-6124 Fax :  635-9766 
i 
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Making Terrace a vibrant place 
is the one goal of the chamber 
By SHEILA LOVE, 
President, 
Terrace and District 
Chamber of Commerce 
AS PRESIDENT of the Terrace and Dis, 
trict Chamber of Commerce, I am conti- 
nually asked, "So what does the Chamber 
of Commerce do?" 
The simple version is that the Chamber 
exists to make a community a better place 
to live, It provides an avenue for the busi' 
ness people in a community to create a 
positive business environment. 
Our mission statement is "to be the re- 
cognlzed voice of business committed to 
the development and enhancement of the 
economic well-being of the Terrace area." 
The Terrace chamber is a member of 
the B.C. Chamber of Commerce which 
represents over 27,000 business in B.C. 
and also a member of the Canadian 
Chamber of Commerce which represents 
over 270,000 businesses. These two cham- 
bers act as an umbrella organization to 
lobby the provincial and federal govern- 
ments on issues of mutual concern. Toge- 
ther, they are the voice of business. 
Your local chamber consists of 15 dir: 
ectors who are members of the business 
community who volunteer their time to act 
on behalf of their members. All directoi's 
have their own portfolios, such as trans- 
portation, forestry, tourism, etc. and are 
responsible for keeping up to.date on is- 
sues that may affect our community. 
We write letters of support or non sup- 
port, depending on how our membership 
feels and whe- 
ther it will bene- 
fit the local 
economy. 
Why join the 
Chamber? By 
being a member 
of the chamber, 
you will have the 
opportunity to 
get to  know 
your peers and 
network  at 
month ly  lun- 
cheons and 
other special 
events, enjoy She i la  Love  
guest speakers, 
keep informed on government issues, local 
events and training seminars that help a 
small business to operate more efficiently. 
It also allows a small business access to 
tangible financial benefits such as group 
insurance programs, better long distant 
telephone rates, preferred merchant rates 
on major credit cards, etc. 
But the main reason for belonging to 
your chamber is simply good business. 
The chamber continually investigates 
ways to  promote a strong thriving econ- 
omy. We invite government ministers, 
CEOS of major companies, representatives 
from community groups and those in- 
volved in local concerns to speak. 
We need to get the word out that 
"Terrace is open for business and future 
development." 
The chamber supports Terrace/Thornhill 
amalgamation as we need a stronger voice 
and need to keep our property taxes work- 
ing in our community. Whether you l ive  
on either side of the bridge, your home is 
Terrace. 
A multiplex would create jobs, provide a 
venue for sports events, and conventions. 
Terrace is the hub of the north and a per- 
fect central ocation for such events. 
The extension of the airport runway 
along with the ILS will provide mining 
companies a central location for offices, 
purchasing of supplies etc. 
And we all know that there is no place 
more beautiful than Terrace with all its 
splendid mountains, rivers and lakes. 
Tourist related opportunities are pheno- 
menal and need to be exploited. These are 
just a few of the projects that the chamber 
has taken a proactive stand on. 
The chamber office also operates the 
Visitor Information Center which is open 
12 months a year. Even though we live in 
Terrace, we tend to forget just what our 
community has to offer. .. 
We encourage you to stop in for a visit 
and check out what the chamber has to 
offer. 
As we move into the rest of 2003, we 
look forward to working closely with our 
city council, Terrace Economic Develop-. 
ment Authority, Tourism Society and the 
regional district. 
All of us are working toward one goal - 
the diversification and economic growth of 
Terrace. 
~A~i i iYOUBi  REAL~ i~i | 
~nl l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l  
Proud member . . . . . . . . . . .  li~ 
of the ROYAL LEPA~ii - i I l l= , ,m. , . l . . . . ,  I~i~ 
Chamberof ~2~ 2An4 i 
Co  erce for , i 
'P S ~ ~-,wvr)y cpagecaii~ 12,ears . . . , ,,::  
  ICH WITH COLOR TARSI 
Proud member of the 
I Chamber of Commerce ~ ~  
I for2years. 
I I02-4622 Greig Ave., Terrace, B . C . ~ I  
/Toll Free 1-866-426-5679 "~zz~,'- ~ j  
Tourism society 
selects a new 
executive director 
TERRACE TOURISM 
Society President 
Brian Downie has an- 
nounced it has hired 
Krystal Piper as its 
new executive direc- 
tor. 
"We had many 
qualified candidates," 
said Downie. "It was 
a difficult decision 
but we're confident 
we made the right 
choice." 
Piper grew up in 
Terrace until her early 
teens when she 
moved to Ontario with 
her parents and si- K rys ta l  P iper  
blings. She returned to 
the area in 2001 to be close to her family who re- 
located here a year earlier. 
Krystai comes to Terrace Tourism with a back- 
ground in creative advertising, business admin- 
istration (marketing) and office administration. 
Working in the marketing department of a high 
tech company for over three years, Piper co-ordi- 
nated and managed many different projects. 
She learned a variety of skills as she marketed 
products and services to an international audience. 
"Krystal was originally hired on contract with 
two other individuals to manage the canoe exhibit 
and promote tourism." Downie said. "She has a 
genuine love for the area and her excitement for 
Terrace's potential as a tourist destination is infec- 
tious." 
"Terrace Tourism has had many dedicated 
people involved right from day one. I 'm not starting 
from the beginning here, I'm building on successes 
we've already had," said Piper. 
• i : i :  i ¸ 
Come and See Us For All 
Your Pet Supplies 
Proud member of the 
Chamber of Commerce NHA~F'N,~ 
for 3 years. ~ l~r~,m.~ 
I Petland 
1-8011-633-1181 
4706 Keith Ave. 
Mall Terrace • 
635-1600 
: ,~ : . , - '~ f 'o :O  :'~ : t.namoeroitJommerce 
~i~ BUY ONE PAIR GET A SR4RE 
: ~'~ ~'~"~"~" Jot o Jtiend or family member 
• : "  : ~ F0r your convenlence &quick service, ~eaie ~ 
Proud member of the 
i Chamber of Commerce for 13 years. 
4605 Laze l le  Avenue,  Ter race  
:: 635-6966 
Proud member of the 
Chamber of Commerce for 17years. 
4431 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace 
635-3393 
  CE TR*L FLoWERSi 
~)~"  F lower&,G~ftShoppe I 
Proud member of the ~(~ 
Chamber of Commerce for 25 year.% ~ 
4619 Lakelse Ave., Terrace ~;~,~.  
638-1900 FAX 638-1756 ~ '~J  
1-888-325 -6667~:~:~ 
• ,i~ii I ~; :::: !i il/i!!i/::%ii~:!i:i~i i: :;;~i!: i • 
; ~• • : ?!!•i~::;i::i :(il~i .¸/I ¸  : 
 ZELLE MINI 
i STORAGE 
Proud member of the 
Chamber of Commerce for 8 years. 
4883 Lazeile Avenue, Terrace 
635-2507 
 jndJaw'J 
CARTAGE & STORAGE (I 973) LIMITED 
;eneral frclllhl ~ce  i0 Sl~',~rt, Iskul, I)ea.~ Lake, TeleGraph Creek, Pdnce 
Rliperl, Klfl nr, ll, M',t~set, Queen Charlotle City, $:m tL~plt end Smllhe~. 
-----.--~nn.lme~em=,---~- 
Heavy haultnt~ specialists, reefer vans, picker tn,cks, 
hlboys, Iowbeds, pilot cars, forkllfcs. 
Short haul or long haul * Member Allied Van Lines 
SetT~lttg the ~tortl,mest slt ce 1909 
. ~ ~ m ~ . - - - . -  
Terrace 635-6203 Rupert 624.6747 Masset 626-5020 
PROIJD CIIAMBER MEMBER FOR 25 YEARS 
Canadian Made Products ~.  
Split Boards ! 
Backcounlry Gear I 
Arderyx, XCR Gore-Tex & l 
Fleece ~. I 
I 
Chamberof , ~ : . : J  
VHITEWATER~~ 
4637 Lazelle Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G IS8 
Ph: 
(250) 635-2188 
Fax l  
(250) 635-2408 
HOUSE OF REPAIRS 
REFRIGEEATION AND APPLIANCES 
MAJOR APPLIANCE AND V^CULIM R£PAIF, S 
WARRANTY SERVICE 
FOR ALL MAKES AND MODEI~ 
FAMILY BUSIN~ fST. I~  
Proud member of the 
Chamber of Commerce for 8 years. 
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Airport eyes $2.5M project 
to lengthen main runway 
THE AIRPORT wants to spend $2.5 million to lengthen 
its runway in hopes of attracting large passenger and 
cargo carriers. 
The present 6,000 foot main runway is 1,500 feet 
short of what larger aircraft users prefer when it comes to 
safety, airport society president Fraser Mackie said last 
week. 
Westjet, which flies Boeing 737s, has already said it 
won't contemplate s rvice into Terrace without a longer 
runway. 
But Maekie said there's no deal in place between the 
airport and the Calgary-based discount carrier to the ex- 
tent that if the runway is lengthened, Westjet has com- 
mitted to service here. 
"We've had discussions," said Maekie of general 
talks with Westjet about he project and its cost. 
"We're doing this for the long-term viability of the 
airport," said Mackie. 
"The longer the runway, the safer the landing." 
"We want to position the airport for the future." 
The contemplated xtra length would roughly equal 
the main runways at airports the size of Prince George 
and Kelowna. 
Mackie said the current length falls within safety 
standards - Boeing 737s landed here for years - but that 
a combination of tail winds at times and snow, ice and 
slush on the runways during the winter offer up a combi- 
nation that can shorten the runway's usable portion. 
Unlike other airport projects which can qualify for 
federal grants paying up to 95 per cent of the cost, that 
won't be the case here. 
That's because the runway falls within safety limits 
as it is, Mackie said. 
This means the $2.5 million projected cost will have 
to be borne by the airport and by its users. 
Mackie hopes the cost can be absorbed without in- 
creasing passenger or other user fees and can be paid off 
over 20 years. 
"There's no time like now to borrow," said Mackie of 
relatively low interest rates. "The runway will never be 
cheaper." 
Airport society directors have approved spending ap- 
proximately $40,000 for design work and will make a 
borrowing decision soon, he said: 
"If we built it will they come?" Mackie said of the 
project. "Or do you wait until they ask for' it?,' 
"We're looking at the long term industrial develop- 
ment for the north. We don't want to be a hindrance J,
the future." 
The projected cost includes moving portions of the 
just-installed $1 million instrument landing systern at the 
airport. 
On the books is a planned new $400,000 landing 
lighting system, but Mackie was unsure if that project's 
Redu ce Garbagei 
Bec0mea ~' ?i 
:.SHOPPER.I-, 
AIRPORT OFFICIALS say portions of the just-in- 
stalled $1 millior] instrument landing system, above, 
will have to be relocated should its plans for a long- 
er runway take wing. The project is estimated to 
cost $2.5 million and the society running the airport 
is moving the plan to the design phase. 
cost will change given the planned extension. 
Hawkair officials weren't hrilled with the news. 
Company marketing director Char Toews said it 
views the project as a subsidy that would only assist 
Westjet. 
"Westjet won't overnight a plane here. They won't 
buy fuel, or food or catering services," said Toews in no- 
ting Hawkair has 50 employees in Terrace with a payroll 
of $1.7 million. 
She said a Westjet 737 would more than equal the 
capacity of Hawkair's Dash 8 and Jazz's Dash 8 aircraft 
now serving Terrace. 
Visit 
PITCH-IN 
CANADA'S 
Resource Library 
to find out howl 
BONE STRENGTH I 
and receive valuable information on 
Calcium Supplementation 
Wednesday, Feb. 19th, 2003 
To book an appointment, call 615-5151 
February 10, Monday 
Reports to Students, Parent surveys attached 
February 19, Wednesday 
,Parent Teacher Night 
• 7:00-9:00 p.m. 
February 20, Thursday 
February 21, Friday 
February 27, Thursday 
March 13 & 14 
Wednesday & Thursday 
March 17-21 
P.A.C. Meeting 
7:00 p.m. 
Non Instructional Day 
School Planning Council 
7:00 p.m. 
Early Dismissal 
2:12 p.m. 
Spring Break 
2003 Camry LE 
Camry is now quieter than ever. A back pressure exhaust, 
low vibration floor and special engine mounts all add up 
to a smooth ride that's whisper quiet; You get, sound _ 
engineering and legendary reliability, wrapped-Up in 
some very sophisticated sheet metal. 
'e'S299 
from 
per mo./48 rno.lease. 
$3,600 down payment 
or equivalent trade 
i 
Financing 5.9 % OAC I or Purchase Sr)~ .Q.ir~'~ 
from i for f..~,,ll f,,#l,#~ 
Get a 2003 Camry LE V.6 
for only $23 more per month. 
~, :  , . 
2003 Echo 4-door 
Economical Echo features breakthrough Toyota technology, 
like a VVT-i engine that delivers surprising pep and fuel 
economy. Inside, there's amazing head and leg 
funky centered instrument console, and other c 
like under seat storage trays. 
7:  :iv:; 
Le!~ 1 9 9  
fro m 
Financing ,~ Q% OAC 
from ~.~ 
"%.  
2003Sienna CE Plus 
You don't have to compromise personal style for room 
for a growing family. Sienna's sleek lines and responsive 
performance will excite any driver. Plus dual sliding doors, 
steering wheel-mounted satellite stereo controls, and 
available video entertainment system. 
 eo,$289 from 
Financi.g 0.9%OAC 
from 
per mo./60 mo./ease. 
$0 down payment 
I or Purchase $14966 for F 
per mo./48 mo.lease. 
$4,708 down payment 
or equivalent trade 
I or Purchase $"Jn ?Act  
for '~ '  e ' J " rv  
. . . .  " :  Your Toyota BC Dealers ?! access ,  toyota ,  ca 
IT PAYS TO READ THE FINE PRINT: Vehicle medals may net ha exactly is shown. Lease and finance oilers for quolilied retail cuotemore only on new 2003 models sold and delivered botefo February 28, 2003, Lease payments ef S 299 So, the 2003 Camry LE 6E32KPIA) based on 48 month walkaway lease with 
23,600 dewo, Total lease ahlisatiens ale 211.052, LaDeD payments et 2312 for the 2003 Comfy LE V6 OF32KP(A] based an 48-month walkiwa'i lease with $3,600 down. Total lease obligations are S10,578. Lease I]nymento f S199 los the 2003 Echo 4.doer BT123M(A) based on 60.month walkaway lease with $0 
dawn. Total leaoe ehli|ndans lie 211,040. Leeea payments ef S280 |or the 2003 Sienna CE Plus ZF10CS(O) based on 40.month walkaway lease with $4,708 down. Total lease obliG elione ore S18,580. Lease paymenU hosed en o maximum of 06,000 km or 120,000 km for 2003 Echo 4.door. Additional charges Die 
10¢/km. License, insurance, and applicable taxes use anita, Puschese pdco includes a maximum lot' iloight end ple,delivofy inspection of 21,230 for 2003 Comfy LE end 2003 COmly LE V6. $960 |or 2003 Echo 4-door and $1,380 IDa 2003 Sienna CE Plus, 0thu payment plans available, Dealer may lease sell foe less. 
Same cnnditilns apply, end uffunl may chan0e without notice, Sea yeuI participating Toyota BC 0Dilate for mere details. ] ' i i  - 
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Marilyn 'n' me 
D ID I EVER tell you about Marilyn? She hated her job at the Manitoba Ac- tion Committee on the Status of 
Women in the '80s, I did not under- 
stand why. She said she wanted More Direc- 
tion. More Direction! Why on earth would you 
want More Direction when you had the free- 
dom to do whatever you wanted, as long as it 
improved the social and economic status o f .  
women, I wondered. 
At the Manitoba Action Committee on the 
Status of Women, earnest women being paid 
very little worked hard to, say, raise funds for 
battered women shelters, photoc6pied minutes 
and bad trick sheets, lobbied for/wheelchair 
ramps at the community centre, and so on. 
Whatever they were in the mood to do, along 
these lines. Equality and civil rights and so 
forth. And Marilyn wanted the board, the vo- 
lunteers, the funders, to tell her what to do. 
"Be your futuret" I shouted at her, "See 
your future," I encouraged. She would have 
none of it and was glad to be gone. 
I was depending on her to help morph the 
Action Committee, because that's what co- 
workers did. When I first worked there, Tanya 
was the co-ordinator, and we had a lot of 
Readings. Poets would read in donated public 
venues before a wide audience about poverty, 
for example, or torture. Also, Chilean music 
was often heard, the coffee was on. 
Then I finished my degree and came back 
to work at MACSW with Lydia. Oh, Lydia! 
Military wives, neighbourhood safety, reaching 
out to sex-trade workers, gay and lesbian 
rights, even agriculture! During that time, I 
went to a really cool Farm Women's confer- 
effc'e;- where I 'heard one'delegate say-to an-. 
other, "Oh, it was a beautiful night. You could 
see the yard lights for miles." 
"1 specifically said No Red 
Meat/" 
So when Marilyn started work and imme- 
diately organized a Women's Spirituality Re- 
treat with No Red Meat, I thought, great. Here 
we go, reinvigorated, responsive, an event 
popular enough to fund itself, excellent all 
round. She came back to the office from the 
weekend, energized but hugely annoyed that 
pork had been served. "I specifically said No 
Red Mead" she said. I replied I had always 
thought of pork as, like, white. If only she had 
known more about Agriculture! 
I missed the herbal teas after she left. 
Now I'm in a job where I have to deal with 
these morphings almost constantly. If you look 
at any well-made movie with high-quality spe- 
cial effects, you can see how morphing in- 
volves twisting while changing, and requires 
moaning or even shrieks of pain. 
Currently, I am groaning and complaining 
because I miss Miriam, Claudia, Manon, An- 
drea, Kim and Rhonda. Okay, so a beautiful 
brand-new baby is worth a year off work, a 
handsome ambitious man is worth moving for, 
fine. Yes, I understand, I've done it myself, 
they are lucky and happy while I am left here 
bereft of their workaday company. Poor me. 
And that's only since Christmas! There are 
more people to miss. 
"1 missed the herbal teas after 
she left." 
For example, one time I was mourning the 
• loss of a Groovy Chick who was moving from 
Terrace. I comforted myself with this thought: 
"Wait! Don't be blue! Perhaps a New Chick 
will move in who you somehow magically like 
just as much, but for unique new reasons!" 
Sure enough, she showed up one day, 
checked out the Terrace Women's Centre as 
soon as she moved to town, just like I had 
done, to see what's up. She had a sense of hu- 
mour, I liked her right away. When I saw her 
in the Co-op grocery parking lot (I am dating 
myself) I shouted out, "Heyt New Chick!" 
She spun around and grinned and said, 
"Hey, Old Chickl" So then we were friends, til 
the minute she moved. 
Dang! 
Still, I know in my heart I did my best. I 
• was friends with her from the earliest possible 
moment until the second she went away, then 
after that we phoned quite a bit, we wrote, 
then she moved twice, and now I seem to have 
- .  misplaced her. 
.... Don'.t be blue. There are new people for me 
' to w0t •with. It may be too early to say who 
will turn out to be Groovy, but just in case, I 
am taking no chances. 
Young stars 
get to shine 
A local elementary school prepares 
to stage Tom Sawyer- the musical 
By JENNIFER LANG 
A WAVE of excitement surges 
through the hallways and corridors 
of Uplands Elementary, where 
hundreds of students are getting 
caught up in the spirit of Tom Sa- 
wyer, the musical. 
The show will be staged at the 
R.E.M. Lee for two performances, 
a fact that's pushed 
the young perfor- 
mers to new heights. 
"A lot o f  them 
are feeling really 
special," says the 
school's music tea- 
cher, Robin Hollett. 
She's spreading 
the magic of being 
in the spotl ight 
around to as many 
children as possible. 
She says she was 
knocked out by the 
talent and enthu- 
siasm the kids 
showed during audi- 
tions, so she deci- 
ded to make two 
different casts, turn- Raising 
ing 19 lead roles school spirit 
into 38 "so more 
kids had the opportunitytoshine." sequel, The 
The lead roles are distributed . berry Finn. 
evenly among students from 
Grade 4-7. She's also put the 120 
students in the chorus into smaller 
groups who share turns taking 
centre stage. 
One cast will perform on the 
evening of Friday, Feb. 21; the 
second will take the stage for the 
Saturday afternoon matinee on 
Feb. 22. 
"It makes for a lot of rehearsal 
time," she says. Fortunately, she's 
able to put the Grade 4s and 5s 
through their paces 
by rehearsing songs 
during their regular 
music class time, 
while choreography 
and acting rehearsals 
take place before 
school and during 
lunch. 
The musical is a 
composite of several 
memorable adven- 
tures scenes rather 
than a faithful rendi- 
tion of Mark Twain's 
1876 classic, The 
Adventures of Tom 
Sawyer. an enduring 
story about a high- 
spirited orphan grow- 
ing up in a small 
town on the Missis- 
sippi River, and its 
Adventures ofHuckle- 
The classic fence-painting 
scene and the tooth-pulling inci- 
dent are included. But the true 
centrepiece of the production is 
THESE ARE just a few of the dozens of enthusiastic young 
• performers who appear in the musical Tom Sawyer next week. 
the elaborate deception Tom and 
his pal Huck carry put after wit- 
nessing a bank robbdry. 
Fearing the robbers are on to 
them, the boys hide out on a de- 
serted island. "The townspeople are 
so certain the pair has perished in 
the river, they prepare a funeral. 
The show features acting, sing- 
ing - and even plenty Of dancing. 
"It's got everything," laughs 
Hollett, who adds the whole 
school has come together to make 
Tom Sawyer a reality. 
Parents are sewing costumes, 
designing sets and even playing 
piano during rehearsals. "It raises 
so much school spii'!t." 
Principal Dave Crawley says 
staff got behind the project as an 
alternative to the Christmas con- 
cert. 
"It's really exciting," says 
Crawley. 
Thornhill Junior builds 
a new musical alliance 
By JENNIFER LANG 
THE HALLWAYS at Thornhiil Junior 
Secondary might seem a little cramped 
next week when more than 120 band stu- 
dents from a high school in Victoria ar- 
rive for a visit. 
While they're here, students from Rey- 
nolds Secondary School will also perform 
two school concerts - and share the bill 
with their hosts, Thornhill Junior, at a 
public performance Tuesday evening at 
the R.E.M. Lee. (See the listing in City 
Scene on Page C2.) 
Michael Wen, band instructor at 
Thornhill Junior, says the visit kicks off 
the first half of an exchange that will see 
his studefits make a trip to the provincial 
capital - and Reynolds Secondary - at 
the end of April. 
The program is a chance for students 
from two different parts of the province to 
get to know each other, hopefully striking 
up new friendships and building musical 
alliances. 
"We're hoping to share some music 
with them in the spring," Wen says, ex- 
plaining the two bands plan to rehearse 
together and perform a mass concert in 
Victoria, but Tuesday's concert will see 
them performing separately. 
Wen says Reynolds, a large 8-12 
school, is only sending half its band north 
- the musicians in Grades 8, 9 and 10 - 
but that still means 125 students are mak- 
THORNHILL Junior band teacher Mi- 
chael Wen, 
ing the trip. 
The school's full compliment of band 
students is probably twice that number, 
Wen says. 
It's not the first time musicians from 
Reynolds high have visited the Terrace 
area. The school held a band exchange 
with Skeena Junior a couple of years ago. 
Wen says the Victoria students are 
looking forward to a day of skiing at 
Shames Mountain before they go home. 
Poster contest for kids 
CREATIVE KIDS are 
being asked to put their ar- 
tistic talents to work by 
entering a poster contest 
celebrating cultural divers- 
ity in Terrace. 
The Terrace and Dis- 
trict Multicultural Asso- 
ciation wants contestants 
to share stories of their fa- 
milies, friends, cultures 
and customs through their 
creations, working with the 
theme: "What colours are 
in your day?" 
The posters will be dis- 
played at the arena ban- 
quet room during the 18th 
annual multicultural pot- 
luck dinner Feb. 22. 
versity of Terrace during 
the past 75 years. 
Posters should 24 
inches by 18 inches in 
size. 
Drop them off at the 
Terrace Art Gallery. The 
deadline is Feb. 15. Indi- 
This year's potluck viduals or groups can enter 
theme is in keeping with in three age: ages 5-8, 9- 
the city's anniversary: ce- 12 or 13-18. For more de- 
lebrating the cultural di- tails, call635-6940. 
/ 
Oh, what a niaht 
Benefit- raises Dig bucks 
A ONE-NIGHT-only performance f atur- Theatre at the R.E,M. Lee, was nearly a 
ing the largest female cast in Terrace his- sell-out. The cast featured 21 different ac- 
tory has raised thousands of dollars for the tors. 
transition house. The Feb. 1 performance took in $7,700 
6S , ,  The V-Day performance of Eve En- money that will go towards a wheel- 
sler's The Vagina Monologues, presented chair accessible transition house for local 
by Ksan House Society and Terrace Little women and children fleeing abuse. 
- _ _ - _ 
Around Town 
Dad group debuts 
THE TERRACE Child Development Centre has 
started a Dad's Group. It's a free, drop-in support 
group for fathers with children under the age of 
five. 
The aim is to recognize and support he valuable 
role fathers play in their children's lives. 
Under the direction of facilitators Peter McKay 
and Deb McCooey, participants can learn about a 
host of issues on parenting, including child deve- 
lopment, safety, nutrition, age appropriate toys, 
and discipline. 
The group meet Mondays from 5:30-7:30 p.m. at 
4665 Park Ave. Fathers can start any time and can 
attend with or without their children. For more in- 
formation call 635-1830. 
Friendly food-finders say 
they want your help 
A WEEK-LONG drive in support of the food bank 
brought in nearly five tons of donations last year. 
"It was an awful lot," recalls Sandy Glendenning, 
coordinator for The Mix, CJFW and NTV's Food 
For Friends campaign for the Terrace Churches 
Food Bank. 
The food drive, now entering its fifth year, raises 
much-needed money and food items for the food 
bank, enabling it to keep its doors open through the 
months of March and April. 
Glendenning says Food For Friends has collec- 
ted about 10 tons of food since it began. 
It's held at a time of year when donations are 
traditionally down once the holiday spirit fades. 
This year's campaign gets underway the week of 
Feb. 17-22. You're asked to donate food or money 
to participating businesses all week, or bring your 
donation to the station in person Saturday, Feb. 22 
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. during an open house. Pro- 
ceeds from hot dog and Smokie sales will also be 
donated to the food bank. 
Food for Friends is offering up something new 
this year - a challenge to local individuals, clubs, 
schools, churches fraternal organizations, and busi- 
nesses. 
Sponsor a project or event to raise money or do- 
nations for the food bank and get a chance to win 
two tickets to Vancouver courtesy of Hawkair, 
The winner will be selected by a panel of 
judges, Glendenning says. 
Enter your event by calling 635-6316 no later 
than Friday, Feb. 14. 
Local schools are being urged to take part. All 
classrooms that collect food will be entered in a 
draw to win lunch from MeDonaids. A camera 
crew from NTV will visit the winning classroom. 
Local Guides and Scouts also hold their Hike for 
Hunger Sat. Feb. 22. when they'll bring donation~ 
to the Terrace Churches Food Bank and then head 
on down to the station. 
Kitimat residents can bring their donations to the 
Molly Gordon Food for Friends campaign at Over- 
waitea on Saturday, Feb. 22 between 3 and 6 p.m. 
I I  I I  
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DUBS & 
CLUBS 
GATOR'S PUB: Live music weekly. 
BEASLEY'S MIX: 6th Annual Valentine's Dinner. 
Book now, limited seating. Win a treat suite, spa pack- 
age or one dozen roses. Beasley.s Mix.i 
GEORGES PUB: Final week for The Kingfish' Feb. 
14 and 15. 
HANKY PANKY'S is your dance party night club. 
No cover. Free pool Wednesday, college Fight Thurs- 
day, Hot DJ and Top 40 dance Friday and Saturday. 
Karaoke contest Sunday and Monday. 
ROYAL CANADIAN LEGION: Karaoke Fridays at 
8 p.m. Saturdays, Frank and Friends play, Meat draw 
starts at 4:30 p,m. All members welcome; bring a 
guest. Opens at 3 p.m, 
", NCERTS 
[] Valentine Coffee House with Rick Marasco, Ms- 
sale and James Powell. Presented by the Terrace and 
District Arts Council and Pacific Northwest Music 
Festival, Feb, 14 at the Terrace Art Gallery. Doors 
open at 7 p,m. show at 7:30 p.m. Tickets at the door. 
[] The Thornhill Junior Secondary School band 
and Reynolds Secondary from Victoria present a 
joint concert Feb. 18 at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre in 
Terrace, Concert begins at 7:30 p.m. Tickets at the 
door or from the school office. 
• [] Uplands Elementary presents the musical 
ACTORS Paul Sametz and Dabble 
• Haynes in a boisterous scene from the 
zany romantic comedy, Affections of May, 
running for two more weekends. 
Tom Sawyer, at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre. Fun for the 
whole family. Come see Aunt Polley, Becky Thatcher, 
Huck Finn and all your favourite characters. Friday, 
Feb. 21 at 7:30 p,m, and Saturday, Feb. 22 at 12:30 
p.m. Reserved seating. Tickets at Uplands Elemen- 
tary, 4110 Thomas and at Flowers A La Carte from 
Feb. 15 on. All seats $5. For info, call 635-2721, 
• Terrace Community Band and Caledonia Se' 
nior Secondary celebrate Terrace's 75th anniversary 
Feb. 22 at the R.E.M. Lee at 7:30 p.m. Movie music 
and show tunes! Free admission. 
Check out our site or call 638.7283 for advertising Information 
THEATRE 
Terrace Little Theatre dinner theatre presentation, 
Affections of May, at the Skeena Valley Golf and 
Country Club. Continuing Feb, 14 and 15, and Feb, 
20, 21 and 22. Tickets at Uniglobe CourteSy Travel, 
Reserved Seating. 
DANCES 
• Valentine's Family Dance (no charge) Feb, 15 
at the Kitsumkalum Community Hall from 9 p.m to 
midnight, Games, door prizes. Tunes from Us Guys. 
Sponsored by Northwest Band Social Workers Asso- 
ciation and Wiip Si'Satxw Healing Centre, For info call 
638-0744 or 635-9330, 
VISUAL ARTS 
• Edward Epp; Freighters, Ships and Trains: 
Paintings from Prince Rupert Harbour. At the 
Terrace Art Gallery to March 2. Also featuring 
woodwork by Tony Wall and pottery by Dan Condon. 
. i  
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WEDNESDAY, FEB, 12 
Alzheimer's Support and Education Group 
monthly meeting Wednesday, Feb. 12 at 7 p.m. 
at the conference room at Terraceview Lodge, If 
Alzheimer's or other geriatric dementias touch 
your life, you are welcome to attend, For further 
information, call Aveline at 798-2581 or Doris 
Parent teacher night at Caledonia Senior 
Secondary School from 7-9 p.m. Wed. Feb, 19. 
SATURDAY, FEB. 22 
Terrace Tourism's Family Potluck Picnic 
and Skating Party at the Lakelse Lake picnic 
site from 11:30 a,m. to 3 p,m Activities for kids, 
at. 635-0223 .... : ..... ... ,: .... ~ .... nc ud rig a scavenger, huqt.,..G.,~ ] J~,l~at 635, 
. . . . . . . . .  , .::. . . . . .  :..:i ..L',..:: :...: .:. ::...&:,2;:~ ,. ::::i ';. ..... - 4546 for. details:. :,- :.- :".::~ 'xa~'ii~iii!.!.'~;!~'~;;.~.i,. 
SAFEWAY 
www.safeway.com 
ER~°~E T .EER~c E 
www.terraceautomall.com 
Contact ::iUs. @ 
in fo@terraceautomal l . com 
T E R R A C E  
STANDARD 
advertlslng@terracestandard.com 
nowsroom@terracestandard.com 
Your webs i te /emai l  address  
cou ld  be here!  
Contact  us at  638-7283 
This month at the 
R.E,M. Lee Theatre 
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February22, 2003 :::Join the Community Band in 
celebratiott:of Terrace's 75th Anniversary 
for a FREE CONCERT- 7:30 p,m. 
Public meeting on a possible nursing program 
for the northwest, at the UNBC Terrace Cam- 
pus, 4741 Park Ave. Call 615-5578 for details, 
FRIDAY, FEB. 14 
The Terrace Public Library has a Valentines 
Day program Feb. 14 from 3:30-4:30 p.m. Ages 
6-8. Stories, crafts, puppet show, to celebrate 
Valentines Day. Free but please register in.per- 
son or by calling 638-8177. 
Northwest Injured Workers Association of- 
fers support and assistance in dealing with the 
WCB, The group meets Feb. 14 at 6:30 p.m, at 
city hall (front door entrance) Bring your deci- 
sion letters, notepad and pen. your WCB appeal 
and what to do. Call Jeanne at 638-1915, Ted 
at 635-6332 or chairman Jim Smith at 635- 
9121 for more information. 
SATURDAY, FEB. 15 
Valentine's Family Dance (no charge) Feb. 
15 at the Kitsumkalum Community Hall from 9 
p.m to midnight. Entertainment by Us Guys. 
Games, door prizes, Dance to the tunes from Us 
Guys, Sponsored by Northwest Band Social 
Workers Association and Wilp Si'Satxw Healing 
Centre. For more info call 638-0744 or 635- 
9330, Ask for Kathy, Germ or Tammy. 
SUNDAY. FEB. 16 
Knights of Columbus hosts a pancake 
breakfast at the Veritas School gym from 10 
a,m. to noon, Proceeds to Birthright, Cal Euge- 
n=o at 635-6210 for more information. 
MONDAY, FEB. 17 
The ~iorthwest B.C, Chapter of Harley Ow- 
ners Group holds monthly meetings in Terrace 
and Smithers to plan fundraising, motorcyclist 
awareness, riding skill events and to identify ri- 
ding opportunities. For more info and the loca- 
tion, call Arlene at 635-2035. 
The 75th Anniversary Historical Commit- 
tea's Heritage Tea. Featuring a 1927 fashion 
show and entertainment. All welcome, No charge. 
Come celebrate Canada Heritage Day Monday 
Feb. 17 from 1-4 p,m. at the Skeena Mall, Call 
Yvonne for details at 638-0423, 
TUESDAY. FEB, 11~ 
Community Response to Hungry Kids meets 
at 3:30 p.m, at the Terrace Public Library on 
Feb. 18. We are committed to finding long-term 
solutions to hungry kids in our community. Share 
information and ideas, Join us in addressing this 
growing concern. Kids welcome. Refreshments. 
For information, call 638-1863, 
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 19 
Terrace Small Business Association meeting, 
If you have a small business {1-2 persons), this 
meeting is for you, Join us Wed,, Feb, 19 at 7 
p,m. at the Country Emporium, 4663 Park Ave, 
For info, Call Jack at 635-6969. 
Terrace and District Multicultural Assocla. 
tion presents its 18th annual multicultural 
potluck dinner. Saturday, Feb. 22, at the Ter- 
race Arena Banquet Room, starting at 5 p.m. 
Tickets at Misty River Books. Cost is $5 for 
adults, Under 10 is $1. For info call Jane at 
638-1594. 
Kitselas Lodge 123, Terrace, extends an invi- 
tation to all Freemasons, family and friends to 
our Fellowship Night, Feb. 22 at 7:30 p,m, At 
the Masonic Hall, 4915 Lazelle Ave., Rusty 
Squares and Sojourning Brethren most welcome, 
For further details please call 635-4215. 
Music Book Swap Saturday, Feb. 22 at the 
Terrace Academy of Music from 10 a.m. to 3. 
p.m. Drop off deadline is Monday, Feb. 17. If 
you're interested, contact Kelly Lima or Jane 
Zagar at the academy at 638-1183 for details. 
First Nations for All Nations Gospel Celebra- 
tion at 7 p.m. Saturday, Feb. 22 at the Terrace 
Pentecostal Assembly at 3511 Eby St. Guest 
speaker CharUe Carlick. Worship leader Irene 
Starkie. For more information, call 635-5413. 
PUBLIC SERVICE 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
The Terrace Churches Food Bank opens for 
its February distribution from Feb 17.20, 
We're located at 4647 Lazelle Ave, (rear en- 
trance; look for the sign,) A-H Monday, I-R- 
Tuesday, S-Z Wednesday, and anyone missed 
Thursday.From 1-3 p,m, Please bring ID foryou 
and your dependents, 
The 5th Annual Food for Friends campaign 
gets underway Feb. 17 to 22. Sponsored by the 
Mix, CJFW, and NTV, and participating busi- 
nesses. Bring your donationto the station 
(across from the Post Office) in person Satur- 
day, Feb. 22 from 10 a,m. to 2 p,m. This year's 
campaign offers up a challenge to local individ- 
uals, clubs, schools, fraternal organizations, and 
businesses, Sponsor a project or event to raise 
money or donations for the food bank and get a 
chance to win two tickets to Vancouver courtesy 
of Hawkair, Enter your event by calling 635- 
6316 no later than Friday, Feb. 14. Local Guides 
and Scouts also hold their hike for hunger Sat, 
Feb. 22, when they'll bring donations to the Ter- 
race Churches Fo~l Bank, 
Dad's Group meets Mondays from 5:30-7:30 
p.m. at 4665 Park Ave, Sponsored by the Ter- 
race Child Development Centre, The focus is re- 
cognizing and supporting the valuable role fa- 
thers play In their child's life. Parenting sup- 
port, speakers, information. Call 635-1,830, 
Application forms for Kitlmat's Spring 2003 
Arts, Craft and Home Business fair now avail- 
able. Deadline is March 3. For information call 
Barb at 632-5012 or Riverlodge at 632.8970. 
Terrace Concert 
Society Tickets 
Available at 
Cook's Jewellers 
in the Skeena Mall 
Terrace Little 
Theatre Tickets 
Available at 
Uniglobe Courtesy 
Travel 
FEBRUARY SPECIALS 
For  The Month  Of  February ,  Enjoy.  
Lunch 11-4p.m. 
Homemade Turkey 
Stew & Biscuits 
salad. 
f OmnerA.fier4p.m. ~ 
} Your Chome Of BBQ, 
 BoneyGa?ligor .... 
| Teriyaki'Ribs & 
served with ricepilaf,.caeear salad and garlic pita bread: 
"VALENTINES WEEKEND SPECIAL" 
Seafood Lovers Platter 
Start with shrimp caesar salad followed with mushroom ~ 
neptune, skewered prawns, scallops wrapped in bacon, ~i~;* 
served on a bed of rice pilaf, fresh vegetables, ~ _  
seafood cocktail sauce and garlic pita b read . .~-~'~ '~ 
Add Sirloin Steak for only $4.99 ~. ~ ~ ~  
B g ~ "g 
C O U [ ~  l __~__~J  thefamily together! 
4702 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace 635-6,~,.~...~D~,.~.~h,~.~/rj.~302 . X~.~.~
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Baby's Name: 
Kevin Marshall 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Aug. 14, 2002 
Weight: 7 Ibs. 4 oz, Sex: Male 
Parents: Curt Johnson & 
Barbi Wilson 
¢ 
Baby's Name: 
Cohen William 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Jan. 26, 2003 at 1:14 p.m, 
Weight: 7 lbs. 4 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Trover & Lorissa McBryan 
¢ 
Baby's Name: 
Justin David 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Jan. 29, 2003 at 8:19 a.m. 
Weight: 8Ibs. 2 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Jason & Elaine Rempcl 
Baby's Name: 
Cellna-Lee 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Jan. 20, 2003 at 8:27 a.m. 
Weight: 9 Ibs. 2 oz, Sex: Female 
Parents: Morris & Alicia Nadeat, 
# 
Baby's Name: 
Keaten Edward 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Jan. 22, 2003 at 8:19 a.m. 
Weight: 7 lbs. 5 oz, Sex: Male 
Parents: Kent & Kris llartness 
¢ 
Baby's Name: 
Tanls Marie Jaidyn 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Jan, 16, 2003 at 4:30 a.m. 
Weight: 7 Ibs. I0 oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Angels Purchase &
Pierre Cote 
   !Nbrthern Drugs' Baby Club and 
 fii ;newborn will receive their first 
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Roasting the ,Maroneys as 
they enter ret,rement I Yodrself ,l 
l to 2.3 Billion readers ' • or  (604)  669-9222 ] 
I l l l ' i i d l l l l l : l l  
YVONNE MOEN 
LONG TIME FRIEND Birgit 
oneys chose Terrace for 
their home, thanking them 
for being good citizens 
who contributed to city's 
growth. 
Mayor Jack Talstra, 
who started by wishing the 
Maroneys well on their re- 
tirement years, thanked 
them on behalf of the city 
for dedicating their lives to 
the community. 
Talstra said he first be- 
came involved with Dave 
on council in the late 
1970s and '80s, Terrace's ' 
Golden Years, when log- 
ging and sawmilling was 
at its heyday. 
He said he had looked 
up to  Dave as a mentor 
and  excused himself for 
his errors. 
The next speaker, Vesta 
Douglas, a Freeman of the 
City of Terrace, with her 
usual kind words gave en- 
couragement to the Maro- 
neys and their marriage of 
53 years. 
She said retirement is 
another new beginning in 
ON FRIDAY, Jan. 17, 
more than 115 family 
members, friends, associ- 
ates and neighbours turned 
out for an appreciation 
n ight -  or was it a "Dave 
Maroney Roast"? - at the 
Elks Hall. 
They gathered together 
to give special recognition 
and to honour Dave and 
Jean Maroney for many 
years of community ser- 
vice and retiring after 28 
years as owner of Terrace 
Equipment Sales. 
The appreciation ight 
was organized by Frank 
Pelle (president of the 
: Lions Club) and long time 
• friend, Bill McRae. 
The evening started 
with asocial hour from 6-7 
p.m., then a delicidus din- 
ner service by the Ladies 
of the Royal Purple, The 
head table consisted of 
Dave and l Jean Maroney, 
Frank Pelle, Andy Burton 
and his wife Ann, mayor 
Jack Talstra and his wife, 
Hilda; good friends Bob 
and Edna Cooper, Vesta 
Douglas and Bill McRae. 
Each speaker praised 
the Maroneys for their 
many years of contributing 
to Terrace. Skeena MP 
Andy Burton said he has 
known Dave for over 30 
years and said it was a pri- 
vilege to attend the even- 
ing. He went on to say how 
'lucky for Terrace the Mar- 
Community Calendar:: . . . .  ~ ,~.~.  : , :  .,. ~" ~; ; , :~ j , , ; i ]  . , : ,~ :.::::~, ,.-, ~: : ::: .:. : ~ ~:. 
PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENTS 
HOG members are raffling off a lOOth anniversary Harley 
Davidson 2003 Standard Softall as a charity fundraiser for the 
Muscular Dystrophy Association, Come see the bike (and buy a 
raffle ticket) at the Skeena Mall'Feb. 14-16. 
Bible talks Sundays at 3:30 p.m. at the Happy Gang Centre, 
3226 Kalum St. 
Does your loved one have a brain disorder such as schi- 
zophrenia, bipolar disorder, depression, panic/anxiety disorder, 
personality disorder or OCD? For free information and/or sup- 
port call Northwest B.C. Schizophrenia coordinator in Terrace at 
635-8206 or toll free: 1-866-7877 (FAM-SUPP). Or attend the 
Terrace Support Group on the third Tuesday of the month 
(except July, August and December) at 7:30 p.m. at 102- 4450 
Grieg Ave. 
Snowman Building Contest continues to Feb, 28. Presen- . 
ted by Terrace Tourism. Four categories: best effort, most 
creative, best dressed, and most grandiose (size does matter). 
Take a photo of your snowman and submit it to Terrace Tourism. 
Drop by the Visitor Info Centre or call 635-4546. 
Neubacher, centre, with Jean and Dave Maroney. 
their lives and they have a 
lot to look forward to. 
Vesta went on to con- 
gratulate Jean as a loyal, 
faithful wife, a wonderful, 
caring mother of their six 
children, and she thanked 
them both for serving the 
community so well. 
Speakers that followed, 
Rich McDaniel, Bill Mc- 
Rae, Bob and Edna Coop- 
er, Hans Thodt, AI Kenne- 
dy, offered a bit of humour. 
Alice Gellner spoke on 
behalf of her father, Ray 
Skoglund. 
A little info on Dave 
Maroney, a chartered 
member of the Terrace 
Downtown Lions Club. 
In 1959, he was a reci- 
pient of  the Melvin James 
fellowship award. He's a 
former mayor of Terrace 
(from 1977-1981) and is 
past president of the Yel- 
Iowhead Highway Asso- 
ciation. 
In 1998, Dave was pre- 
sented with the Tete Jeune 
Award in recognition of his 
involvement and his ac- 
complishments with the 
Yeilowhead 16 Highway 
Association. 
Dave has served our 
community in many, many 
ways with the Lions Club. 
He has also been very in- 
volved with Loggers'  
Sports. 
The Maroneys were 
very overwhelmed by all 
the many that came out to 
honour them. They were 
presented with a trip back 
East to their home place of 
New Brunswick. 
Everyone had a wonder- 
ful evening. Thanks to 
Jerry and Rose Hale for 
their entertainments. 
To the Maroneys: 
thanks for everything. Best 
wishes on your retirement. 
Enjoy. 
Before I go, I would 
like to send out a speedy 
recovery to two dear 
friends, Mary Ann D i l ley  
and Leonie Dupless is . '  
Both are recovering from a~• 
fall with a broken hip. 
Sandy Crawford, 3rd winner of a $500 rebate on set 
of 4 winter tires from the Get a Grip campaign. Sandy. 
must be an advocate of winter tires. He won a set of 
Blizzaks a year & half ago in another promotion. Not 
only is he lucky, but wise too. 
Winners Get a Grip 
The Terrace Autoplan Brokerspresented winter tires to 
Clay Smith, Freya Ammen andMr. Sandy Craw[ord. 
Each won a $500 rebate on the purchase of a set of 
winter tires after they entered the campaign prize draw. 
Local tire dealers and Autoplan Brokers sponsored the 
"Get a Grip" winter tire safetyprogram. Ev ody wins 
with good winter tires on all[our wheels ' ~ driving 
on our winter roads. 
Most motor vehicle accidents happen near home. 
That means those winter tires'should be on our vehicles, 
even if they are not out on the open highway. 
For effective acceleration, braking and cornering 
matching winter tires, front and rear are required. Tires 
that differ, like combining all-season and winter tires 
could create a hazard. 
A coroner's inquest into a fatal accident near Burns 
Lake last January concluded mixed tires may have con- 
tributed to the deaths. 
• Winter tires are different from the all-seasons type. 
Tires for use in our winter conditions have special fea- 
tures. Features like, tread design, softer rubber, and 
traction enhancers molded into them. They will provide 
for better vehicle handling and safer driving in winter 
conditions. 
Using good winter tires will result in fewer motor vehi- 
cle accidents and lower auto insurance rates. 
Your Autoplan Brokers and ICBC are encouraging 
road safety and are working hard to help that happen. 
i~'_,I:1:1 I i ] : | kV j l~[e lml l~  l'lvLe]I|l-=lll[R'Jl~]=r,]l[,li I / , ]vx,]fxoy+= 
The Terrace Juvenile Men's Curling 
Team and parents wish to thank 
everyone for your kind and generous 
donations and support. You have 
made it possible [or us to attend local 
and out of town Bonsplels and assist 
with traveling expenses. This enabled 
further training which enhanced skills 
towards a greater chance of success 
at the Canada Winter Games. 
We would like to invite the.public 
and sponsors to come to the Terrace .,. . . .  
, . "~PON30R Curling Club to watch the boys that - " '~ " ..... '}tl~V~'~%%"\%b'~' 
are representin~ British Columbia at 
the Canada W, nter Games. Team BC will be leaving Terrace for New Brunswick on Feb 27, 
2003. We would like to mention the i'ollowing sponsors: 
Superior Propane-BC region Prince George West Fraser Electro Mechanical 
Hawkair Bear Creek Logging Mr George Munson 
Kitimat Hirsh Creak & Gulf Winter Club The supporters ~at donated to our Garage sale 
Terrace Elks Lodge and members C~ar River ~mber Co LTD 
Teamster Union Local 31 Mr Wilfred Haugland 
Prince Rupert Coastal Propane NTV - Kathy Brooks , 
Kitimat Viking Construction Kitimat Aluminum City Men s Bonspiel & all the curlers 
Mr David Ziecjler of Terrace Terrace Standard- Sarah Zimmerman 
Terrace Curling Club and all the Curlers Blue Ridge Graphics ~ 
Remax of Terrace On-Sight Embroidery 
Comet Welding Save On Foods 
Team BC: Skip: Michael Dahms Third: Carl Haugland 
Second: Kore Melanson Lead: Molt Gyorfi 
The team would like to extend a special thank-you to our parents and our Iwo main sponsors Superior 
Propane and Hawkair. We would like to mention a big thanks to Keith Melanson who believed in us. 
I 
Smile'and Whitening 
By Dr. Zucchiatti 
ADENT DENTAL CLINIC 
Phone: 635-2552 
BEAUTIFUL SMILE 
By 
Dr. Joe Zucchiatti 
20 years of mercury-free dentistry 
Founding member and treasurer 
of the Western Canadian Academy 
of Cosmetic Dentistry 
General Practitioner 
Providing services in: 
Mercury-free white fillings 
Teeth Whitening 
Porcelain Veneers and Crowns 
hAicroabrasion Dentistry 
(No drilling, no freezing) 
Hygiene and Preventi~,e c~,re '. :,',.L 
Intra-oral camera assisted Diagnosis 
For your comfort, we have 
overhead televisions and headsets. 
We welcome 
all new patients 
Moster  Cord  4623 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace 
Mon-Fri - 8:00 am - 5:00 pm 
NV 
Northwest Tribal Treaty Nations 
;.,. 
Come to Help Build a Foundation . , '  
for the Future!! • 
Open to all First Nat ions  .: 
"Leaders - Elders" Youth N Everyone!-  
Who is the Nor thwest  Tribal Treaty  Nations7 .:. 
Nations in northern British Columbia made a treaty with each other in 
February 1991 to work together on common concerns, 
.%. .  . 
Hear about and tel l  us your  Ideas on: ~ 1--'4 ~;~:~" ~ '~ 
- :Z -  
• First Nations Governance Act (changes to the Indian Act) ::L ;~ ,  -,; 
• Building and being a part of the Northern Economy " : ' , . :~ :~ '  
• Current Issues; Forestry, Health, Child and Family Services, Wildlife 
Tuesday, February 18 
Gitanmaax Hall (9 am to4 
- Hazelton, B.C. 
Facilitators/Fleldworkers: 
Nelson Leeson '(250) 
Llnda Homer (250) 
NWTT Interim Coordinator: 
Ange la  Wes ley  (ph: 250-635-6305;  fax: 250-63 
L. ~ ~7:7!./ : 
Email: info @ nwttgroup.com 
website: www.nwttgrouo.oom 
"Northern First NatJons workJng together with one 
advancement and protection of our common interests" 
i i 
, I 
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SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN 
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PORT'S 1 638-7283 
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ROB BROWN 
Lousy Fish 
t first I was less than enthusiastic, 
sometimes downright irritated, about 
. the return of the Little Hooked-Nosed, 
• Humpbacks and their female counter- 
parts. The river would fill so full of them that a 
fisherman couldn't make a east and a drift for 
fear of snagging one'in the flank or in a fin, or, 
' most often, in one of those humped backs. 
• After one of those foul hookups an arduous 
battle would ensue thanks to the fact that a fish 
. hooked in a place other than its mouth is devil- 
ishly hard to control and a ticket to ruptured 
tackle. We cursed them derisively called them 
flap jacks and Ping-Pong paddles and, when 
' they ripened and began dying off, we winced 
~and waved our hands in front of our faces to 
ward off the sulfureous'smell of their decompo- 
sition and the irritating little flies with big teeth 
that are attracted to it. 
Nicknaming the smallest of the Pacific Sal- 
mon Little Humpbacked Man or Oncorhynchus 
Gorbuscha, with an obvious affection borne of 
understanding, was the responsibility of Russian 
ichthyologists. When I passed the juvenile stage 
in my development as an angler, I came to ap- 
preciate the wonder of humpies too. 
Steelhead survive on strength and aggression. 
Some of their race are willing to brave the nar- 
row, threatening confines of the river at all 
times of year. These qualities and the fish's re- 
lative scarcity have driven up their value and 
stamped O. Mykiss with a cachet much sought 
after by ardent sports fishermen. ( .nmoo~, corlg,~ 
. . . .  ; ~ . :  ' *~, ; ' ,  '-,. , v~, , , /~ . f  
: S0cl~eye, and chum have sel~ed.:~.t~C.ogt~,~ 
:~bimdanee as survival strategies iT i i~'h~n~- ~'~;~ 
backed salmon or pink has opted for abundance 
to ensure its survival. Thank Nature it has. 
Pink salmon abundance is miraculous. In her 
three pound body, a female pink salmon may 
• carry as many as 1,900 eggs. When this number 
of potential fry is multiplied by the amazing 
numbers of female fish returning, you start to 
get an idea of the reason pinks have done so 
well this far along their evolutionary path. 
Fifty-three million pounds of pink salmon 
were taken in B.C.'s commercial fisheries in 
1970. On a strong year over a million pinks will 
:return to the Lakelse River alone where they 
"will directly or indirectly feed every creature in 
'. the valley and fertilize the vegetation alongside 
; the stream. 
The influence Of pinks is profound; the little 
i flesh of the diminutive humpback is funda- 
mental to the overall health of thousands of ri- 
vers on this coast the thread that holds the fa- 
bric of wilderness together. 
Since the well-being of wild salmon stocks is 
so linked to the well-being of this extraordinary 
edge environment and generator of life we sim- 
'ply call the coast; and since pinks are such an 
important player in that environment, a force 
. threatening the health of pinks cannot be tolera- 
' ted. 
: Thanks to the work of Alexandra Morton, and 
no thanks to the machinations of biostitutes in 
the Department of Fisheries and Oceans, and 
the overt and covert encouragement of the so- 
called "Liberal" Government of B.C., it has 
been proven that the sea lice infestations 
brought on by the presence of fish farms have 
led to a disaster in the Broughton Archipelago. 
Last year Chris Bennett, a fishing guide and 
conservationist who has worked the central 
. coast for many years, brought lousy pink salmon 
~smolts he'd discovered in the waters inside the 
Broughton Archipelago to biologist and writer 
Alexandra Morton. Morton proceeded to sample 
,the sea with a long-handled ip net, quickly 
confirming that there was a lice infestation that 
became greater in the proximity of fish farms. 
:. Knowing full well that lice have been a ser- 
ious issue in fish farming since the dawn of the 
industry in Norway some 30 years ago, FOC 
alias DFO, appears to have spent more time and 
! 
energy trying to discredit Ms. Morton and other 
citizens sharing the same concern for wild 
Broughton pink salmon. 
Morton predicted catastrophe and it occurred 
in a magnitude greater than she had anticipated 
- 99 per cent of the run did not return. Millions 
of pinks disappeared, yet DFO will not acknow- 
ledge the obvious cause. 
The Pacific Fisheries Resource Conservation 
Council, whose head, former speaker of the 
house, M.P. and Minister of Fisheries, John Fra' 
ser, knows the politics of fisheries intimately 
and is a conservative in the true meaning of that 
i word, sides with Ms. Morton. 
"[T]he agencies governments establish 
should have been on to this, but they weren't," 
i he said. 
Next week the greatest threat to our fish, 
For the fun  of it 
SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN 
oN TUESDAY mornings David 
Martens is the first person to ar- 
rive at the Terrace Curling Club - 
sometimes he even beats the rink 
manager there. 
It's all because he loves to curl 
and he's dedicated to playing the 
game with other Special Olym- 
pics athletes. 
Seven athletes curl each week 
for an hour and their enthusiasm 
is evident in their cheers and 
smiles. These athletes are truly 
dedicated to the game. 
"They're faithful and they're 
keen," says Mardy Scales, one of 
three volunteer coaches who train 
the athletes. 
"They don't miss unless it's 
something serious and that to me 
is dedication." 
There's not a lot of deep stra- 
tegizing or sneaky shots. In fact, 
sometimes there's an eruption of 
cheers just for getting the rock to 
the other end of the ice. 
But there is an overwhelming 
sense of sportsmanship, excite- 
i ment and fun on the ice, 
The weekly games aren't so 
much about winning or losing - 
though everyone loves to win - 
they're about developing skills 
and enjoying what's becoming 
one of Canada's favourite games 
with other people. 
" I 'm just here to have fun," 
says David Martens. "And also to 
get to know the curlers more." 
Martens and three o f  his his 
teammates, Laudie Andrade, 
Janis Sharyk and Michael Stra- 
chan, are heading to the Smithers 
the opportunity to get some exper- 
ience playing other teams and 
show what they've got on the ice. 
The athletes are thrilled to be 
going to the event - their sole 
competition of the year. 
The only downside of the tour- 
nament is that only four of the 
seven athletes can go to the 
event. 
"I was hoping to take all our 
curlers," Scales says. 
"But we just didn't have any 
money." 
"They're faithful and 
they're keen. They don't 
miss unless it's some- 
thing serious and that, 
to me, is dedication." 
Lack of cash in the Terrace 
Special Olympics pot has meant 
even the smallest of things, such 
as $1 broom rentals at the Terrace 
curling club, aren't being covered. 
The Smithers invitational event 
is the perfect opportunity for ath- 
letes of all levels to take part be- 
cause it's focus is on fun, not so 
much on competition. 
And the athletes who are going 
to the event are brimming with 
excitement. 
This is Janis Sharyk's second 
time to a Smithers bonspiel. Last 
year she was part of a Terrace 
rink that took part in a more com- 
ALL SET: David Martens, Janis Sharyk (back), Laudie Andrade 
and Michael Strachan (front) are ready for action as they head to 
the Smithers Special Olympics Invitational Meet Feb. 21-23. 
most important thing. He knows what to expect be- 
"I like curling because my dad cause this is also his second year 
Special Olympics Invitational petitive event there, used to curl a long time ago so!  travelling to Smithers to play. 
Meet~'Feb..22~3,~ ' ' . ' '  ~:~ i,:~,: '. 'Hopefully we .,win because like curling for him~:says:Sharyk:;i: ~ The~athletes and Scales a re  
.......... The meet'brings'together'cur-: last~year" we: came" xn second ,Martens islalso i'o~okin~}'or~,arci: laopin'g" ~here, tl be more money for 
hng and 6owlmg teams from place, Sharyk says. io the e~;ent 'because it means SpeCial Olympics next year so all 
throughout the northwest to tom- Though she's  got her eye on meeting new people and having of the athletes can get a taste of 
pete in a fun setting, the prize she agrees getting on the his brother in the stands cheering healthy competition and the exci- 
The meet gives the athletes ice and having a good time is the him on. tement of intercity play. 
• m i 
B S ib l ing  spirit . 
TERRACE'S Campbell sisters hit the hard .the 
Bella Bella women's basketball team at the All Native Basketball Tourna- 
ment. Amanda, Yvonne and Pare are shown above with the next gener- 
ation of Campbell hoopsters, Pam's daughter, Grace, The sisters' father, 
Lorne Campbell, is originally from Bella Bella which is how the women can 
play for that team. The action continues in Prince Rupert all week with the 
finals in each of the tournament,s four divisions taking place Saturday, 
Feb. 15. SARAH A. ZlMMRMAN PHOTO ' : '  ' 
I I  
Storm strikes 
on power-play 
THE TERRACE bantam rep hockey team was taught a 
lesson by its eastern rivals recently losing two games 
straight against he Smithers Storm. 
The boys were schooled by the Storm who dominated 
in the Jan. 31 and Feb.l games. The matches tarted off 
with a 5-3 loss on the Friday night. 
Ryland Macdonald scored twice for Terrace and Cam 
Kerr picked up the other goal, but it wasn't enough. 
The Storm's Christen Vance scored twice and Zach 
Davies picked up a hat trick including an empty netter. 
Saturday's game showed the Terrace team needs to  
buckle down if it's goingto have a real shot at the zone 
playoffs at the end of the month. 
., Smithers capitalized on Terrace penalty trouble scor- 
ing six power-play goals on the way to a 10-2 victory. 
Taylor Quinn picked up Terrace's two goals. 
Keilin Stredlinski and Zach Davies each scored three 
goals and Christen Vance picked up two more for Smi- 
thers. 
"We definitely have to be more disciplined against 
Smithers, they skate and pass very well and they capita- 
lize on their power-play opportunities," says coach John 
Amos. 
"We have less than a month until zone play-offs and 
we better play more focused and more disciplined if we 
expect to have a chance of advance to the provincial 
championships in Dawson Creek." 
Smithers has a very strong team with scoring leaders 
Davies and Vance also playing for this year's U-16 Best 
Ever northwest zone team. 
"They're a good team," Says Amos of the Smithers 
squad. "They're going to bethe  team to beat in the 
• zones . "  
Senior games 
executive named 
TWO TERRACE seniors 
are on the new executive 
committee for the Zone 10 
B.C, Senior Games team. 
Roberta Perry will serve 
as the new secretary and 
surer and Dorothy Cheyne, 
also from Kitimat, is the 
new zone director. 
A regular monthly 
meeting for the zone is 
scheduled for Feb. 15 in 
Betty Nordstrom is vice Terrace at the Happy Gang 
president, , Centre at 1:30 p.m. 
Prince Rupert's Vern This year's B.C. Senior 
Whittle is the new prest- Games are happening over 
dent. the Labour Day weekend 
Kitimat also has two re- in Chilliwack Sept. 3-6. i i!i 
"%"  . ; 
i 
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,000  ad~ - updated  da i ly  @ BC Newspaper Group 
I 
[ACTION AD RATES 
638-7283 
DEADLINE:  FR IDAY 4 P .M.  
Display,  Word Classif ied and Classif ied Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a star holiday falls 
on a Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline Is 
Thursday at 4 D.m. for all dls01ay and classif ied ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 3210 CLINTON STREET 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 5R2 www.terracestandard.com 
All classified and classified display ads MUST BE PREPAID by 
either cash, VISA or Mastercard. When phoning in ads please 
have your VISA or Mastemard number ready. 
WORD ADS RUN IN Terrace Standard & Weekend Advertiser 
1Week (Slandard & Advertiser) $14,4~*(~,.gs OST) 
(Standard & Advertiser) ~26.75*0nc.,.TS OST) 
*Additional words/over 20~ 25¢ PER WORD PLUS GST 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS CONFIDENTIAL BOX SERVICE 
$12.88 per column inch Pickup $5.00 Mail out $10.00 
• (BIRTHDAY/ANNIVERSARWCARD OF THANKS/OBITUARIES / 
IN MEMORIUM/CHURCHES/NON PROFIT GROUPS) ~8.40c.in 
LEGAL ADVERTISING ................................ $14.98 per column inch 
WORD ADS ON ACCOUNT 
Word Ads charged on account are subject to a service fee of 
$4.75 per Issue, plus GST ($10.17 per week). 
For regional coverage place your display ad in the 
weekend edit ion of the Weekend Advertiser. 
3 Announcements~ 3 Announcements 
Classif ications! 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 0.49 304 Applior~l REAL |gMT .~O-5~9 
3 Announcements 306 Au~omolive 506 Acreog~/Lo~. 
6 Annh~rsariel 308 Building Ser~ Sl 2 Cabins/Cotio~ 
9 Births 310 CaVing S 18 C.ommerdol Bud~M~ 
12 elrthdayl 312 Ca r/~ntry 524 Comrrm~ctol Properly 
I S Church 31,4 Shim Cam S30 Co~os 
I 8 ( ng Events 316 Skinning 536 [X~o~ex/Fouq0lex 
2| ( Irolulotlons 318 Condm¢5o~ 542 Formi /R~ 
241 geme~l/~Ne~ings 320 D~7~all 548 For Sale or l int 
301 m~orklm 322 Educafion/Tu~xing 554 Houri 
33 Obituaries 32,4 Eledrk: 560 Lo~hom 
36 Thonks 326 Excavalio~ 566 Mobiles 
328 Finar:¢e/Modgoge $72 Modular 
PERSONAL 50-99 330 Hanclym~ 578 Open Home 
55 Builneti P I r l~ l l  332 Home Iml~a.ln'~l 584 ~ of Town 
dO HIollh/l~muty 334 Home Supped 590 RV i lk .  
65 Lod & Found" 336 House 5lHing $96 Townlmu, N~ 
70 pIrsonols 338 f~iihilenl 
IS Piyr.hi~ 340 Jonilorlal PETSIFAII~ 600"~99 
80 Slnglel 342 I=m~'oping( .Combining 606 Boarding 
8S Travel/Toun/V~¢afion 344 Mochlt~e/we~ing 612 Form Equ i l~ l  
346 MIK, 5etvi¢~ 618 Fled & Seed 
WANED IO0.149 348 Musk: blllo,~l 624 Frult/Produce/M=at 
125 Wonte~ 350 Pointing 630 HoP.es 
352 Povi~g 636 Lk~lo~ 
MER~NANDI~E I.~0-~49 354 Phologrophy 642 Pets 
155 Anli¢lue~ 356 PJumb]ng 648 Tralle~ 
116570 Auction=An~ & Croffl 362 S=~'r'g r~.o,~o*~ dogie°urn" 6SO-~WEqulpment 
175 ~ilding ~r ia ts  364 Tmv~ ' 670 [ogglng/l"im~e~ 
180 om~ler= 366 Tricking 680 Mochine~ 
19S =nslgnmints 368 Yor~ & P.,<m]~ 690 Mining 
19g reon'ns 
195 Firlv,,oo~ RENTAL 400.499 RE(eEATtONAL 700.749 
200 Free Give Away 404 Al~rlm~ts 705 Altcmh 
205 milure 408 B~.helor 5uitt 710,i~'V'l 
21(~ ~ge 5ol'-s 412 sasemenl Salts 71S Boats/Marir~ 
215 ,den Equipm~l 416 Cablni/Colfog~ 720 Housdxx~ 
22~ ceilane~ 420 Commen:ial 725 Mol~c)~tes 
225 Muds 424 Com~ 730 RV'I 
230 Sporting Goo~ 428 Dup~x/Fouq~x 735 R,mlall 
235 Tools 432 For R~ml OrS&e 740 Scmwmobilet 
240 Trade Of EV,~p 436 Holls/Auclilodums 745 Trade~SyrUp 
440 HaMlet 
EMPtOYMENT 250.299 444 Misc=llarmous AulroMorr~E 750-799 
254 Business Opportunities 448 Mobile Home* 756 Canopies 
258 Caree~ 452 Moduk~  762 Cars 
262 Daycam 456 Roams 768 Clauk:s 
266 Education 460 Room & Boa~ 774 Parts 
270 Help Wo nl~l 464 Senk>~/Refinm~ent 780 SUV'I & 4x4'i 
274 Pro|e~do~K~ A~-ommo~ions 786 Tracks 
278 Skilled Trode~ 468 Shared Accomrnodatiom 792VonslB~se'. 
282 Tuloring 472 Siomge 
286 V~unloen 476 Suil~ NOTICES/rENDERS OOO-IM9 
290 Work Wanted 480 Touri~l Aommmodatlonl 815 t~gql No~k:m 
484 Townha~ 830 Tendorl 
SERVICES 300-399 486 WanN~l To Rent 
302 Accounting 492 Wor~ho~ses 
" : 36 Thanks:i 
The Terrace Standard reserves the dght o claseily ads under eppropdate h adings and to set roles therefore and to determine page location, 
TheTerrace Standard reminds advedlsers that it is against the provincial Human RlghLs Act to discdmlnalo ontho besls of children, madtai status and 
employment when placing "For Rent:" ads, Landlords can state a no-smoking preference, 
Tho Terrace Standard reserves the dght to revise, edit, classify or reject any adve~semenl a d to ,slain any answers directed to the News Box Reply 
Service, and to repay the customer the sum paid for the advenlsemant d box rental. 
Box replies on "H01d' Instructions ot picked up within t0 days of explPt of an advertisement will be destroyed unless mailing inslrudons are reed#cal. 
Those answering ~ox Numbers are requested not to send odglnel documents toavoid loss. 
All claims of error in adverlisemants must be received by the publisher ~thln 30 days alter the first publicat~. 
It is agreed by the advertiser requesting space that he liability ofthe Terrace Slandard in the event of failure to I~blish an advertisement as publbhad 
shall be limited to the amount paid by the advertiser for only 0~e Ir¢orrecl Inser~m for the porlion of the advertising space occupied by the incorn~ or 
omitted item only, and that here shall be no liability Inany event greater than the amount paid for such advedlslng, 
Name Address. 
Phone Start D a t ~ #  of Insertions Terrace Standard # Weekend Advefllser 
CLASSIFICATION Credit Card No Expiry Date . 
VISA (:3 MASTERCARD 
PLEASE CLEARLY  PR INT  YOUR AD BELOW - ONE WORe PER SPACE 
e 
11 
16 
14.71 
27.0.. 
la .oF  
28.3E 
7 
12 
17 
14 .98  
27 .29  
16 .32  
28 .62  
8 
13 
18 
15.25 
~.ss 
16.59 
28.89 
Clip & Mall This Form To: 
Terrace Standard 
3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C. VSG 5R2 
70 Personals 
STA= = RD 
t; 
lZ  
15.5-" 
27.8--' 
16.8E 
2~..!~ 
5 
10 
15 
14.45 
;~,7= 
1 5.78 
17,12 
2e.4~ 
For longer lid. p le l l l l  U l l  i lepllt l l le Ih i l l  
Phone Fax 
638-7283 638-8432 
220"Miscellaneous 
NOTICE: PLACE your word ad 
in The Terrace Standard and 
Weekend Advertiser for 1 week 
and pay only $14.45, 3 weeks 
(3TS) & (3WA)$26.75, Addi- 
tional words over 20 - .25/word 
iplus GST. Phone 250-638-7283 " 
Fax"250~:638;8:432:or emaff' to : 
advertising @terracestan- 
dard.com. We accept Visa/m/c 
or cash. 
: .  1251Wanted:' ~ 
.. • . , . .. 
BIBLE TALKS told simply and 
aithout obligation each Sunday 
3:30pm in the Happy Gang 
Center, 3226 Kalum St. Ter- 
race. 
Buy Mqnu.fac .lurer Direct 
at Wholesale Prices 
' Cedar Ccskets from $1800.00 
i Birch Casket [r0m $1400.00 
Cremation Urns from $125.00 & up 
Fully Insured 
Terrace Areo 638,8411 
C011Taler~e 1"888"208"8324 
Vlew Webslte 
hUpJhvww.ande~s0n.wo0d-caskets.c0m 
" THANK YOU " 
t~The family wishes to express gratitude for many ~ ~/ 
.~  klndnesses shown, phone calls, cards, food, ~ 
floral tributes and donations to the Cancer ~. l 
Society and Heart and Stroke Fund. Special ' [ 
thanks to Norm & May, Joe & Pauline, Roy & ~01[  
Eroca, Don 8. Colleen, Ce, r~, Robyn & Joslyn, j~ .~ 
~.. Gloria & Anne and Betty s Church Family" at ~ .~\  
) ) J~ ~ Knox United Church. ~ ~ : ~  
r~(~ The family of Betty Oorey. ~ '~CT J  
Thank  you  
Surinder 
Dhillon 
for returning my wallet 
compete with the 
$340 in it right before 
Christmas. I know you 
could have used the 
cash as much as me 
and your honesty is 
appreciated. 
Shawn Cordeiro 
JANET .i 
I~  Love Scott 
PALMS MOTEL - Vancouver, 
B.C. *Pdme location by sky- 
traln..translt..&amenitiesl Men- 
tion -this ed & receive 10% dis. 
count on weekly/daily ratel Call 
toll free 1-888-435-3347 month- 
ly rates availablel www.palms- 
motelvancouver.com 
LOGGING TRUCKLOADS of 
firewood. Mixed Hemlock, AI- 
der, and Birch. $800 to Terrace. 
250-638-7290 
beds, tv cabinet, recliner, office 
fumiture, etc. Like new. 250- 
~38-1101 
Buying quality watches. 
Rolex, Cartier, Omega, Patek. 
Any condition. Gold & sliver 
coins, bullion, repeater and key- 
wind pocket watches, estates, 
liquidation, antiques, diamonds, 
old currency. 1-250-612-1828 
LOCAL FISHING guide wanting 
to purchase and or lease classi- 
fied rod days in region 6. Ser- 
ious inquires only. Contact @ 
re.qlon6.quide @hotmall.com 
TERRACE SCOUTS are col- 
ecting bottles and cans, Call 
=aul at 250-635-6549 and leave 
"nessa.qe for pick - up. 
FLOORING. SAVE at Tot's 
Floors. Save on laminate and 
hardwood flooring, Intedor door- 
slab and bi-fold doors. Trans- 
ition moldings and stairnosing. 
We also do kitchen and bath re- 
novations. Call 250-638-7074 or 
fax 250-635-0749. 
PATENTED ADD-ON for all 
forced air furnaces saves up to 
50% on utility bills. Minimum 
Investment $2500. Inventory & 
training Incl. Tomorrowhouse 
Systems Inc. 604-522-7709 
SDISNEY$ 
Distdbutors needed for the most 
exciting new merchandising 
program,.everL,,~lo..s~IIiPQ,~D~. 
competition, backed by~ .~ltil.~ 
million ~ dollar .... 'pml~o*tiol:lar 
advertising campaign. Harness 
the power of corporations IIks 
Dlsney/Nintendo. MIn. 
Investment $17,600. Free Info 
package. 1-800-754-9979. 
PERMANENT FULL TIME JOB 
opportunitY in Clearwater. 
Sales person in a retail building 
and hardware store. Minimum 
2 yrs, experience. Benefit 
package. Fax resume 250-674 { 
3285 No phone calls please. 
GOVERNMENT FUNDS, grants 
& loans Information. For all 
business & farms. Call 1-800- 
505-6866 
i WANTED: FREEZER burnt SPRINGWALL PLATINUM 
~ Registered Massage meat, fish, and bones for sled- double bed/frame. $300. Moffat OLD HAZELTON Buslness Op- 
dogs. Will pick up. 250-635- 7cubic ft. frost free fddge. $400. portunlty. Take over 50 seater 
YEO Therapists (RMTs) in BC are 3772 Both in excellent condition, restaurant, well established 
CoMMIe (nee 0rr) licensed and insured to care for Compac computer, 3yrs old. ' turnkey operation, very busy In 
passed away on February you. The College of Massage 250-638-8172 after 5pm. toudst season. 250-847-6747 
2, 2003 at, the age of 36. Therapists of BC ensures the 
5he is survlved by her four competence of all BC RMTs. HEAVY DUTY Kenmore wash- 
children;Rodney, Ryan, 1-877-021-3404 eddryer. Like new condition. 
JenniferandJustln=her Asking $500/pair. Leave rues- 
granddaughter Emily= her sa.qe at 250-635-3789 CE IT l r l F IED HEAVY DUI I~  
Grandma 0rr;mother WHITE MA~I'AG top quality MECHANICS REQUIRED 
. . . . . .  Linda Izat.t' sister LOST: GREY Samsung sill: washer, heavy duty, 2 speed/9 ...for busy progressive dealership in Kamloops. Excellent 
' .prett;°n". . uverton;^  , .  ' icellph°ne'ost at SkeenaRewardM lI°ffered'parKIngAIS(:lO[; $400.cycle' superWhlteCapacitY.lnglis LkeliberatorneW wages, benefits and pension plan. Fax resume to... 
st,e rat, her ken uverton all l i r~ i  Lookw,o'5 ~ herPaunto u.c,es ~ous,ns' c,p-on sung,asses. ,you hay, dryer. Heavyd.ty. 2cyc,e/mu,~- (Z$O)  545"711231 
~ going to be  1 . . found these Items p ease cat~ p,e program. $150. Wh,e F:,g=- 
and Iongt,lme companion, 250-635-1402 dalre 22 cubic foot side by side 
predeceased by her fat`her FOUND: WATCH at Wholesale frost proof refrigerator / freezer. 
i. . James 0rr and husband Gas bar. Call to identity. 250. Like new. $650. White general " 
Service willl~sh¢ldon MISSING FROML'keIseLake f F_ ,~  I new.$350. Or geta l l4ap"  Jl TERRATECH Thursday, February 6th at "Stella" 3 year old spayed fe- VL /T I~ 'LCOM 250-635-1Pliances bove390, for $1400. Call 
3:30 p.m. at, the Chapel of male Golden Retriever. Black " ' - I /VAGON / 
Springfield FuneraIHome, bidhmark on tongue. If seen ~ • s~,cB 193o / 
2020 ~hpringfle!d Road, please call 250-798-2027. 
Kelowna, B,C, wlthPastor Your Welcome.  ,cuv,,,oc, o=,oo0,, ] EQUIPMENT 
Wayne LangerudOfficiating, Wagon Hostess For I having a Horse Auction Friday 
Feb. 28/03. Tack 4:30pm - 
In lieu offlowers, donar.i0ns Terrace, B.C. is: | horses 6:00pm Consign early i'; may be made to the SGWF 4O'S n/s, enjoys out- 
Canadlan Mental Health doors, fishing, travel, seeks 6 1  for best selling spot. Phone I H6a  equwe :p.& Assoclatloni 2786 same 40.55yr old who has s lmi"  (:=t5y /0,,,,,o I R 
Agricola 5t, reet,[~loomfield lar Interests and is honest, 
y Duty Cent.st, Halifax, Nova I loyal, romantic, replies confl. 5cot.taB3K4E,.Funeral I'I dentia,. Please reply to 6 1 5 " 9 2 8  V 
arrangement`sby II[ File#154, The Terrace Stun. 
SPRINGFIELDFUNE~AL Jl' dard, 3210 Cllnton Street, Ter; J f y°uarenew|° /  J Field Mecha 
; .~  HOME LTD. ' "  race, B.C. V8G 5R2 Terrace or having a I Flooring Distributors Direct HIC 
~ 250-860-7077,~ . . . .  bob>., please call Your I Laminate - $.49 sq/tt, Code - 
:,~ ~ ' ~ ~ ~  $1.98 sq/ff, lx6 Fir- $.80 sq/ff, J 
f ' J ' ,  '~,~.'~¢. ' ' ' Welcome Wagon/ Cork- $t.99 sq/ft, 3 114" oak Must have: 
Fe ~ '  ~';:~ "~ hostess for your Free I prefinlshed $3.99 sq/ff, 3 1/4" 
CHESTER JOHN WHITE :~ ~,  ; and I H.D. Mechanic 's  tickets, strong bruary 8, 1936 - January 22, 2003 ..... " J " [~"  i~[ ts  in fo rmat ion ,~ maple prefinished - $3.99 sq/ft, 
Shaw realwoed glus,ess I customer-serv icefocus,  good 
/ I I  Chester passed away : ; "q [ l l~ .~ i l l  " ~ ,  floaUng, oak, maple, cherry- 
/ ~Terrace on Ja.uary =2, ~.~;~ 85 Travel/Tours// $3.25sq/ft, Oak, maple, Marba~, I organizational skills, Current 
/ ,~'~ 2003 after a long battle wlth li.~, ~ .; , Heaves floating floor - $230 I driver's abstract may be required 
l [ '  cancerattheageof66. ~.,~, : Vacation ~ sq/lt. 1.800.631.3342, 
/ | Chester wi l l  be sadly missed ~ FLOORING FACTORY dlrec~ I J ~ and loved forever by his loving wife (45 MIN FROM KAMLOOPS) lamlnate.,$.49sqft. Cork.,$1,99. 
/ [rmgard. VO, OFV,EMOU~rA,NACCOM. lX6" FIr..$.~0. 31/4"Oak prefl- I Response  deadline: 
Fu,,y equ,pped 1,2.3 & 4 bdrm n,shed..$3.99sq,. 3 l/4"mdp,e i Februa / ~ Children: Mari ly~,Cindy, Wannita, Condos & Chalets. Hot tubs. preflnlshed..$3.99sqft, Shaw I ~ 18, 2003 
I .  ~ John, Kenny, Penny, Anne, Heidi. Saunas & Jacuzzls. Ski In/out realwood, flueless, floating oak, 
J~  ~ Sisters: .or 10 mlnmax. (walking)tolifts. maple, birch, cherry $3.259qft. I Ter ech Equipment 
~ Bee Hall of  California, U,S.A., Kids 12 & under ski free with Granite & slate.. $2,50sqft. Oak, 
I .~  ~.  ~,ace Sewardsof Bale, Ontario, adult full pdce ticket. Stay6 maple, Marbal, heavea floating i rat 
i :  ~', :L~i~')~i~ LylaCommandantofBala, Ontar, o, Nights & get 1st night frsel Floor$2.50sqffTONSMOREI 1- I 1063 Great  Street 
~ , [ ,~  #;  ~8 Grandchildren Some restdctlons apply, Lift 800-631-3342 
' . . . .  ' andh,s Mother in law: I George, BC 
~,;: ~, www.topofthemountaln,ca I :: '~/ V2N 2K8 
~ ~  Ella Baulig COma). ' emalh sunpeaks@dlreot,ca 
65 Lost & .Found 
,: / . , : , 
i 
t 1 
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270 Help Wanted 
BIG FOOT Manufacturing Inc. 
Architectural Desktop 
Draftsperson Applicants must 
be proficient In the use of 
Architectural Desktop version 
3.3 and have a strong 
knowledge of its 3D 
applications. A background in 
residential construction and 
house plan design Is required. 
Knowledge of materials 
estimating for residential 
construction projects would also 
be an asset. All candidates 
must have good communication 
skills and work well in a team 
environment. Big Foot 
Manufacturing Inc. offers 
permanent, full-time 
FULL TIME TECHNICAL SUP- 
PORT ASSOCIATES to handle 
inbound calls. Qualifications: 
Grade 12/GED, technical pro- 
blem solving skills. Salary 
$11/hr. Apply to Convergys, 
2121 E.T.C.H., Kamloops, B.C. 
V2C 4A6 or fax 250-571-5870• 
Emall kamloops.jobs @ conver- 
firs,cam 
THE COSTA-LESSA Motel is 
accepting resumes for a perma- 
nent part.time, and full-time po- 
sition as a housekeeper/desk- 
clerk. Experience Is not necess- 
ry, will train. The applcant 
should be energetic, flexible, 
and able to work independently 
and as part of a team. Please' 
employment with an extensive apply in person with your re- 
benefit plan. Please fax (250- . sume at the Costa-Lessa Motel. 
3867 Highway 16 East. No 
835-4732), e-mail phone Inquiries please. 
(randy@ bigfoot-mfg.com) or 
drop off resume and references 
(3380 Ford Rd., Tappen) Attn: 
Randy Toop. No phone calls 
please. Deadline for 
applications is February 21, 
2003 at 4:30 PM. 
INDUSTRIAL SALES CAREER 
, TITAN SUPPLY INC. 
QUESNEL, B.C. 
Titan Supply Inc. (formerly 
Strongco Supplies-Price & 
Markle) with 16 locations in BC 
rand Alberta is expanding its 
pperations in north-central B.C.: 
.therefore we are looking for 
quality, expedenced and 
motivated individuals to join our 
team for the position(s) of: 
Outside Sales Inside Sales , 
Successful applicants will be 
dealing with a diversified 
customer base, including, 
Sawmills, Forestry, Pulp Mills, 
Mining, and Manufacturing. We 
are looking for individuals with 
experience in the sale of 
industrial supplies, mechanical 
• power transmission, ground 
engaging and/or hydraulic 
products to Industrial 
customers. Interested 
applicants may apply only in 
writing by February 21, 2003 
including resume to: Titan 
Supply Inc., 1901 Cariboo 
Highway 97N•, Quesnel, B.C., 
V2J 3P2, Attention: Richard 
Bouchard Or by e-mail to: 
rbouchard @titansupply•ca 
Train to Work In The 
Computer Industryt 
Network Technician 
Computer Technician 
Programmer Analyst 
Office Administrator 
For Program or Student Loan 
Information From our CDI 
College Abbotsford Campus 
Call toll Free today 
1-888-229-1555 
PRODUCTION MANAGER 
NORTH 
OKANAGAN/SHUSWAP, BC 
We= are.a, leading• log home 
manufacturer exporting over 
700 home packages per year to 
Japan. We employ over 100 
people and have recently 
completed a major capital 
project including the addition of 
CNC Jolnery equipment and 
integration of production 
facilities. 
Reporting to the President, the 
Production Manager is 
responsibD for the overall 
direction and management of 
three distinct but related 
manufacturing operations 
located just outside Salmon 
Arm in the heart of the 
Shuswap. The position works 
closely with the leaders of R&D 
(Japan), Quality • and 
Distribution Centre teams to 
achieve company goals and 
targets. 
The successful candidate will 
have an education In 
Mechanleal/Industrlal 
Engineering er equivalenl 
experience and a mlnlmum of 5 
years experience In 
Manufacturing Management. 
The position Is detail oriented, 
requires analytical skills and 
excellent interpersonal skills. 
Extensive reporting as well as 
the ability to work in a 
customer-driven environment 
and meet tight deadlines is 
expected. We are looking for a 
long-term commitment from a 
pro-active team player with 
strong leadership and 
collaborative abilities. Some 
travel to our Head Office in 
Tokyo, Japan Is required• 
Please submit resumes by fax 
to : Big Foot Mfg. 250.835- 
4732, Attn: PM-0203 or emall 
brell@ bigfoot-mfg.com Only 
those selected for an interview 
will be contacted. 
266 Educat ion  
MAKE BOOKS 
YOUR BUSINESS! 
$40K Year Guaranteed 
Overwhelming response to 
book and girl displays has 
created a position in the 
area. Duties include 
dropping off samples and 
delivering orders. 
* No experience necessary 
0 Suitable vehicle required 
° Interne Access a must 
Visit us on line: 
www•alironmarketinq•co_m 
Call toll [ree 877-325-4766 
282 Tutor ing  :., 
- , , L i ' 
- : • . , .  
314Ch i ld  Care  : : 
GOLF SCHOOL 2003, 
arksville BC, Vancouver 
land. Momingstar 
Internation'al Golf Academy, 
spring, summer golf schools. 3 
day classes, unlimited golf and 
practice, CPGA Instruction. 
1.800-567-1320. 
www•momingstar.bc.ca 
logging truck operator wanted In 
Vernon, B.C. Call 250-542- 
8642 or 250.308-0260. 
SMALL WELL-ESTABLIsHED 
hotel near Belle Coola on the 
Central Coast requires an 
expedenced line cook with good 
references. Full time, year- 
round work with opportunity for 
advancement. A professional 
approach and good ettitude Is a 
must. Fax covering letter (with 
phone number) and resume to 
Brian Roe, The Bay Motor Hotel 
at (250) 982-2330. 
CLASS ONE driver required for 
Interior based company. 2 years 
Super B flat deck expedanoe 
required on general freight. We 
offer p0rtormance based 
renumeratlon, assigned units, 
benefits, direct deposit. Company 
operates primarily BC/BC-AB. Fax 
resume & abstract. 250-820-1490. 
MANAGER - Building Supplies 
LIIIooet Builders World Ltd• Is a 
Timbermart dealer in the small 
Interior community of LIIIooet• 
Applicants must have several 
years experience in all aspects 
of contractor and retail building 
supply sales In a computerized 
work environment. Salary 
commensurate with experience. 
Please reply in confidence to: 
Controller, P.O. Box 1447, 
Lillooet, BC V0K 1V0. 
COMMERCIAL cLAss 1 
Driving instructor I.C.B.C. 
Certified. Preference given to 
those with air brake instructors 
license. Phone 1-800-327-1977 
or e-mail csmtrucks@yahoo.ca 
ACCESS TO a computer? 
Work online from home, large 
international company in 53 
countries around the world. Full 
training, above average income, 
www.afortunetoday.com or call 
1-800-378-4043. 
EARN MONEY and make a dif- 
ference. Discovery Toys needs 
Reps in your area. Quality toys, 
books, and software. Low start- 
up cost and training provided. 
Call Sue 1-866-238-8697 
WILL TUTOR math and phys- 
ics, grade 12 and higher. 
$15/hr. Call Sidney 250-635- 
2695. 
REGISTERED NURSES 
for casual and temporary 
full-time employment 
Multi-Disciplinary Unit 
Opportunities for temporary 
~JII-time work. Develop 
your maternity and 
emergency nursing skills. 
Please submit resume and 
cover letter of application to: 
Corinne Hams 
Director of Care 
Bag 999 
Hazehon, B.C. 
V0J 1Y0 
Enquiries may be made to Corinne 
Hamill at 1-250-8,42-5211 
I I  
lake Babine 
Nation 
Fort Bab ine  Manager  
The Lake Babine Nation is 
seeking a motivated, and 
reliable Manager to administer 
the Fort Babino Band Office, 
located 116 Kilometres north of 
Smithers, overlooking the 
renowned Babine Lake. 
Educat ion  D i rec tor  
Reporting te the Lake Babino 
Nation General Manager, the 
Education Director shall be 
responsible for: 
Full duties and qualifications 
can be viewed at: 
Job Opportunities inthe 
Bulkley Valley at 
www.interior-nows.com 
Closing Date: February 19, 
2003 
Please send resume, with 
salary expectations to:
General Manager 
Lake Babine Nation 
P.O. Box 879 
Bums Lake, BC V0J I E0 
A-1 SIDING and gutters. We in- 
stall 5" continuous gutters in as- 
sorted colours. Best rate in 
town. Also install soffit, fascia, 
and vinyl siding. 20% Seniors 
discount. 250-635-9714 
FOR HIRE: OWNER/OPERA- 
TOR of 2000-CAT 325BL 
Butt'n'top log loader, c/w high 
walker. Looking for work in the 
Terrace forest district. Log load- 
ing as well as forwarding and 
brush piling. I.S.O. Certified, 1st 
Aid Ticket as well as WCB 
Number. Contact Syd at 250- 
847-4628 
HOME RENOVATIONS + Re- 
pairs.Good prices, good work- 
manship. Free estimates. Rea- 
sonable rates. Over 30 years 
experience. Call Alex 250-615- 
5475. 
BOOKKEEPING SERVICES: 
Set up and maintenance of your 
small business requirements. 
Serving the Northwest for over 
9 years. Phone 250-635-9592. 
FELTSTORIESI WANT to 
make storytime fun? Try a felt 
story. Great for daycares, pre- 
schools, schools and at home. 
Call Sandra 250-635-3191 
evenings. 
LITTLE RUGRATS DAYCARE 
wants to take care of your child! 
Our licensed facilities Is located 
on Halliwell Ave. We are close 
to uplands school and play- 
.. ground. Spaces available for all 
"ages. For information and regis- 
tration call Robin 250-635-4947. 
LOOKING FOR childcare in the 
Thornhill area? Hollybear's fa- 
mily daycare located on 
Queensway has immediate 
openings for 1 full-time under 5 
& 2 Kindergarten. This family 
daycare is run by early child- 
hood educator with 3 1/2 years 
experience In infant/toddler cen- 
ter + 1 year managing a pre- 
school program[ Flexible hours 
+ competitive rates. Call Tonya 
at 250-638-8931 anytime. 
Position available for 
CONTROLLER 
with Summit Reforestation & Forest Management Ltd. 
Must have completed or near completion of an 
accounting designation. Must have some 
background in personal and corporate tax. Must 
have hands on experience managing a payroll for 
200+ employees. This includes dealing with human 
resource issues, payroll regulations, and Workers 
Compensation requirements. Must be proficient with 
use Of Word, Excel and Simply Software programs, 
and have experience with Access. Must have 
experience with cash and budget setup and controls. 
Must have very strong writing and communication 
skills. Minimum starting salary of $45,000/annum 
based on experience. Resumes can be emailed to 
summil@bulkley.net or fax to: 250-847-6009. 
Deadline - February 151h, 2003 
I 
i l g g u ~ n l  i ~  l O W  
Child Care? 
Skeena Child Care Resource and 
Referral has information  
child care options and on 
choosing child care, 
Drop by The Family Place 
at 4553 Park Ave. 
or call 638-1113. 
Skeena CCRR Is a program of the 
Terrace Woman's Resource Centre 
and is funded by the Ministry of Social 
~evelopment and Economic Secur b
FREE CREDIT COUNSELLING 
• Consolidate debts 
• One Low Monthly Payment 
• Eliminate or Reduce Interest 
,Rebuild Your Credit Rating 
Credit Counselling Society of BC 
NON PROFIT SERVICE 
1-888-527-8999 
FREE CREDIT counselling. 
Consolidate debts, one low pay- 
ment. Eliminate or reduce inter- 
est. Rebuild your credit rating. 
Credit counselling Society of 
B.C. NON PROFIT SERVICE. 
1-888-527-8999 
H0rlhetil Hearing & Safetv Training 
WCB OFA Level  1 
Wed., Feb. 19 Sat., March I ........................................ S90 
WCB OFA Transpor ta t ion  Endorsement  
Thurs., Feb. 20 Sun., March 2 ....................................... S90 
WCB OFA Level  I w/Adult (are 
Mon., Feb. 24(Ful!) Tues., Feb 25 ............................. S115 
WCB OFA Level  3 
March 3-14 ................................................................... S675 
.WHMIS  - Anytime via compuler .............................. S55 
TDG Clear Languacle 
Anytime via Computer .................................................. $75  
Commercial iz ing Ideas: 
Innovations in Product Development 
Northwest Community College and 16/37 Community 
Futures Development Corporation are partnering to bring 
you a one-day workshop in "Commercializing Ideas" 
Got an Idea? Ara you innovative? Do you want to take a 
:. PRODUCT Ora SERVICE to market? i: Will Someone buy it? 
i!iiTiiiS~One~ay'Woiksh~p~ c O~ervario~siOpiCsfflCluding: : 
~, idear EvaluatI0ri i:: 
• Product Defihtti0n. :: ::: ',i':::!i~i ::i:i~!i: :; ~ !:.: ~ i
• Product Launch" ........... ,.-:: i~!~ 
Kitimat Campus . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
February 27th ............ Thursday 
: ;March::14th ~:Li.i~::i::;:::i!~; FrMayi::~:!:i:!~:i?.':;i.. 8:3Obm:4~3opm 
Timber Framing : I 
• Northwest Community College, Terrace Campus is pleased I 
to offer an intensive hands-on ful-time, five-week work' I 
: shop on Timber Frame Bent construction. Persons with little i I 
or no background in carpentery are weloomel :: I 
Learners wilt be taught the safeuse of production power " 
:and hand tools: A t mber frame building will b e constructed 
and raisedus ng tiaditlonal square,rule layout and mortise 
and  tenon joinery that isUsed in the'indUstry today. ~.i~ :;. 
~earners must bephysically fftand supply own Saie~ G~a';:::i ....
Some of the topiCs{hat WSbe preseh{ed include: i: ~;:':: 
' • a description of the Timber Frame Trade ~',i :. ~ ;:iii: 
: safe work practices .... ': ::::; :: i:,:: ~;! 
use of hand too s, portable power tools: ~: ~;:;:;i:i!{:i.:~:~'.:':.i!::~!i~!: 
and shep equ pment :?: ~.ii:;., :i, : .? ::~::;i i~:-'!i;i~ i',;~!.' 
course w 'i~e;i mRe'd io a maximum of 12 p~i~i~an~i To 
ensure a seat, please register by March~l'4; 2003 :~: 
150 hours •.•i;;i!:':i~;i•••. Mon:Frii:;:ii:i:'!:::.:ii:i! 81"30-3:3Opm 
March 31.MaV:2 ~i~:•••,:L:.:i:!;.:.:!ii:::,,i~!;ii::~i:::i. ............. $1750 
• • ' : ' i  ~ 
 NORTHWEST 
: i : Take a closer look. 
Burn Your Own CD 
Feb 15 • Sat • 12:00pm-3:OOpm 
$39 
Inlro to Accounting 
Feb 18-20 • Tue,rrhu ° 7:00pm-10:OOpm 
$79 
Airbrakes ,. $220 
Feb 18-22 • Tue-Sat • 6:30-10:30pml8-4pm - - 
OFA Level I $89 
Feb 20 • Thu :, 8:30am-4:30pm ' 
Worksafe: Joint OH&S Committee Training ,-;, $99 
Feb 21 : - Fri"*' 8:30am:Si3Opm " L, . . . . . . . .  
Foodsafe Level I $99 
Feb 21-22 • Fd-Saf * 6prn-1Opm/9am-4pm 
Traffic Conlrol Recedification $60 
Feb22 • Sat • 12:30pm-4:30pm i- 
Simply Accou~lng 7.0 • ."  ' " ~ -:-.'; $184i 
Feb24-Mar5 , Mon/Wed 7;OOpm.lO:OOpm ' " : : ' : . . .  ' 
,Refinishing Wood Furnllure $299 
Feb 24-Mar26 * MonlWed • 7:00pmqO:O0pm • 
Cashier Training .... : $99 
Feb25-27 • Tue/Thu * 6:30pm:10:00pm 
Italian For Beginners $89+gsf 
Feb 25-Mar 20 , Tue/Thu •/7:00pm-9:00pm 
AUIoCAD $269 
Feb 25-Mar 27 • Tue/Thu ~ • 7:00pm-10:00pm 
NORTHWEST 
Take a closer look, 
!~ ~ ~ ~ ! :! !~. :~:; i:~i~ ~ i !:!:!:".'$::: : '>: ' ' ' '~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " '  ":':'::::::~:~:i ~! !:: ::~:ii ~! ~ ~ ~ :i~ 
....... ;::::~;::::::~:~:~:~i~:~:i~  i:ii:iii :i::!i:i~:::ii!~i~:.~:::/:ii!::~i!ii!i::~:.! ~:~ ~., 
~!~!i~i!:: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  :::. .~:.::i:i~.: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  _...... ~.~+~.~.~:~:~:~x~:::~:::~:~:~:;~:~:~P~;?.~:~>:~>~;~:::?~ 
SERVICES LTD. 
SPECIAL ISTS  IN  CLEANING 
• CHIMNEYS & FURNACES *SEPTIC TANK & DRAINS 
• AIR DUCTS *SEPTIC FIELD FLUSHING 
• BOILERS *CATCH BASIN & SUMP PITS 
• FIREPLACES *REST. GREASE TRAPS 
• AI"rlC INSULATION REMOVAL .ELECTRIC SNAKE 
• AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS .FLOOD CLEAN UPS 
• PAINT BOOTHS *VACUUM EXCAVATION 
Industrial Vacuum Trucks 635-  1 1 32  
SEAPORT LIMOUSINE LTD. 
PASSENGER AND EXPRESS SERVICE 
Daily scheduled bus service from Stewart to 
Terrace and return, and all points in between. Pick- 
up and delivery of goods in Terrace, C.O.D. and 
courier service. 
P.O. Box 217, Stewart, B.C. 
Ph: 636-2622 FAX: 636-2633 
Terrace Depot: 635-7676 
GET BACK on trackl Bad cred- 
it? Bills? Unemployed? Need 
Money? We lendH If you own 
your own home you qualify 1- 
877-987-1420 www.pioneer- 
west.cam Member of the Better 
Business Bureau. 
STEELHEAD MACHINE & 
FABRICATING LTO.in Salmon 
Arm, BC offers custom design 
machining, fabricating and 
welding. Visit our website:' 
@ www.steelheadmachine.com 
or phone (250)832-1161• 
SMART PAINTING Experi- 
enced painting contractor will 
paint Fall and Winter interior 
residiential and commercial 
painting. 10% paint discount 
from supplier. Seniors 15% la- 
bour discount. Professional 
quality work. Reasonable rates. 
Free estimates. References 
available. Call Karl. 250-615- 
0199 
ROMANTIC GETAWAY 
Weekend Gourmet Cooking 
Class. Pdvate wine tasting. 
February 21-23 or March 21-23, 
2003. A Rover's Rest B & B 
Shuswap Lake. 1-866-768.3722 
www.aroversrest.com 
2BEDROOM UNIT in Thornhill, 
utilities included. Laundry facili- 
ties available. $550/month, no 
• pets. Available immediately. 
.Damage deposit required. Plus 
2 bedroom half duplex. In 
• town,f/s, w/d, $550/month + de- 
posit. 3bedroom house, wash- 
er/dryer, fridge/stove, fireplace. 
Hosptlal area. $650/mo + DD. 
, .Call 250-636-5992. 
l&  2BEDROOM apartments 
.~ava abe immediately. Call 
• 250-635-5136 or 250-635-6428 
1, 2, AND 3BEDROOM apart- 
ments available. Heat, hot wa- 
,ter, electricity Included. Live In 
manager, on site security. 250- 
• 635-3409 or 250-636-0015 
1,2,3 BEDROOM apartments in 
, various locations in town. Utili- 
• ties included/optional• Some 
available immediately. Also a 
basement suite. Rent negoti- 
• able. Make an offer. Please 
phone 250-635-6611 
1.2.3 BEDROOM apartments. 
.Available immediately. On-site 
management. References requ- 
ired. 250-635-6428 or 250-638- 
0015 or 250-615-0345 
HUNTINGTON 
APARTMENTS 
Taking Applications 
Now 
for1 &2 
Bedroom suites 
• Clean, quiet renovated suites 
• Ample parking 
• Laundry facilities 
, Close to schools & downtown 
• On bus mute 
• On site management 
• No pets 
• References required 
To view call 
638-1748 
Summit Square 
Apartments 
1 & 2 Bedroom Units 
• Quiet & Clean 
• No Pets 
• Ample Parking 
• Laundry Facilities 
• Close to Schools & 
Hospital 
• On Bus Route 
• Security Entrance 
• On site Building Manager 
• Basketball, Volleyball & 
Racquetball Courts 
• 24hr Video Surveillance 
SENIOR CITIZENS WELCOME 
Ask for Monlca Warner 
408; Bachelor  :i 
• : Su i te  :=I i 
• . . , • • 
Call: 635-4478 
1BEDROOM APARTMENT. 
Cable and laundry facilities 
available. New management 
onsite. No pets please. 250- 
615-5441 
1BEDROOM FURNISHED 
apartment in Thornhill. Single 
occupancy only. No pets, refer- 
ences required. $360 + $180 
security deposit. Call 250-635- 
2065 
APARTMENT FOR rent. Top 
floor, southern view, 2bdrm, 
balcony, raquetball and basket- 
'ball courts. Laundry facilities in 
;building $450/mo, hot water In- 
cluded. Security deposit and re- 
ference required. Call Kelly at 
250-638-5633 or 250-798-2635 
FOR RENT: 2bedroom apart- 
ments in Thornhill• $325/mo, 
available immediately. 250-638- 
0438 
NEWER SPACIOUS 2 and 3 
'bedroom, security entrance, 4 
appliances. No pets/smoking• 
Walking distance to downtown. 
Available immediately. 250-638- 
• 0046 eveninf:lS or 250-635-4852 
:NEWLY RENOVATED 2 bed- 
room apartment. Close to 
schools and hospital. $475/mo 
References required 250-635- 
5103. 
SMALL APARTMENT in 4 plex 
in Thornhill. Ideal for single per- 
son or couple. To view 250- 
635-8288 
TWO AND A HALF BEDROOM 
APARTMENTS. 4623 Hau- 
gland, full kitchen and living- 
room. Recently renovated, elec-: 
tric heat. $600/month plus $300 
deposit, Available February 
lst,2003. Call 250-638-1348 
Mariaor 250-635-5800 Tony. 
PARK MANOR APTS. 
2 Bedroom Aport , ,  
$600•00 month, includes 
heat. Close to swimming 
pool & downtown. 
No pets. 
References required. 
Phone 635-3475 
CLINTON MANOR 
WE ARE TAKING APPLICATIONS 
FOR A BACHELOR SUITE 
s420.00  month. 
AND ONE BEDROOM APT. 
5500.00 month. 
One block from swimming pool. 
No Pets, references required. 
Phone 635-3475 
I] COACHMAN il 
II APARTMENTS II 
I I  4204 N. Sparks I| 
II I 1 & 2 Bedroom Apts. II 
I I  On Site Management I I 
I I  Security Entrance with III 
II I Undercover Parking Ill 
II I &Elevator. Laundry Ill 
I I  facilities on each floor II 
II I On Bus Route II 
II I No Pets III 
IITo View a Clean &ll 
II Quiet Building II 
II on the Bench !1 
|t 638-8554 JJ 
i 
3BEDROOM BASEMENT suite 
close to town and schools. 
Available immediately• Phone 
250-635-2360 
:!i; ~ 440 Housed  
PRUNING"  ..... 
SNOW REMOVAL 
Terrace, B.C. 
Qulnton Freemen .a~ Freeman (2S0) 635"2652 
~ i~ ecISEL¥ Rlr~" 
~ ,,,.,. '--~our Moving Professionals Since 1997 
, .~B:~ #uck & N~ ,,~ & ZEE Trailezs at Yol~r Sen/ice! 
"~-~F~,~ * Across town or the country 
~,~"~-. , Will assist or load for you 
~ ~  , Reasonable Rates 
~-866-6~5-0002 
I - -  ~ ADVANCED BOOKING DISCOUNZ 
~i 615-0002 Cell: 638"6969 
• , . . :  • : ,  . . / . .  ; . . • 
• , ,468 ,Shared: / ; :  
ACcommodat ion :  
Giving youth the best driving education that we can 
is important toeveryone! The I.C.B.C. approved 
:ourses creates boner drivers on lhe road. Reduce 
~,our waiting period on your Learners from 
S to 3 months. Earn 2 high school credits 
Safer driving abilily will help you stay 
occidenl free which will result in / ~ -  
savings on insumncep~iums. ~ ' t~;~ '  
~Gi~ us o calH0rin[0. O J~ '~/5U 
~;:;wrq~prl!rrr[I]lllrt'lEr]p1rl~lilt*!l,*,l!,¶l,l.,|,l,l,l,i~=~ ~-  ~ 
Can You Afford To \~ '  
i Lose Weight? Yes? ~i 
I stick to your New Years Resolution! "~ 
Guaranteed. Risk Free, Natural "-" 
Weight Loss & FDA Approved! 
Call Teresa  at 635.1356 ~- 
1BEDROOM BASEMENT 2BEDROOM APARTMENT in 
suite. Bright, clean and quiet. 5-plex. 3145 River Drive, Thorn- 
Private entrance. N/S, No pets. hill. New paint and flooring. No. 
Available immediately, pets. $400 plus hydro. 250-638- . 
$475/month includes heat, light 1648 
and extended basic cable. Call 2BEDROOM DUPLEX carport,. 
250-638-8436. washer/dryer, dishwasher, utili-. 
1BEDROOM SUITE, close to .ties included. Full cable, star-, 
downtown, fenced yard, stor- 
age, newly renovated. $400/mo. 
250-615-9772 
1ROOM SUITE with wash- 
er/dryer. On the corner of 
Walsh & Sparks. Near schools ' 
and downtown. Utilities included 
(gas and Hydro) $400/mo. 
Available Feb 1/03. Call 250- 
798-2027 
• 2BEDROOM BASEMENT suite 
in Thornhill, Close to schools, 
laundry facilities on premises, 
no pets. Recently painted and 
with new appliances. $475/mo. 
Phone Rob. 250-638-7290 
2BEDROOM BASEMENT suite 
fridgelstove washer/dryer, large 
yard, no pets, $620/mo. In- 
cludes all utilities plus cable.' 
Available immediately 250-635- 
2556. 
BRIGHT AND CLEAN 2bed- 
mum basement suite. No smok- 
ing, no parties, and no pets. 
Call 250-635-9684 
ONE BEDROOM bachelor suite 
downtown. Close to mall and 
bus mute. $375/mo. Available 
Mar 1st. 250-635.6350 , . ,  .J 
1500 SQUARE fnet of a ware- 
house space. Downtown Ter- 
race. $650/month. Call 250-. 
638-1648 for more information. 
2000 SOFT OFFICE space. 
4391 Keith Avenue. Call 250- 
635-7171 
3 BEDROOM CONDOMINIUM 
1 1/2 bathrooms, close to town 
and school available immedia- 
tely. Fenced yard and paved 
driveway. 250-635-6858 
3BEDROOM CONDO, close to 
school and town. No pets, dam.. 
age deposit and references re- 
quired. $550/mo. Call 250-635- 
1251or 250-615-9587 
age shed. Available March 
1/03. Upper Thornhill. Call 250- 
635-3756 
2BEDROOM DUPLEX, f/s 
$400/month. 1 bedroom cabin 
includes utilities. $425/month. 
Both $200 damage deposit. 
Quiet neighborhood. Well main- 
tained property, on site land- 
lord. Call 250-635-5859. 
2BEDROOM MAIN floor of du-~ 
plex, close to pool, fenced yard, 
pets ok, fridge/stove, wash- 
er/dryer. Available March 1st. 
$550/mo. 250-635-6352 
2BEDROOM suite, newly reno- 
• vated, close to downtown. Heat 
included. Available now. Call 
250-638-1902. ' 
2BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE in 
4plex. Clean, quiet. Fridge, 
stove, washer/dryer. No pets. 
References required. 250-635- 
3796 
2BEDROOM, & 3BEDROOM 
duplex. Available immediately. 
Fridge/stove, washer/dryer 
hook-up. Call 250-638-1822. 
3BEDROOM;111/2 bath, above 
ground basenleht "st~ite"at "472 T 
EsenT - Fddge/stove, wash- 
er/dryer, storage. $600/m0. 
250-638-8639 
3BEDROOM' DUPLEX. One 
bathroom, washer dryer hook-• 
ups. Located at' 4639 Soucie. 
$500/mo. Call 250-635-1998 
References required. 
3BEDROOM, DUPLEX. 1 1/2 
baths, large rec mum, new kit- 
chen with dishwasher, hard- 
wood floors, hot tub. Damage 
deposit and references re- 
'quire& $600-month. Available 
immediately. Call 250-635- 
1355. 
4BEDROOM DUPLEX in Ter- 
.race. N/g heat, washer/dryer in- 
cluded. No parties, no smoking. 
Written references and deposit 
required. Phone 250-798-9554 
BRIGHT, CLEAN 3bedroom 
duplex. Fridge/stove, wash. 
or/dryer, dishwasher. Horse- 
shoe area. No pets/smoking. 
References required. Damage 
deposit. Available March 1/03. 
Call 250-635-3555 
JUST RENOVATED, two bed- 
moms, upstairs suite of duplex. 
Private entrance. Yard with frui 
trees, downtown. Fridge/stov£. 
included. $550/mo. No pets 
Available immediately. Call 250- 
638-0790 for appointment o 
view. 
3BEDROOM CONDO. Wash- 
er/dryer, dishwasher, fridgel 
stove, 1 1/2 baths, separate 
storage. No pets/smoking.. 
$750/mo. Available March 1/03. 
Call 250-638-7608 
"-' ,~"  - The Basket Case 
~ ~  Call Silvana Rigsby 
'~ '~ ' /  baskets & creations! 
~: : !~ today for specialty gift 
~.Ph: 250-638-1716 Cetl: 250"615"9702 
i 
LARGE 3BEDROOM duplex. 
Fridge/stove, washer/dryer, 
blinds, finished attic, garden 
level basement, fenced yard, 
, pets negotiable. Non smokers 
only. In upper ThornhilL 
$700/month + damage deposit. 
Available immediately. For ap- 
plications call 250-635-4368. 
NEWER 3BEDROOM apart- 
ment in duplex comes with 
fridge, stove, washer and dryer. 
Has carport and large yard. 
Quiet area and on bus route. 
Available immediately. No pets 
please. Phone 250-635-4571 
QUIET COUNTRY LIVINGI 
bedroom duplex, 10 minute 
drive from town. F/s. Pets al- 
lowed, and garden plot. 
$450/month. Call 250-635- 
9266. 
SMALL 2 BEDROOM duplex at 
3735 Pine Ave, Thornhill. 
Fridge/stove, washer/dryer. 
hookup. $375/mo. References 
required, 250-638-8639 
WELL KEPT 2bedroom, 2bath, 
side by side duplex at 3316 
Sparks. 5 appliances, hardwood .' 
on main floor. QUIET people 
with good rental references and 
no dogs. $600/mo. $600/mo 
250-638-8639 
2.BEDROOM MOBILE~ :home, 
washer/dryer, fridge/stove. 
$450/mo 250-635-8772 even- 
inqs. 
3BEDROOM HOUSE" at'4509 
Greig. Fridge/stove, wash- 
er/dryer. Fresh paint, hardwood 
floor. References required. 
$600/month. Call 250-638- 
6639. 
HALL RENTALS. Terrace Kin 
Hut, Capacity 120-160, kitchen 
and bar. Ideal for weddings, an- 
nIversaries, reunions. Day and 
evening rates. 250-635-7777 
,mail kinsmen@osg.net. Bar- 
tending Services available. 
1BEDROOM CABIN in Thorn- 
hill. Electric heat. $375/mo. 
Availaable Feb 1st or March 
1/03. Call 250-635-2319 
2BEDROOM house on the 
bench, by the college. Please 
call 250-635-7602 to view. 
2BEDROOM HOUSE, close to 
town. $400/month +$200 dam- 
age deposit. Available Immedia- 
rely. Call 250-635-8675 after 
5pro. 
3BEDROOM HOME, fridge- 
stove, laundry room, enclosed 
garage, sundeck, large back 
yard. Non smoking. $600/mo. 
Terri at 250-635-5081 
::3BEDROOM HOUSE with full 
basement on the Bench. Ap. 
pliances included. Available 
April 1st. $800/mo; 250-638- 
7958 evenings. 
3BEDROOM HOUSE with gar- 
age, fenced yard. $850/month, 
references required. Available 
February 1/03. Call 250-535- 
3813. 
3BEDROOM RANCHER, on 10 
private acres. Large shop, mas- 
ter bedroom w/ensuite. 15 rain- 
• utes North of town. Rent negoti- 
able. Available immediately. 
Call 250-635-8835. 
4BEDROOM DOUBLEWlDE 
trailer in Jack Pine Flats, all ap- 
pliances, oll and wood heat. Pri- 
vate setting on 5.5 acre hobby 
farm with numerous outbuild- 
ings. $650 plus damage depo- 
'sit. References required. Avail- 
able immediately. Phone 250- 
798-2456 
4BEDROOM, 2 baths, and an- 
suite, in prime location. 4114 
Yea St. Available March 1st. 
$850/mo. Serious inquiries only. 
Call 250-638-0161 
4BEDROOM, 2BATH house, 
close to college, large family 
room, fireplace, Jaccuzi tub, 
Washer/dryer, frldge/stove, 
suite in basement could be sub- 
let. Available March 1st. Refer- 
ences required. $950/mo. 
Phone 250-638-0808 week- 
days. 250-638-6365 eves and 
weekends. 
5BEDROOM HOUSE, fddge, 
stove, washer dryer hookup. 
Close to High School, fenced 
yard, taking applications, avail- 
able March 1st. $800/mo. 250- 
635-2159 
6BEDROOM, 2BATH house 
available March 1. $750/mo. 
250-635-9446 after 5pm. 
:CLEAN 3BEDROOM house for 
rent. Southside, f/s, w/d, dish- 
washer. $700/mo. Call 250-638- 
7608 
CLEAN, BRIGHT 3bedroom 
house main floor, downtown, 
close to mall and bus route. 
$650/mo includes heat. 250- 
635-6350 
',COZY 2-3BEDROOM home in 
Thornhill, 5 appliances, large 
fenced yard with fruit trees, sun- 
deck and tennis court. No pets, 
non smokers. Damage deposit 
,and references required. Call 
250-635-2627. 
RENOVATED SMALL 2/3 bed- 
mum house. N/g heat, wash- 
er/dryer, fridge/stove. In Horse- 
shoe area. $550/month + refer- 
ences required. Available 
March 1/03. Call 250-635-4444 
RENT ME Clean, modern, 
newly renovated 2 and 3 bed- 
room mobile homes. Furnished 
or unfurnished. Fddge, stove, 
blinds, and joey shack. Avai- 
lafbb ; " i!mi'iiddl~tblyT- tO" -~ l~ 
phone 250-638-1885 
12X68 2BEDROOM mobile for 
rent in Sunnyhill Trailer Court. 
Available immediately. $450/mo 
plus utilities. Washer/dryer in- 
cluded. References required. 
Phone 250-638-0438 
3BEDROOM TRAILER located 
on Sunny Hill Trailer Park. In- 
dudes: Washer/dryer, fridge- 
stove. Close to town, no pets 
please• Available immediately. 
Call 250-635-4571 
AVAI~,BLE IMMEDIATELY 
14X70 mobile home with large 
addition. 3bedrooms. Very spa- 
cious, nice condition. $600/mo 
plus damage deposit. 250-635- 
6640 
CLEAN MOBILE home in 
upper Thornhill trailer park, with 
2large bodmoms, and 12X8' 
addition. Updated and renova- 
ted kitchen and bathroom fresh- 
ly painted. Fridge/stove, wash- 
er/dryer. $500/mo. Phone 250- 
638-1915 
MOBILE HOME for rent in Ter- 
race Trailer Park. Frldge/stove, 
washer/dryer. 2 bedroom with 
20'x8' addition. $500/month. 
Call 250-837-6788. 
2BEDROOM HOUSE, half QUIET, COUNTRY LIVING 2 
basement in Horseshoe. bedroom trailer with stove in 
Fridge/stove, washer/dryer New Remo (10 rain from town). 
$480 mo or $675/month includ- Frldge-/stove, w/d ' hookups, 
ing utilities. Quiet people, good pets allowed. Garden plot. 
rental references required. Call $500/mo. 250-635-9266 
250-638-8639. 
2SMALL HOUSES, also one 
bedroom for single gentleman 
with kitchen facilities, no pets 
please. Call 250-635-5893. 
3BEDROOM UPPER 1/2 block 
from school and within walking 
distance to town at 4644 Walsh, 
$750/mo includes utilities. No 
pets, good references. Please 
call 250-638-1357 after 5pro. 
2bedroom trailer 12X58' at 17- 
5016 Park Ave. $9,900 abe. 
Must sell. Please call after 5pm 
250-638-1367 
Double bay 2, Lt30 Sq. Ft. space 
Shop openings 
18xl 4 and 12xl 2 available 
Phone 63  5 -4843 
....... ;()r J im 
i 
WANTED BUYERS: PLACE 
your word ad in The Terrace 
Standard and Weekend Adver- 
tiser for 1 week and pay only 
$14.45, 3 weeks (3TS) & (3WA) 
$26.75. Additional words over 
20- .25/word plus GST. Phone 
250-638-7283 Fax 250-638- 
8432 or email to advertising 
@terracestandard.com. We ac- 
cept Visa/m/c or cash. 
FACTORY DIRECT CHAPARRAL 
modulars. Factory tours, 
conventional designs, 
Residential interiors. Now 
selling showhome/office. Open 
to offers, SHELDON CUSTOM 
HOMES, 3075 Sexsmlth, 
Kelowna. For more Information 
toll free 1-888-765-8992, 
DL10146 
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ROOM FOR rent. Close to 
downtown. All facilities, no par- 
ties. Call 250-638-8944. 
IN THORNHILL looking for one 
non - smoking room mate, to 
share full house with large yard. 
$250/month Includes utilities 
Call 250-615-3401. 
LOOKING FOR a non-smoking 
female roommate to share 3 
bedroom home on Southside. 
Includes all utilities, laundry 
facilities, satellite t.v. Close to 
bus stop. Rent $425/month. 
STARRESORT.INT. 
WE BUY & SELL TIMESHARES 
www.starresort.net 
1-800-985-4395 
SKI SUN Peaks Resort BC visit 
our website at: www.sunpeaks- 
reservations.cam or call Sun 
Peaks Online at 1-888-578- 
8369 Hotels, condos, and cha- 
lets, Ski In/ski out, hot tubs. 
Great Accommodation - Great 
Rates - Great Service. 
OSOYOOS, BC enjoy the cli- 
mate of Canada's only natural 
desert located in the South 
Okanagan Valleyl Brand new 
LAKEFRONT apartments and 
townhomes. Prices start under 
$100,000. 1.866.736-1002, 
www.casa-del-lago.ca. Co- 
operators Real Estate Services 
Inc. 
3BEDROOM HOME for sale at 
5789 Highway 16 east. Selling 
at assessed value. Call 250. 
635-5704 evenin.qs. 
WWW,I  IWy I U .L .o ,  ¢ . - . J v -uo#-u , . l~ '~ 
NOTICE: PLACE your word ad 
in The Terrace Standard and 
Weekend Advertiser furl week 
and pay only $14.45, 3 weeks 
(3TS) & (3WA)$26.75. Addi- 
tional words over 20 - .25/word 
plus GST. Phone 250-638-7283 
Fax 250-638-8432 or email to 
advertising @terracestan. 
dard.com. We accept VIsa/m/c 
or cash. 
PICTURESQUE DOLL house 
character home. Big sunny 
deck, cedar fenced yard, huge 
apple tree• 2 bedrooms, one 
bathroom. Hardwood floor, n/g 
fireplace, suitable starter home. 
Double lot. 4601 Haugland Ave. 
Asking $110,000. Call 250.615- 
5581. 
2BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE 
2811 South Sparks. $550/mo. 
3bedruom townhouse 4632 
Soucle. $600/mo. 3bedroom 
house 4704 Goulet $650/mo. 
No pets. Call 250-638-1648 TOWNHOUSE/DUPLEX with a' 
3 BEDROOM, 1 1/2 baths, difference. For sale or rent. In 
newly renovated. Close to town new subdivision near College• 
and schools. Includes f/s, For more information call 250- 
w/d.New blinds. Available Ira- 638-7074 or www.tors- 
mediately. Call 250-635-3908. floors.cam 
3BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE, 1 
1/2 baths, downtown. Lots of 
new additions, $650/month 
Please call Andrea 604-607-, 
6487 
PAY 1/2 MO RENT for Febr- 
uary, March, April. 3bedroom 
townhouses close to downtown 
and schools. F/s, w/d hookups, 
apartments with w/d available. 
Please call TERRACE MANOR 
250-635-4980 
TO RENT or buy. Retired cou- 
ple returned to Terrace, seeking 
pleasant permanent residence. 
Not exceeding $80,000. Horse- 
shoe area preferred. Please call 
250-638-5788 
RIVERFRONT ACREAGE. 1/2 
mile on Bulkley River near Wal- 
cott Road. Forested undeve- 
loped, very private. $169,000. 
More information at www.bulk- 
ley.net/-osborn. 250-846-5956 
DON'T NEED a lot of space? 
How does 300 sq/ff, sound? Or 
maybe you Need more space? 
Retail & Restaurant space 
available - great prices.., great 
Iocationl Enclosed shopping 
centre located in Quesnel B.C. 
250-983-2359. 
OSOYOOS, BC. Located in the 
South Okanagan valleyl Brand, 
new LAKEFRONT apartments 
and townhomes. *Plus 
recreational facility and private 
beach. Prices start under 
• $100,000. 1-866-738-1002, 
www.casa-del-lago.ca 
Co-operators Real Estate 
Services Inc. 
Disposal, court ordered sale. 
100 Mile House, BC. 20 strata 
titled 3 bedroom townhomes. 
Gross potential Income 
$100,000+ per year. $750,000 
obo. courtesy to agents• Lone 
Palm Management Ltd., Lynda 
Lawrence 604-463-3333, #3 or 
Royal LePage 100 Mile Realty, 
Donna Barnett 250-395-3424. 
THUNDERBIRD RANCH and 
Farm Equipment. Quality used 
sales . and Iocators. Hauling 
availal~ e~.'"Fcc f nanclng oac. 
Dave Crussan. 250-567-2607 
6km Mapes Road, Vanderhoof, 
B.d. 
RAY VANSTEINBURG HEREFORD 
BULL SALE SaL Feb. 22/03 1pro 
Kamloops BC Livestock Stockyards. 
'45-2 year.old Homed Hereford 
Bulls. These are the Bulls for your 
.own Top Quality Cow Herd. Phone: 
250-573-3939. 
• •. •.,  
VACANT 1650 sq. ft. RANCHER 
TOTALLY RENOVATED, 3+ BEDROOMS 
3688 K'SAN AVE. 
Spedacular view, 5 appliances, large kitchen, huge liv- III 
ing room, 2 bathrooms, new flooring throughout, minutes Ill 
from downtown, arge 1/2 acre riverfront lot on quiet cul- 
de-sac, huge bathroom w/Jacuzzi tub, stall shower, 
double s!nk III 
Askmg $151,900 Phone250-638-0160 I 
BEST SELLER 
I /MI  of Terrace 
congratulates 
John Evans 
on being the 
'"TOP 
PRODUCER" 
for the month of January. In 
recognition of this accomplishment, 
John is pleased to make this 
month's donation to the Kidney 
Foundation. 
TERSE 
4916 Hwy, 16 West 635.7t87 
1-800-313-7187 DLn. 595S 
www.terraceautomall.com 
2001 Dodge 
Grand Caravan SE 
Low KM, Auto, NC, Cruise, Tilt, 
Power Windows & Locks 
NOW ONLY $27,995 
2000 Chrysler Intrepid 
V6, Auto, Air, Cruise, Tilt, Pwr 
Windows & Locks, C~tssette 
Was 15,995 
NOW ONLY $12,995 
2000 Dodge Caravan 
v6 Auto Air, Dual Sliding Doors, 
Power Windows, power Locks 
$16,995 
'99 Dodge Grand Caravan 
V6,Auto, 4Dr.,Windows, Locks & More 
$17,995 
'98 Plymouth Gr. Voyager 
v6, Auto, Air 
$12,995 
'98 Jeep Cherokee 
Sport 
4 Door, 4x4 
$17,995 
'98 Chrysler Neon 
4 Dr., Auto, Air 
$9,995 
'97 Plymoutlt Breeze 
NC, Auto, Tilt, Cruise 
$12,995 
'98 Dodge Dakota 
4x4, v6, Auto 
$10,995 
'95 Dodge Ram Reg Cab 
2500, 4x4, vs, Auto, Canopy, NC, 5Spd 
$14,995 
'85 Jeep Grand Wagoneer 
v8, Auto, 4 Door, 4 Wheel Drive 
ONLY $5,495 
2001 Ford Ranger XCab 
XLT, 4x4, V6, Auto, Air, Windows, 
Locks, Cruise, Tilt and More 
$26,995 
2000 Ford F150 XCab 
4x4,V8, Auto, Loaded 
$24,995 
2000 Ford Taurus 
Air, Cruise, Tilt, Windows, 
Locks & More 
$17,995 
'97 Ford F150 Xcab 
4x4, v8, Auto, NC 
$17,995 
'92 Ford F150 4x4 
Reg. Cab 
$9,995 
'92 Ford Explorer 
V6, Auto, Air, Cruise, Tilt, 
Windows, Sunroof, Cassette 
$11,995 
'g2 Ford Escort Wagon 
$5,995 
2000 Pontiac GR Prix -': 
V6, Auto, Air, Tilt,' Cruise, :;'~ 
Windows. Locks 
$20 ,995  
2000 Pontiac Grand Am 
Nc, Tilt, Automatic, Cruise, 
Pwr. Windows/Locks and More 
$18,995 
'97 Pontiac Grand AM 
Auto, Air & More 
$11,995 
'97 Chevrolet 1500 XCab 
4x4, 0nly 33,000 Km. 
$17,995 
'97 Grand AM 
A]C, Auto, Air, Cruise, Tilt, 
Windows, Power Seat 
$11,995 
'97 GMC 2000 SLE 4x4 
Air, Cruise, Tilt, Windows, 
Locks & More 
$19,995 
'95 Chevrolet 4x4 ReD Cab 
V8, Auto, Air, Cruise, Tilt & More 
$11,995 
'94 GMC 2500 Diesel XCab 
SLE, 4x4, Auto, Air, Cruise, Tilt, 
Windows, Locks & More 
$19,995 
'93 Chev S10 Blazer 
4x4, 4 Dr. 
$7,995 
2003 Toyota Corolla LE 
Air, Cruise. T,~p, I t~er,  
""1520,995 
2001 Subaru Impreza 
All Wheel Drive, Air, Cruise 
Tilt, Windows, Locks 
$24,595 
2001 Volkswagen Jetta GLS 
Turbo Diesel, Auto, Sun Roof, 
Leather, Power Windows, 
Locks & More 
$26,995 
2001 Subaru Legacy 
4 Dr., Sedan, Low KM, NC, 
Cruise, Tilt, Power Windows & 
Locks, Auto, CD 
$23,995 
;99 Mazda Mi'ata 
Convertible 
Only 16,800 KM 
$20,995 
'g8 Mazda MPV ES AWD 
v6, Auto, Alr & More 
$13,995 
'93 Toyota 4 Runner 
5Spd., V6,Auto, Nr Conditioning, 
Cruise, Tilt, Windows & Locks 
$14,995 
TERRACE 
4916 Hwy, 16 West 635.7187 
1-800-313-7187 Dm,5958 
www,terraceautomall,com 
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Report your 
sports scores 
IT'S even easier for sports fans in the Terrace area 
to keep us up to date on the latest scores, results 
and updates on your favourite athlete or team. 
Just go to our web site www.terracestandard.com 
and click on the Sports Results button on the left 
hand side of the page. 
A form will pop up allowing you to input impor- 
tant information such as the event, the date, the 
score and any additional information you'd like to 
include. 
Space permitting, we'll do our best to include 
the reports in an upcoming issue of the "Terrace 
Standard. 
Sports 
mel bl 
To get your game, event' 
or meeting added to the l 
Terrace Standard Sports 
Menu or Sports Scope, 
fax us at 638,8432, or e, 
mail us at: new,sroorn 
@terracestandard.com 
Feb, 14-16 
[] Terrace curling club 
hosts ladies, bonspieL 
Call 635-6302 for de. 
tails. 
Feb. 14-16 
[] CFNR Classics host 
the Oldlimers hockey: ~ i  : 
tournament atthe Ter, 
race arenal 
In Memoriam Gihs fund vital heart and stroke research and 
I drh promotion programs. 
F zse print the name of the deceased or the person honoured; 
t name/address oF the next of kin for card; and your 
name/address for tax receipt (Vha and M/C accepted). 
Please mall your donation to: .p,~ ~ 
HEARTand STROKE FOUNDATION OF B.C. &YUKON "~.~" ) 
P.O. Box 22, Terrace, B.C. V8G 4A2 638-1966 
Shames Mountain is open! 
HAWKAIR 
Brin your sweetheart to g 
% 
5ki 5haines this week & ent, er to 
win 2 for 1 airfare to Vanoouver with 
. Feb. 18 Shames on Valentine's Day & 
[] The Kermodes boys  : 
basketball team hosts 
Mount Elizabeth Senior 
Secondary school7 p;rn, 
at Caledonia. 
Feb. 22 
[] Alcan ski marathon at 
the Onion Lake cross 
country ski trails. Not just' 
a marathon,- various 
distances to race avail- 
able. Come out for the 
fun and fresh air. 
get 2 for 1 lift tickets! 
.o o, HAWKAIR 
SHAMES 
MOUNTAIN 
CONTACTU5: 
4544LAKELSE 
TERRACE, B.C. 
V8G 4A2 
5NO-PHONE: 1-877-898-4754 
PH: (250) 635-3773 
FAX: (250) 635-9773 
E-MAIL: ehame~mountain@t:elua.net 
ww~.sha mesmountalrl.oom 
Sports Scope 
So close 
TERRACE'S Roy Armagost curling rink put in a solid 
effort at last week's masters men's interzone playdowns 
but they weren't able to pull offa win in the final. 
The local rink went down to Quesnel's Joe Legeard 
rink 9-1 in the finals Feb. 2 at the Terrace curling club, 
The playdowns brought together teams from the Cart- 
boo, Central Interior and the Northwest zones. 
That means the Legeard rink advances to the B.C. In- 
terior Curling Association's finals in Trail Feb. 13-15. 
Racers ready... 
THE TERRACE stock car association is already in the 
planning stages for the upcoming season of high speed, 
side-by-side racing action. 
The group meets on the first Thursday of each month 
at 4618 Haugland Ave. at 8 p.m. 
February's meeting will include race scheduling for 
2003 and rules for the association's newest class - bump 
to pass. 
For more information call 635-9060. 
Scoreboard 
Rec Hockey 
Men's Recreational 
Hockey League Standings to Jan. 30 
Oldtimers Division: 
W L T GP 
CFNR 19 10 1 30 
SRD Blues 15 11 3 29 
Evergreen Pub 13 18 1 32 
Associates 12 15 4 31 
NMI Oakies 11 19 1 31 
Recreational D/vision: 
W k T GP 
Chapter One 20 7 3 31 
Back Eddy 16 12 2 30 
Nuyens Blasting 15 13 2 30 
Braid 5 22 1 28 
Alpine skiing 
ClBC Wood Gundy Alpine Zone Race Results 
Smithers Jan. 25-26 
Bantam 
Giant Slalom - Jan. 25 
1. Chase Hamilton 
6. Graham Schibli 
8. Cameron Hemmons 
9. Taron Lissimore 
Slalom - Jan. 26 
1, Chase Hamilton 
5, Graham Schibli 
8, Cameron Hemmons 
10. Taron Lissimore 
Shames Mountain 
Shames Mountain 
Shames Mountain 
Shames Mountain 
Shames Mountain 
Shames Mountain 
Shames Mountain 
Shames Mountain 
Women's Giant Slalom - Race One - Jan. 25 
¢'1. 
7. Britnee Thomson Shames Mountain 1:03,71 
K2 
9, Annie Greenwood Shames Mountain 1:13,57 
K1 
4. Tatum Wood Shames Mountain 1:02.65 
Women's Giant Slalom - Race Two - Jan, 25 
,l.1. 
8. Britnee Thomson Shames Mountain 1:08.16 
K2 
9, Annie Greenwood Shames Mountain 1:13.76 
K1 
4. Tatum Wood Shames Mountain 1:04.04 
Men's Giant Slalom - Race One - Jan. 25 
K2 
7. Nicholas Gascon Shames Mountain 58.60 
K1 
5. Bruce Hamilton Shames Mountain 59.12 
Men's Giant Slalom - Race Two-  Jan. 25 
K2 
6. Nicholas Gascon Shames Mountain 58.68 
K1 
3. Bruce Hamilton Shames Mountain 55.45 
Women's Slalom - Jan. 26 
,11 
8. Britnee Thomson Shames Mountain 1:35.47 
K2 
8. Annie Greenwood Shames Mountain 1:18.57 
K1 
4. Tatum Wood Shames Mountain 1:09.30 
Men's Slalom - dan. 26 
K2 
4. Nicholas Gascon Shames • Mountain 1:03.20 
.BULLS FOR sale 190 plus 
quality yearling bulls. Hereford, 
red and black Angus, Gelle- 
viehs, Charolais and Limousin 
on test at Lazy B Ranch. Please 
call Charlie ant 250-690-7226 
Fort Fraser. 
LONE FIR Rancll- Polled 
Hereford bulls. Good selection 
of beefy 2 year olds. (easy cal- 
ving, proven genetics, excellent 
disposition and AFFORDABLE. 
Phone 250-690-7527 Ft Fraser 
ALL WOOD FIBRE LTD. 
Hardwood Cants and Lumber 
wanted. All Wood Fibre Ltd. 
requires cants and lumber in all 
hardwood species. (Aspen, 
Birch, Cottonwood & Alder) For 
more into contact Leonard 
Legault at 250-563-1770 ~or 
Albert Smith at 250-613-7908 
NEED 5000 to 6000 metres of 
pine processed immediately. 
Call 1-250-698-7953 
PROCESSOR 1992 Komatsu 
WDP550. $45,000 obo. Service 
truck 1990 4X4 automatic rew 
cab $6000 obo. P.C. 250-964- 
2233 
14' GRUMMAN River Boat. 
High sides With trailer. $1800. 
20hp Mariner Factory Jet, 
$2500.. 15' Gregor welded alu- 
minum boat with trailer. $3500. 
250-635-1665 
BOAT TOPS & Frames. Boat- 
top repairs, recovering of boat- 
seats by Satellite vinyl. Fabrics 
and canvas works 4520 Johns 
Rd. Terrace, B,C,250-635-4348 
or 250-615-9924 
1989 NISSAN STANZA. For 
sale in running condition, needs 
work. $900 obo. Call 250-635- 
4507. 
TOYOTA SUPRA, nice car clw 
winter tires and $1000 audio 
system. Also 1988 Mazda" 
B2200 Pickup has to be seen. 
Call 250-635-2456 or 250-638- 
7073 
1999 GMC Jimmy 4door. fully 
loaded, no leather, 73,000km. 
$21.000 obo. 250-635-6727 
1989 GMC Sierra. 2wd. reg 
cab. 305. auto. p/s, p/b, with ca- 
nopy. Excellent condition. Re- 
duced $4950 OBO 250-635- 
3384. 
Clothing 
20% OFF 
RMK600 
199 ! Phazer 
Long Track 
Sl,500.00 
1996 Arctic Cat 
Powder Special 
$2,995.00  ' 
1998:Arclil 
zR 500121i 
1998 Yamaha 
Exciter 
s i ,300 .00  
1 i999 Y=m h l 400 Dirt Bike 
2002 Civic DX-G 1995 Ford 4WD Ext 
$17,995 Cab w/Plow 
2001 Chev Venture WAS$16,995 NOW $14,995 
$17,995 1995 CI ~ a b  
2001CivicDX-G ~4~i  ~995 
$16,995 
2001 Civic LX-G l~ l~h^^" ~-'~ ~ 
$18,995 
2000 Honda CRV-EX 1994 Jeep YJ 
$25,995 $9,995 
1999 Honda CRV-LX 1994 GMC Suburban SLE 
$21,995 NOW $16,995 
1999 Volks Golf Wolfsburg 1993 Subaru Loyale 
WAS $19.995 NOW $16,995 NOW $8,995 
1999 Ford 4 WD S Cab XLT 1993 Chev S-Blazer 
$25,995 $10,995 
1998 Ford F150 1993,Civic SI 
$19,995 $8,995 
1996 GMC EXT Cab 4x4 1991 Chev Corsica 
$16,995 $5,995 
1996 Ford Crown Victoria 1990 Accord EX-R 
$11,995 $8,995 
1996 Chew Suburban LT 1988 Nissan Pathfinder 
$22,995 $6,995 
1995 Honda Accord EX-R 1988 Nissan Sentra 
NOW $15,995 $2,995 
~ ombin'ed Circulation 
TERRACE 
Terra ce..j)  H o n d a 
4838 Hwy 16 W J'~¢ (250)638-8171 
0# 9862 ~ 1-800-665-1990 
www.bchonda.com 
GMC EXT cab. 3rd door. Loa- 
ded. Heavy 1/2ton 4X4. 
$25,000 Firm. Call 250-C35- 
4989 
1993 PLYMOUTH Grand 
• Voyager. Awd, good condition, 
tow hitch and new tires. Must 
sell. Asking $8000. Call 250- 
638-1902.. 
B a.klsa](s. NO? l 
All Credit Applications Accepted. 
Easy, Fast and Confidential. 
No Hassles or Embarrassments... 
YES to poor credit/no credit.~, 
NEW YEAR, NEW STARTI "~ J i~  
No money after Christmas? ~ ~.~,~.~.~ ooownor    
for 90 days OAC.Ask tot de la i~ 
'MUSt have JOb: yOU w~k ~ drive! "~! ~ 
NAVIGABLE WATERS PROTECTION ACT R.S.C. 
1985, CHAPTER N-22 
Gitanyow Fisheries Aulhorily hereby (glves/give) notice that an 
application has been made to the Minister of Fisheries and 
Oceans under the Navigable Waters Protection Act for approval 
of the plans and site of the work described herein. 
Under Section 9 of the said Act, Gitanyow Fisheries Authority 
has deposited with the Minister of Fisheries and Oceans, at 
Vancouver, BC and in the office of the District Registrar of the Land 
Registry Cassiar, B.C. at Terrace B.C. under deposit number 
1000084 a description of the site and plans of Kitwanga River 
Enumeration Fence in the Lower Kilwanga River at Kitwanga, B.C. 
in the SW 1/4 of D.L. 1413. 
Written objections based on the effect of the work on marine 
navigation should be directed not later than one month from the 
date of this notice to: 
Superintendent, Navigable Waters Protection Division, 
Deparlment of Fisheries & Oceans, Canadian Coast Guard, 
Suite 200 - 401 Burrard Skeet, Vancouver, BC, V6B 3S4. 
Dated at Terrace, B.C. this 8th day of February 2003. 
 NTERFOR 
International Forest Products L imited 
North Coast Operat ions 
Major  Amendment  O3-O1 
. to  the 2001-2005 Forest Development  Plan ......................... 
Forest License A16841 
Notice is hereby given that International Forest Products LImiled (Interfor) wishes to amend the approved 2001-2005 Forest 
Development Plan for Forest License A16841, The Amendmenl will update proposed development in the Kumealon, Kennedy 
Island, Porcher Island, Scotia River, Work Channel, Marion, Scotia River, Surf Inlet, Farrant Island and McDonald Creek 
Administrative Areas in the approved 2001-2005 Forest Development Plan. • 
Forest Development Plan Amendment 03.01 shows the location of proposed harvesting, road development, maintenance and 
deactivation, The approved 2001-2005 Forest Development Plan contains information on the maintenance and protection of other 
resource values within the planning areas, This Amendment is a supplement to the approved Forest Development Plan, The 
Amendment is made available for review and comment to resource agencies, native bands, and the public before approval is 
considered by the District Manager of the Ministry of Forests, North Coast Forest District, All approved Operational Plans that 
encompass the Development Plan will be made available during the review and comment period upon request. All completed 
assessments (SectIons'13 to 17 of the Operational and Site Planning Regulation) are available for review at the Interfor office at 
the address below during the review and comment period, 
Forest Development Plan Amendment 03.01 will be available for public review and comment at both the Intert0r office listed below 
end at the Ministry of Forests, North Coast Forest District office at 125 Market Place, Prince Rupert, B.C, from Wednesday, January 
29, 2003 to Monday, March 31,2003, during normal business hours (8:30 a.m, to 4:30 p,m. Monday to Friday), excluding statutory 
holidays, A representative of International Forest Products Limited will be available ~ to review and discuss the 
proposed Amendment at the Interfor office listed below. The Forest Development Plan Amendment 03-01 will also be available for 
public review at the Kittmal Public Library at 940 Wakashan Avenuel Kiffmat, B.C,, the Terrace Public Library at 4610 Park Avenue, 
Terrace, B,C., and at the Prince Rupert Public Library at 101 6th Avenue West, Prince Rupert, B.C. from Wednesday, January 29, 
2003 to Monday, March 31,2003. Written comments tram all reviews may be sent to the Interfor address listed below, If interested 
parties are unable to review Forest Development Plan Amendment 03.01 durIng these times, arrangements can be made to review 
the Amendment at a time that is convenient for them prior to March 31, 2003. PJease contact Andrew Mackay, R.P,R at Internalional 
Forest Products Ltd, #206-4716 Lazelle Ave,, Terrace, B.C. V8G 1T2, phone: (250) 615-6755 or fax: (250) 635-0636 during normal 
business hours to schedule a time to review the Amendment. 
THE PUBLIC REVIEW PERIOD FOR THIS AMENDMENT WILL BE FROM WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 29, 2003 TO MONDAY, 
MARCH 31,2003. . 
Forest Development Plan A~nendment 03-01 may be amended as a result of written-comments received by March 31. Written 
comments regarding this proposed Forest Development Plan Major Amendment are to be forwarded to Andrew Mackay, R.P.R at 
Inlernational Forest Producls Limited, #206-4716 Lazelle Ave., Terrace, B.C. VSG 1T2. 
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